merican.

ortlj
WEDNESDAY

I

AODmiBrmnu*

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

OLI) RELIABLE

THE

Hancock County Savings Bank,
ORGANIZED MARCH

17, 1873,

ias paid regular semi-annual dividends amounting to
Surplus above all liabilities
Loans only on unquestionable security (not names alone).

1201,811.01
33,305.70

.....

JonN F. Whitcomb, vice-president,
F. C. Hi rhii.l, assistant treasurer.

X. B. Cooudok, President,
C. C. Burrill, treasurer,

C. W. & F. L.

NEW ADVEKTIRKMKNTH TBI8 WEEK.
New England Telephone and Telegraph Co—
Norttoe.
Statement—Traders A Mechanic* Ins Co.
Statement—Western Aa*urauce Co.
Admr notice—K»t Wm D Thompson.
Admr notice—Kat John M Merrill.
Txec notice—Rat Gilbert E Simpson,
hxeo notice— B*t David M Rice.
Kxec notice—Nathaniel € Means.
Prohate notice—E*t Parke Godwin et altt.
Kll«worth Dental Parlors—DeutUtry.
O W Taj)lev-Insurance.
Wlggln A Moore— Apotnecarlea.
G A Parcher—Apothecary.
LaNOINB, Mb
M D Cook—Farm for sale.
Trkrtor, Mk:
R F Copp—Dog lost.
SCHEDULE OP MAILS

MASON,
FIRST

AT

ELLSWORTH

NATL BANK

BLOC.,
ELLSWORTH,

effect

Goiro East—7.16 a
GOIRO WEST—11J6

October

12,

and 6.18 p m.
m, ft.*6 and 9.48 p

m.

.Vo

in Rome with her daughter, Miss Annie
C. Emery, who is pursuing there a special
course of study.
One victim of the Baltimore Are was

M Matter

Morgan Co., whose headquarters are
at Oskosh, Wis., one of whose valued employees Is Charles A. Hansoom, who is
the

of Health

well known in this

city.
given In Odd Fellows hall
last Thursday evening by the Rebekabs
and Odd Fellows was well attended. The
affair was strictly private, being one of
the regular old-fashioned kind.
The sociable

and A.

M.,

will hold

There is

Sunday irain*.

yearly accounts of the city for the
past year preparatory to issuing the annual report.
There was an entertainment at the

physicians,

THE AMERICAS is oil .sale in
Ellsworth at the news stands of
C. H. Lelnnd, J. A. Thompson Surry road school bouse Thursday evenunder the auspices of the
The agent who represents the “.Etna," “Hartford,” “Koval,” "National" and and il. W.
ing, Feh.
Estey. Single copies, Roosevelt 4,
"Commercial Union” is certain that the Baltimore fire will not put him out of
improvement league. The af5
cents;
subscription
price
business. These companies have been tried in several conflagrations. Place
fair was under the direct supervision of
$1.50 per year in advance.
your insurance with O. W. TAPLEY, and get the best companies.
Harry M. liellatty, and was well attended.
We have

received a half CARLOAD of

just

Wheeler & Wilson
and for 30

Days,
regular $10 machine,

if this

Rotary Sewing Machines,

Coupon
by

warranted

is used in
us

ordering,

will sell you

we

strictly

limited to

T.

J.

SOUTHWEST

L. M. Moore, of the First national bauk,
in Boston on a week’s vacation.

Old Machines uot taken with

The many friends of Mr. Justice Powers
regret to learn that bis wife is seriously ill In Portland.
MAINE.

This coupon is good for ordering one 3 drawer drop-head Wheeler &
Rotary Sewing Machine, at #28 CASH, or $30 on paymeu ts.

F. L. Hayward, of Bucksport, was
at the Methodist
parsonage
recently, on his way to Eastport.
Rev.

Ocntlemen:—Please find enclosed.dollars for which please
deliver to me one Wheeler & Wilson Kotary Sewing Machine, as per

Saturday announcing the sad news of the
death of bis mother at her home In Ireland.

P. 0. Address.

R G. Hopper, representative of Jacob
Berry A Co., bankers and brokers, of

DEPARTMENT,

few

HAS

A

HOMES
OCTOBER.

and to say to those who have not,

opened

that we have

a

an

new

account,

supply

young need to be

are

told, and

in the hands of both old and young.
the old

ought

not to be,

equipment
of “A R-tgged Hero”,

scenic

be

complete

production

Mary

Ann

will

The

the merits

Refreshments

were

served.

The regular mooth'y union service was
held at the Congregational churcu Sunday evening. Rev. S. W. Sutton, of the
Unitar an church., delivered the sermon.

of

Mrs. A. 1.

Saunders,

time at

some

Hon. H

B

the

who

Falmouth

Saunders arid

Upnam’s Corner,

to

has

been

Foreside

with

family, has gone

Muss

for the rest of

winter.

The Wm. H. H. Rice relief corps will
have

a

dime sociable

Thursday evening,
is

Window

our

t

invited.

in

to

Members

the G.

A. R

which

tue

hall

public
requested to

are

furnish cake.

Judge L.
winter in

abroad,

for

A. Emery, who
Baugor, while

was

Thursday,

Bargains.

in town for

a

is

spending the
family is
few hours last
his

and his many friends

were

glad

to greet him.

meeting at whist.
pretty wedding took place this morn-

The entertainment

given by Mrs. L. A.

Emery’g Sunday school class at the Congregational vestry Friday evening proved
a successful i.fNlr. and the children went

dental office is the only one in the State that
guarantees all work for ten years.
I>r. F. O. BROWN K,

Manager,

Ellsworth Dental Parlors.
1

i*0*040»0#0#0*0#v*v#C*a40
*
EDWIN M. MOORE,
dealer In all kinds of
4
f
2 Freak, Belt, Smoked and Dry J

2

FISH.

\

*

0
O

|

I

Halibut, Bluefish.A
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops, A
D
Lobsters and PinnaD Haddles.
Haddock,

Campbell A True Bldg., East End Bridge,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

i

from

received

and

a

former

pastor of
here, has

church

will

accept

call to

a

of
the Congregational
Farmington.
Thursday evening, Feb. 18, Esoteric

pastor

church at

lodge will ho d
at its

one

in the

rooms

of its famous

Manning

Masons and their families
The fame of

attend.

sociables

block.

All

invited

are

to

society for sociables Is known far and wide, and this
oue

will

probably

this

prove

no

exception.

The outlook is excellent for

a

successful

reorganization of the Ellsworth festival
chorus, and rehearsals will, it is expected,
he gin next week.
Members will be noticed of the time and place. The music has
arrived, and copies of all that is to be
sung at the festival next fall
tained of Harry L Crabtree.

be

may

ob-

Miss Ray N
Whiting entertained a
party of frieuds at h r home Monday
eveoing In honor of Miss Bessie M. Joy
and

Miss

Helen C.

for Boston

this

Davis,

they

ROYAL

and

BAKING

recom-

POWDER CO., NEW YORK*

Eminent Sir Arno W. King
installing officer, assisted by
Sir Knight John F. Whitcomb as marpleasure.
will act

accord-

it.

mend

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

as

shal.

Andrew Moore, of Ellsworth,
Sunday with friends here.

spent

At
of

sporting

the

Ellsworth times

professional

and

Joy

much

METHOD1HT

Rev. J. P.

Everything that has worth lasts
until it is superseded by some,
thing of more worth. Our busiin-ss is constanly becoming worth

to us because we make it
worth more to our customers.
This will be easy to understand
if you have been making ail
more

purchases
Telephone.

here.

Wiggin & Moore,
DRUGGISTS.

J ^CORNER OPPOSITE THE POSTOFFICB
^

called

by

camps in the
lively. A

are

business

vicinity
party of

men

are

at

larger.

the

illness

and

death

of bis

Siinonton,
who died In that town Saturday Jan. 6,
at the advanced age of eighty-seven years
Mrs.
and three days.
nine mouths
mother,

Simonton

Mrs.

was

Mary

the

Pascal

widow

of

Monday evening Blanquefort commandery will hold a public Installation at Its
rooms in the Manning block.
Following
the installation exercises will be dancing
A turkey supper will be
cards.
All Sir
served
during tbe evening.
Knights with their ladles are cordially
Sir Knights are reinvited to attend.
quested to appear in full uniform. Tbe
installation of the officers of this order
and

has

come

is

gone to Bar Harbor to work.

at
Sunday, Feb.
Sunday school at 1145. Junior
league at 3 p. m. Preaching at 7.
Prayer meeting F'riday evening at 7.30.
Trenton— Preaching Sunday at 2 p. m.

George Fullerton and wife
relatives in Brewer and

10.30.

wife, of Hedg ick, were
guests of Adelbert Garland and wife
recently.
_

LAKEWOOD.

CONQ’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Sunday, Feb. 14—Sunday school at 10.30

Weekly prayer meeting Sunday evening

May French, of Orono, is spending
days with relatives here.

Miss
a

at 7.30.

few

A concert for the

league will

BAPTI8T.
Rev. David Kerr, pastor.
Sunday, Feb. 14— Morning service at
the pastor.
10.30. Sermon by
Sunday
Junior C. E. at 6 p.m.
school at 1145
Preaching service at 7 p. ra.
Prayer meeting Friday at 7.30 p. in.
Trenton—Sunday at 2.30.

visiting

this week.

Seth Smit h and

UNION

a. m.

are

vicinity

the

Mr. Simonton.

benefit

of the school

given in the scboolhouse of
district No. 2, Saturday evening, Feb. 13.
he

After the concert there will be

a

per to which all the ladies
requested to contribute.

are

box sap-

kindly

COMING EVENTS.
Wednesday, Feb. 10, at the Methodist
the Epworth league.
Price, IB cents.

vestry—Sapper by
It is sometimes difficult to convince the
world that you have brains unless you
have money.

Monday, April 4,
minstrel

Business

City

NotlctiH.

Hancock hail—Annual

show, bail and supper of

the

Hose Co.

E-tey, proprietor of the Ellsworth
steam laundry. Is to make a specialty of doing
The
prices have been
family washings.
greatly reduced the past week in all lines, but
All work
more especially In this class of work.
H. B

Do not be deceived by appearances. A
great deal of that which passes for sucOn the
cess is really failure or defeat.
other band, that which passes for failure
noble achievewill receive the careful attention in the future* j really is often success and
ment.
that has i>een given it In the past.

IfidertistnuntB.

Clean-up Sale of Tooth Brushes.
have prone through our entire stock of Imported and Domestic Tooth
Brushes and picked out all that do not look perfectly fresh and nevr,
and have put them all in oue pile—26c Brushes and 20c Brushes—
from which you can take your choice for 15c per brush. We have
4 g»
too bipr a stock of Brushes. These Brushes are all ritrht in every
way except that they don’t look quite as fresh as we like to have
You save 5c to 10c. Come and examine them.
our Brushes look.
It is a prood proposition to any one who needs a Tooth Brush and would like to

WE

—

J

save some

of the cost.

G. A. PARCHER, APOTHECARY.
14

MAIN

STREET,

FURNITURE
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Patrick

Slraonton, and is the last of her family.
Four children survive—Rev. J. P. Siraonlon, of this city, Andrew S., of Rockport,
Mra. J. T. Crosby, of Auburn, and Mrs.
G. A Andrews, of Rockport.

which

EPISCOPAL.

Simonton, pastor.
14— Morning service

going

Camp Ellis on upper Branch pond, a crowd
is at Uneeda Rest on Green lake, and at
Patten’s pond all camps are full. Patten’s
pood is giving up the largest number of
fish, and John P. Eldridge is high line
out there, having taken twenty-six the

are

Sunday, Feb. 14 —Morning service at i the schooner Julia Frances.
Sunday school at 11 45 a. m.
Mrs. Ciosson and daughter Agnes have

10.30.

who wHl leave

week—Miss

Thursday for instruction on the violin,
and Miss Davis going Friday to visit sev-

between,

[worth"
your drug-store

1

and

endorse

ingly

Rev. J. P. Simoutou returned last Wednesday from Rockport where he was

Night Bell.

J Cod,

the

Mr.

that

first two oays of open time. At the other
p uids the fish, while being few and far

SliJiirttisnnme.

This Means Money

Yale,
Congregational

stood

eral weeks with relatives and friends.

literature club met with Mrs. C. M
ilodgman Monday evening. There was a
good attendance, and an interesting stssion whh heid. The paper was read by
Mrs. E K Hopkins.

_

FULL SET, $7.

the paper. Tea was
lu the evening Mrs.

Roiiins tnte;taint-d the

The

RELIABLE CLOTHING CO.

PThis

read

i/clcck.

«t 5

become

Campbell pleasantly

sixteen of her young friends
home on Pleasant street Friday

evening.

j

Watch

hostess also

wer v*«i

at

the pi«y in which George F Hall
seen in at Hancock hall in May.

at her

of

saving.

Royal

Carrie Lynch has gone to Bar Harbo*,
Annie M., widow of John
Wintbrop
where she is to be employed.
Jones, and a daughter of the late Andrew
Helen King, of Bar Harbor, is with ber
Peters, of this city, died at her home in
Greenfield, Mass., last Thursday, after a mother, Mrs. Francis McGown.
short illness of pneumonia
Older resLevi Frauks and wife, of South Brookeidents of Ellsworth will remember her vtlle, have been visiting relatives here.
well. Her husband, who died some years
Fred Starkey and wife, who have bees
Preparations for the annual Easter
ago, was a member of the lumber firm of | with Mrs.
Starkey's mother through hei
Monday concert and hall jf the City hose J. W.&T. D.
Jones, who operated here illness, have returned home.
company are going rapidly forward. The for
many years, and who, after loving
Mrs. Francis McGown and Mrs. Fred
minstrel show, which will be given in
Ellsworth, conducted an extensive lumconnection with the concert, will unand daughter Bernice have been
ber business in Brooklyn, N. Y. She was Starkey
visiting relatives at Bar Harbor.
doubtedly be up to the usual standard of a sister of Chief-Justice John A.
Peters,!
amateur performances.
Robert 8weeney and wife, of Green
who is seriously ill at bis home in Bangor. {
Another old fashioned party will be
Lske, spent Sunday with Mr. Sweeney's
-— J—
parents, Charles Sweeney and wife.
given at the Nicolin clubhouse to-morrow
CHURCH NOTES.
Feb. 8.
8.
evening. The adjourned annual meeting
which was called for last evening, wan
UNITARIAN.
MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
adjourned to 7.30 to-morrow evening. A
Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.
full attendance of members Is especially
There was a spelling school one evening
Sunday, Feb. 14—Service at 10.30 a. m. last week.
requested for this meeting.
Sunday school at 11 45 a. m.
The ladies’ auxiliary of the CongregaMrs. Robert Smith, of Brewer, visited
CONGREGATIONAL.
tional churb met with Mrs. F. W. Rollins,
relatives here last week.
Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.
on Bridge hill yesterday afternoon.
The
George Murcb has arrived home from
Friday, Feb. 12—Prayer meeting.

entertained

banks and would like to swell the number of accounts to 2,o00 before

These banks

met.

Sargent died at his home on
Maple street Friday afternoon after a
short illno«s, aged thirty-two years. The
funeral services were held Sunday afternoon, Rev. J. P. Simonton, of the Methodist church, officiating. Interment was at
Woodbine cemetery.

K. of

carried

for the

We wish to thank those who have already

1.

a

is

Miss

April

promptly

Charles

P., will confer the I ing at the home of the bride’s father,
its regular meeting John Greenan, on Grant street, when his
this evening. A banquet will be served daughter, Frances Elizabeth, was married
lo Herbert JL. Young, of Lamoine.
Rev.
after ttic work.
J D. O’Brien, of the Catholic church,
Levi Franks and wife, and Capt. and
officiated.
Mrs. George Gray, of Brooksviile, were
I
Mrs. D. L. Yale is the guest of her parguests of Mrs. Etta Condon at the Methodist parsonage last week.
ents, A. M. Foster and wife. It is under-

15 0 0

|

occur, will be

A

Dotisqua lodge,
Et-quire

MADE ITS WAY INTO

LAST

to their agents that they are all
and that losses hereabouts, if any

right,

days.

rank of

ELLSWORTH, ME.

SINCE

New York, Is In the city for

|i Boston and

First National Bank

j

sent word

in

_

(Jeorge 8. Foster, of Portland, was in
city several days last week visiting
his parents, L. D. Foster and wife.
Rev. J. D. O’Brien received a cablegram

the

above offer.

BANK

caller

a

J. T. Crippen Co., Southwest Harbor, Me.:

LITTLE

communications.

The ladles' circle of the
Methodist
church will meet with Mrs. Joyce, Franklin street, to-morrow afternoon.

Wilson

THIS

Friend” is respectfully informed i
Thb Ambbican does not print anony-

“A

mous

SPECIAL SALE COUPON-Limited to 30 Days.

j

last

Wednesday evening.
will

CO.

CRIPPEN

pit

tained several of their friends at

that

SAVINGS

Thomas enter-

Misses Jennie and Leah

HARBOR,

ffame.

David Kerr, of the Baptist churob,
at Burry Bunday afternoon.

Rev.

Cash,

thirty days.

is

ses-

preached

payments of $5 down and $.'> per montlc for $30, delivered at your home.

This offer Is
this coupon.

The county commissioners were in
sion at the court house yesterday.

our

for ten years, for

^8
or on

Drop-head

In order to allay any fear that insurance companies have been too bard bit by
the Baltimore fire, many of them have

quality

wholesome. This peculiarity
of Royal has been noted by

up tiie

“The Baltimore Fire.”

a

Baking Powder which makes
the food more digestible and

a

There was a meeting of the finance
committee at the aldermen’s room Monday afternoon for the purpose of settling

MAIL CLOSES AT I*OSTOFF1CE.
Going East-6 JO a m and 8.30 p m.
Goiro West—11.to a m and 5 and 9pm.

ME.

played during the evening were enjoyed
by all. Mrs. Etuery is passing the winter

Installation at its rooms this
evening. Past Master John B. Redman,
will aq| as installing officer.
All Masons
and thalr ladies are cordially invited.

m
a

dnomifttmentB.

pleased. During the evening
Miss Bessie M. Joy played and
Miss
Berthe L. Giles sang. The several games

public

1903.

No. <>.

It

borne well

Lygonia lodge, F.

POST OFFICK.

.

In

AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 10, 1904.

to be an annual event, and one
looked forward to with much

ELLSWORTH.

Porcelain

Inlays.

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Ex-

WALL PAPERS and DRAPERIES
-AT-

E.

J^DAVIS’

traction.

H. GREELY
DENTIST.
Ellsworth.

Main Street,

FOR SALE! Potted Plants
One Franklin Typewriter, new, visible writing, first-class machine. Will
sell at cost.

J. A. THOMPSON,
Stationer and dealer in Typewriters and Supplies

Primroses,

Roman

Hyacinths,

Daffodils.

Ellsworth Greenhouse
TELEPHONE

CONNECTION.

TO

KITTEli Y
CHRISTIAN

ENDEAVOR.

B .KEK’S BANK

lllutual Benefit Columu.
—

Topic If or the Work HeRinninc; Fob.
14—Comment

by

Ilex. S. 11. Hoyle.

Topic —What will real friendship do?—
X Bam.

xx.

1-23.

The Bible bus boon criticised by a
certain class of writers on the ground
that it has practically nothing to say
upon the subject of friendship, a most
important human relationship, i'lato.

EDITED BY

Its Motto:

"AliNT

MADtii”.

One

Bacon, Emerson and other great writer* have eulogized friendship, say the
It has emcritics, but not the Bible.
phasized the duties of men to (iod, of
husbands to wives and vice versa, of
parents to children and children to
parents. It is said, but is silent upon
But this
tlie subject of friendship.
IF I CAM LIVE.
charge, like all the others against the If I can live
Bible, is untrue. The Bible has much To make some pale fnce brighter, and to give
A second lustre to some tear dimmed eye,
to say upon this important subject and
<>r e’en Impart
has given us illustrations of it that
One throb of comfort to an aching heart,
surpass those found in what we call
Or cheer some way-worn soul hi passing by.
If one should collect
•lecuiar history.
the Scriptural references tb friendship, If I can lend
especially in the writings of Solomon A strong hand to the fallen, or defend
The right against a single envious strain.
and of Christ, he would find that the
Bible is not wanting in something to My life, though bare.
dear and fair
And what in Perhaps, of much that seemeth
say upon this subject.
To us on earth, will not have been In vain.
history surpasses the friendship of
Christ and His disciples and of David The purest joy,
Most near to heaven, far from earth's alloy,
and Jonathan?
Is bidding clouds give way to snn and shine.
The friendship of David and JonaAnd ’twill be well
than was one of the most beautiful ilIf on that day of days the angi Is tell
lustrations of friendship that the world
Of me: “She did her best for one thine
has ever seen.
Saul, the fafher of
—Helen Hunt Jackson.
Jonathan, was king of Israel, and
Selected by Aunt Emma.
Jonathan should have succeeded his
father upon the throne of Israel. But Dear M B. Friends:
this he knew was not to be, and, alI think it is raiher a nice thing to have
though he knew that David was to our New Year’s greetings extended over
have what he should have had. yet his the early part of the year. It will help us
■
friendship for David never faltered, but remember our New Year’s resolutions all
in covenant and in deed was ever man- the better.
ifested.
What eulogy more beautiful
The thought of helpfulness is brought
than that of David when he said after out very frequently in the nice letters this
the death of Jonathan: “I am distressed week, and the helpfulness suggested is of
for thee, my brother Jonathan.
Very the kind we can nil have h share in.
i
a
use
pleasant hast Miou been unto me. Thy
West Fkasklin, Jan. 29,1904.
love to me was wonderful, passing the
Dear Aunt Madge and M. B. fritters:
love of women.”
Is it too late lor a new years call? A very
From the friendship of David and
“Dear Mrs. Pin k I! am :—I am one o? the many of your grateful friend*
Happy New Year to ail and many than kb to
Jonathan we may learn:
who have been cured through the use of Lydia IS. lHiiktiam's Vegetable
Aunt Madge and all who so generously remein
is
David,
1, Friendship
confiding.
Compound, and who can tmdaythank you for the flue health 1 enjoy. When
bered me at Christmas lime. VVfcs glad to hear
1 was thirty-five years old, 1 suffered severe backache and frequent bearingfearing that Saul was seeking his life, from
J. Y." and others who have been slleut
down
came to Jonathan and freely told him
pains; in fact, I had womb trouble. 1 was very anxious to get well,
so lonitf.
and reading of the cures your Compound had made, I decided to try it. I took
of ail his fears. Heal friends confide in
I was very much Interested In the contribution
only six bottles, but it built me up and cured me eutirely of all my troubles
each other. ‘‘No receipt,” says Bacon,
that “Melissa'* seut and I feel like saying right
My family and relatives were naturally as gratified as I was." My niece
“opens the heart but a true friend, to here, that the real secret of living is jus making
had heart trouble amt nervous prostration, and was considered incurable.
whom you may impart griefs, joys, the best of things. Now 1 presume there are
took your Vegetable Compound and it cured her in a short time, and sh*
She
fears, hopes, suspicions, counsel and many that were not satisfied with what the last
became well and strong, and her home to her great joy and her husband's
whatsoever lietb upon the heart to op- year brought to them, but we will just let the
delight was blessed with a baby. I know of a number of others who have
“Demi past bury Its dead
a
kind
of
civil
or
conIt
in
shrift
been cured of different kinds of female trouble, and am satisfied that your
press
Act, act as in the living present,
fession. It redoubles joys and cutteth
Compound is the best medicine for sick women.”—Mrs. Elizabeth H. Thohrsob,
Heart within and God o’erhead”.
Box 105, Lillydale, N. Y.
in
halves.”
griefs
Our failures we will pass over lightly, our
V. ben
2. Friendship is reproving.
Thousands upon thousands of women throughout this country
David declared that Saul sought his blessings we cannot count they are so many. 1
are not only expressing such sentiments as the above to their
expect we shall receive a store of good things
rebuked
friends, but are continually writing letters of gratitude to Mrs.
life, Jonathan
him, even saylater on as the holidays are over and the days
Pinkhain, until she has hundreds of t lion sands of letters from
ing directly, “It is not so.” But this are getting a little longer.
women in all classes of society who have been restored to health
did not break their friendship.
Beal
Will put in a few recipes If any one would
by her advice and medicine after all other means had failed.
friends may reprove each other. "Faith- like a charge 1« the pastry department.
Here is another letter which proves conclusively that there is no
ful are the wounds of a friend." saith
Witn heat wishes to all for the year 19C4, from
Other medicine to equal Lydia E. IMnkham’s Vegetable Compound.
the wise man. And who can doubt it?
aunt Emma.
He who doubts the reproof of a friend
“Dear Mrs. Pinkham:— I suffered with
Thanks (or the letter and recipes which
doubts his friendship, for a prerogative follow.
poor health for over seven years, not sick
enough to stay in bed. and not well enough to
of friendship—real friendship—is the
CHOCOLATE Ckkam Cake (something very
enjov life and attend to my daily duties properprivilege of reproving for the good of nice)—One cup sugar,
cup butter creamed
together, 2 eggs, S cup sweet milk, a bit of
ly. 1 was growing thin, my complexion was
his friend.
2
1
flour.
soda
dissolved
water,
cups
teaspoon
sallow, and I was easily upset and irritable.
3. Friendship is helpful.
Though in, I»eat well and stir Into tne cream wbeu cool.
“One of my neighbors advised me to try
Flavor with vaullla, hake.In three layers and
Jonathan doubted David's fears, yet
suit
Lydia E. Pink ha in’s Vegetable Comboiled (rooting.
put together with
he said, “Whatsoever thy soul desireth
pound, and I procured a bottle. A great
Frosting—Two cun* sugar, whites of two
I will even do it for thee.” And he did ! ejuh nea.eii lo a stiff f»o*h.
change for the better took place within a
noil sugar till It
hairu
tiorn
the
on
week, and I decided to keep up the treatment.
what David desired him to do. Friends
rpoou. pour gradually
eggs.
Within two months I was like a changed
Cre »M—One cup grated chocolate,
help each other in the hour of need. “A
cup milk,
woman, my health good, my step light, my
2* cup sugar, yolk «<(
egg beaten. l»»at all
friend in need is a fri nd indeed.”
together and boll until It thlckeDs like soft cuseyes bright, my complexion vastly improved,
4. Friendship is lasting.
Jonathan tard, cool before adding to the cake. You may
and I felt once more like a young girl.
I
not care to make it every day in the week, but
was true to his friendship for David
it is delirious.
wonder now how I ever endured the misery.
nntii the end of his life, and when
I would not spend another year like it for a
Jonathan had passed away David cried Dear Aunt Madge:
»
fortune.
\
y )C"*
1 have been trying to steal time for a letter*
in sorrow. “I am distressed for thee,
“I
appreciate my good health, and girs
but have failed to llnd It, so I am going to send
all the praise to Lydia E. Pink ha m’s Vegetable Compound.**— Mas.
my brother Jonathan!”
an apology foi one now.
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ilabersteen
St..
Ga.
M.
Tili.a,
Savannah,
The friend of friends, the one above
I want to say I think we two often underesti
all others, the “friend that sticketb mate the little
Pinkliain
Mrs.
has
on
die
thousands
of such letters.
we
can
do
or
to
things
say
help
closer Uian a brother,” is the Lord those In trouble, and because we cannot do
AAA FORFEIT If we cannot forthwith prodace the orlginallettera and elgnalorea of
Ar
Jesus must.
“Greater love hath no some great things we leave the little things unV V||||||| above teetiiaooiale, which will prove their abeolate genumeneM.
man than this, that a man lay down
done.
tydi» K- Fiukhatu Med. Ce., Lynn. HftM.
MvvUU
I suppose this sentiment has l>een expressed
his Ufe for his friends.” This Christ
thousands
of
times,
and
need*
to be thousands
bas done for us. Human friendships
Tbe seal Kins.
over, then a paper, book or a piece of fancy
of times more, and is as oiten unheeded.
are precious and desirable, but nothing
Is much enjoyed. A friend sent me a loom
The seal ring Is known to be the oldLet me urg«- (hat this be one of the resolu- work
else can replace the friendship of Christ.
est style of ring. It dates back to the
tions of the new year—that we try lo do more for weaving Apache bead work ; It Is easy to do
One there is above all others
of the dttie things. A kind word of sympathy and very fascinating.
days of the Old Testament, and prodWell deserves the name of friend;
Will tell you what kind of apple pie the Johns
—a card written showing we have thoughtful
ucts of the glyptic art, as gem engravHis is love beyond all others.
Intent, a bunch of flowers be they ever so of my family like best. They call It “baaering was called, were known In the
Costly, free and knows no end.
common—if we may call any of tiod's flowers sheetrple”. 1 till a three quart stew pan with
most remote times. In Exodus xxvlli.
BIBLE BEADINGS.
tart sliced apples, pour over them 1 cup sugar.
common, and, well any little thing which the
17-20. mention Is made of tbe following
I 8am. xvili, 1; II Sam. i, 17-27; Prov.
kind heart may suggest, sent with a feeling of 1 of molasses, add a small piece of butter, aud
stones, upon which the names of the
rvii. 17; xviii, 24; xxvii, 6; x, 17: Luke loving interest will carry a
blessing, and we flavor with cassia, a little water, cook until a twelve children
of Israel were en
xi, 1-10; xli, 4, 5; John xv, 12-15; Jas. will be blessed because we have thought and fork penetrates them easily, have the baking
graved: The sardlus. the topaz, the carli, 23; III John 14.
pan lined with paste, a sprinkle of sugar and
purposed In our hearts to do the little w* could
buncle. the emerald, the sapphire, the
1 suppose many of you have to put up lunches flour In the bottom. 111! with the apples. There
for men folks. For change for saudwlcbes try Is usually too much juice for the pie, boll till
diamond, the ligure, the agate, the
“Baltimore, 1005.’*
over
cover
with
mince
thick,
bake
meat.
quite
It will certainly give spice to the
pour
crust,
Baltimore hag been decided upon as
amethyst, beryl, onyx and Jasper. In
slowly Eaten with whipped cream—very good
verse 2 of the same chapter we find
the meeting place for the next inter- lunch.
without.
Have you tired for a change instead of
mention of the engraving of signets
pie;
national Christian Endeavor convenWe can soon say:
to make dumplings we cal! them.
Make
your
upon the hardest stones. It is believed
tion, to be held July 5 to 10, 1905. The crust as
for pie, cut In squares about four or
Farewell Old Year! Your work is done,
that tbe Egyptians instructed the Isnew Fifth regiment armory, fronting
five lncht s square and All with apples, canned
A new one Alls your place;
raelites in the art of stone
on
Hoffman street, between Linden berries, cranberries or
engraving.
The darkt st night will pass away
anything you would
The Egyptians used the
and Park avenues, will serve as the make pies of in the way of fruit or
The morning dawn apace;
lapidary’s
berries, but
wheel and emery powder and knew the
convention hall. It was begun in 1901 do not sweeten, fold over and pinch the edges
We cannot bring the dead to life.
use of the diamond in
and has Just been completed at a cost together in a bunch at the top
Bake a nice
Nor was'ed hours recall.
engraving other
But In the coining year,
of $425,000. It is of stone and one of delicate brown and serye with sugar sauce or
hard stones. Among the Assyrian and
kind
of
sauce
or cream.
pudding
the largest armories in the United any
Perhaps atone for all.
Babylonian ruins were found fine specHave you ever tried putting a few
E.
spoonfuls
States. Its external dimensions are 300
| imens of signets on gems, many of
of hooey into light cake to keep it moist? Do
Your letter has been long delayed in them set In rings.
by 330 feet, and within it has a clear you know that
putting a cotton and woolen
floor space of 60.000 square feet. It
but has been read in re
garment or cotton and woolen stockings appearing,
will easily seat 20,000 people, aDd the through the
than once by
Aunt Madge.
A Scheme That Failed.
wringer together will wrlug the
Ehdeavorers anticipate filling it to Us woolen much drier than If it Is put through
Bristling with ambition, a young
utmost capacity.
by Itself?
Too Busy for a Vacation.
physician who has a limited practice
If the knees of the boys’ woolen
When a man tells me be cun'i afford tbe recently thought of a scheme he felt
stockings
are
llDed with a piece of the cotton
The Way to God.
stocking tioi# to take a vacation, 1 am compelled to would be a money maker for him. Ills
Do you know the way to God so they will wear much longer.
idea was to fool ids neighbors into the
think that there is something
wrong
The following Is rather out of season, but as
well that you can show it to some
belief that be was overrun with busiI may not be able to send It In season I send It somewhere. Either be is not large enough
one else and send him away rejoicing?
ness.
This he attempted to do
now
The rind of watermelon preserved with for bis business, and lacks the ability to
by inPhilip did. What else in life is so a lemon to the quantity that would fill a
multiply himself in others, or to system- ducing all the charity patients be treatquart
well worth while as showing a wan- jar, with
ed
at
the
atize
it
so
tbat
it
will
run
added
to
spices
smoothly in bis
dispensary with which he Is
taste, makes a great
derer God’s road?—M. D. Babcock.
addition to mince meat-much nicer flavor than absence; or else he is too menu and
stingy connected to come to his office, telling
citron. I take out the lemon which is cut in to take even a few weeks
them
It
would
be a convenience for
from the year's
three slices—peel on—as I do not like that
Pen Points.
him and that It would cost them nothput work of piling op dollars.
Into
the
mince meat.
Don’t do for the glory af doing, but
Of course, if he has no programme, or
ing. But the result was not all he an
Chocolate creams melted until of the consistfor the glory of Christ.
if everything comes to a stand
While his office was alticipated.
ency to spread easily and used for frosting for system;
Onr Christian Endeavor work should
still when be leaves bis store,
cake Insures success and saves time.
factory or ways crowded, the number of his pay
■ot be performed in the spirit of the
a
vacation might prove disastrous.
I have wondered how Aunt Madge found office,
lng patients did not increase, and at
But if he is a business man worthy of the
hireling. We must have the sense of time to remember all her nieces at Christmas.
the end of the month he had made a
and has any executive or orgsu z
T>ear Janet (and others), what dear beautiful name,
responsibility that comes with shepvisible Impression on but one
person.
bis
vacation
will
be
ing
tbe
ability,
b**i
berdshlp.
things you have all said of “Ego”.
investment be can put into bis butine*-., His landlady raised his rent, because
With love to all. Sincerely,
For you there can be no more ImNaillil.
for be will return from It stronger «nd
she was sure he had acquired an exWe shall appreciate Naillii’s kiDd and richer in resources then before
Success
tensive and prosperous practice.—Chiportant committee in the society than
the one you are on.
helpful letter written in the midst of
cago Tribune.
All tbe healing, balsamic virtues of tbe Nor.
cares
and
anxieties.
not
hold
a
Better
committee meeting
way pine are concentrated in Dr. Wood's Norit
with prayer.
than to fail to open
Wife—Darting, we dined at the SquetNature's own remedy for
way Pln^ 8yrup.
Greetings of the season to dear Aunt Madge
The church world is too full of “folsoi ’• just one week
ego tonight. Do you
and the M. B. C.’s, all of whose letters I read coughs and colds^—Advt.
lower*." Its crying need Is for leaders, with interest.
reel-*
that we most make our dinner
”Aunt Maria's” are a special
and Christian Endeavor seeks to prove diversion. I like her
It’s a mistake to Imagine that Itching plies cal?
Husband —Suppose we
don’t.
way of resting, but always
itself a school for tbelr development.— rest the best when the real household ri utles
can’t be cured; a mistake to suffer a nay longer W.-u'dn’t they Use It?
are
Wife—Wby they
than you can help.
Doan's ointment brings never would forgive us—I’m sure
John R. Clements In Christian Enthey
Instant relief and permanent cure. At
deavor World.
auy would never ask us again.
Husband
This Ambbicab :
drug store, SO cents.-Advt.
Qoudl Then we won’t go.

They were mystewithin six months.
10
rious because keys bail be ti usisl
building, and tbe
open tbe doors of the
rorabinailons on vault and safe bad
No
been worked instead of forced.
nor
watchman was kept at tlie bank,
would I'

Lydia

psrdo*
Sstnol
Haiw!

In
Stele
prison.
convlcli d ol nturder In tbe
second
degree In 187U lor tbe murder of Jama
Robbins, a Rockland policeman.
mas

A patent baa recently been Issued to
a

Eik, Portland, lor a waler-cloaat bowl.
A W. Hodgdon hsa been selected
b,

one.

Bros, to manage the Hotel
Same**
Rockland tbe coming season. Mr
well
known
Is
In
tbe
Hodgdon
hotel Ira.
ternlty and baa been connected with
Kicker

st

mv-

rral

large cummer bole:*, among them
being tbe West End et Bar Harbor.

|

J)R.

F,

1

—

***„ *

detective worked for weeks and got
I* All Matter Electric?
Naturally enough the robiierno clew.
According lo a theory advanced by sir
ics were the talk of the town, and us a
Oliver Lodge, tbe eminent English
pbja|.
boy of fourteen I was much excited
cist. II la possible that matter may be
and interested.
tban
an
more
aggregation
ol
it was In the winter time that the nothing
minute electrlc chergrs, although be canlast robbery took place, and one night
how
laoiateo
not
explain
out
Chargee, such u
a crowd of us boys and girls drove
beauppoeee. can exlat. In a single ekm
Into the country to a spelling school. ul
metier there may be, be aaya, hundred!
By a evident I was left behind when ol thousands of these electric points or
the party startisl home, and there was elecirodas, but ibey are Individually so
small that Ihelr distance* apart may be
no other way than to foot it back.
ret*! Ively as great as tbat of tbe planets In
It was 2 o'clock of a still, cold morn- tb aolnr
system.
on
the
street
I
when
up
pnsseil
ing
The Idas that an atom of matter la larwhich Baker's hunk was situated, and tber divisible was suggiated several yean
Thomson, of Cambridge
Just liefore 1 reached tbe building I ago by Proleaaor
In a theory that has since beand lock the England.
woman emerge
saw
a
He believes Ibat on aiomlc
lt,me famous.
door behind her. As I caught sight of “chip” constitutes a charge of nrgattv*
her I dodged behind a pile of boxes electricity. On Ibis theory electricity Is
nothing but finely dlelded metier. E dge
at hand. uml. 1 leering out, I saw her
he* revere*d the Idee, end makes matter
look up and down Hie street for n mo- tbe sum of myriads of
tiny electric
slip
When
on.
before
moving
ment
charge*.—Sucre**.
and
followed
I
her,
great
startisl away.
was my
surprise to see her halt at I Tew—Ml** K"xley Kant* her father to
Baker's house, four blocks away.
I let hrr marry that broken-down English
It was not until I reached home and nobleman. Jew— Yw, but the old men
pondered over the case a little that I h«* too much g< od s* n*e Tut I under*
made up my miml the muffled female stand the nobit man lean earl. Jew- Wei!.
figure must tie Mrs. Baker herself. I'm sfrsid tie'll be a regular tolled esrl it
When once this Idea had come to me be ever speak* to the old men.
I began to work on it.
Early next
A woman* Idea of a becoming bat is
morning I was out to look for tracks aumetbing that look* like a flying maI
in the snow, and I very soon found chine that has been struck
by lightning.3
those of the midnight woman. They
It la a good thing for a man to have a
had been made by small and shapely
temper, so hi* wife will think one iu the
feet.
family la enough.
But had there been still another robbery at the bank? I ran away from
ProftBBional C*ttS.
achool to hang around the corners and
wait for nows, and before noon it was
HI NKEK.
known that another #2.000 package
The circumstances
had been taken.
OF BAK IIAKBOH.
were precisely the same.
.Home one
wishes to BtuminHT that hereafter he ;wtl! 'give
had entered the imnk and worked the
special attention to the treatment ol dtaeams at
combination of the vault.
tb«
Tills hist robbery started a run on
Eye, None, Throat and Ear.
the hank. There was no cause for the
Office equipped with all the modem InstruHurry, ns Baker could pay #2 for #1.
but that and the mysterious roboerles went* and appliance, for the examination and
nearly drove him era ay. 1 had a good treatment ot these disease*.
Easjr access to Bar Harbor hospital, where
mind to go and tell him what 1 had
paueuta reoel.e the beat ol care at reasonable
Been. but. lioylikc, 1 was afraid to do
rate,.
It 1 did go to the sheriff, however, and
begin m.v story, but be laughed In my
F. SIMON
D.
face and said:
"Boy. you have been seeing ghosts
PHYSICIAN' a.vh SintGEON.
and having the nightmare.
If you go
round talking this way to other*, Office* In Manning
formerly occupier by
! l>r J. F. Manning. Oflhr op*-n day and night
they’ll call you crazy."
: except when absent on professional catU.
He hadn't done anything himself lo
TKLr.PMoKK.
clear up the mysteries, and tie was.
perhaps, a little fearful that I might
banking.
strike a clew. I looked at it that way
and was not discouraged by what be
said. I laid no father to go to and d‘d
not think mother could help iu the

Vegetable Compound.

—

employ

of

Nonsense.

sentence

Of course be raised a great row over
tbe roliliertes. the aggregate sum lieiug
ationt StMKS). but nt the same time he
could not say Hint he really suspected
rule lie
any or his employee*. At any
accused no one. and the sheriff and a

Mrs. Elizabeth H. Thompson, of Lilly-®
dale, N. Y., Grand Worthy Wise Templar,
and Member of W. C. T. U., tells how she
recovered from serious illness by the
of

E. Pinkham's

r

mul

Tbs governor and council at
Erld*,i
session (see tbe pet It loners tor
leave to withdrew In Ibe ease ol
D. Haines, wlio la now serelng a

!

The purpose* of thl- column are succinctly
stated In ths title and motto-li la lor the mutual
beuetk, ami aims !<• t*e nelpful and hopeful,
living f» r the common go**u, k Is for the com
moo use-a public servant, a purveyot'6T In
formation and sugge-tlon, a medium for'tne InIn this capacity It solicits
terchange of ideas
communicatlous, ana Us success depends largely
Com
on 'he support given k In this respect
munlcatlou* must be signed, but the name of
writer a 111 not be piloted except by permission
Communications will tie subject to approval or
rejection by the »dltor of the column, but none
will tie rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The amkkicaw,
Ellsworth, Me.

CARIBOU.

Winnowing*

Novelty

B. Lewis
,i opyrlght. U«3 by C.
There had been uo less then three
bunk
mysterious robberies nt Baker's

"Helpful and Hopeful.”

Week's

is what your mooey will
Invested In shares of the;

|

earn

If

I1M Loan aod Bnllflinn Ass’n.
A NEW HEItlEH
I» now open, JSAorea, tl each; monthU
payment., t! per »nare.
WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
a first
mortgage and
reduce It every month
Monthly
and Interest together
payment*
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 years you
will

share*, give

own YOUR OWN HOME.
for
w

*

particular* Inquire of
Haaar w. ccamtA*. Sec*y.
rii« Nai’l Bank Bid*.

Kino. President

JACOB IiKKKY.

H. L. BKNNET.

Jacob Berry & Co.

Member* of New York Consolidated Exchange.
New York Produce Exchange and Philadelphia Stock Exchange.

KMtablifthed 184(5.

STOCKS. BONDS,
GRAIN, COTTON.
R. G. Hopper, Manager.
10 CongretsISt., BOSTON.
42 Broadway, New York.
Direct private wires In our branches at HARTFORD. NEW HAVEN. BRIDGEPORT,
PH 1 LADEL."H 1A. MONTREAL, QUE
BKC, ALBANY. BROOKLYN.
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case.

What I accomplished in the next two
days was this: I got from the banker's son Joe the information that he
had been awake when his mother came
in after her.raid, and while she was
out for a couple of hours and he and
1 were left alone In the house I made
a swift search and found every dollar
of the missing money in a hatlwx in
the garret. In the same box were writ
ten instructions as to bow to work the
combinations. I did not remove anything, nor could the woman have suspect! 1 on her Veturo that I had discovered anything. There was no doubt
of her being the robber. She had secured the combination from her husband in confidence, and she had had
the nerve to get up in the night and
rob the bank. If she hud not used any
of tbe money sbe must have some object in view, but I could not study
that out, though there was gossip
about family troubles.
I was more
scared than before at the thought of
going to the bunker direct, as 1 somehow felt that lie would blame me in
some way, but I sent another boy to
him and had him call at my house In
the evening.
The banker seemed to have made up
his mind to bear bad news.
I shall
never forget how be sat there before
me looking straight into my eyes and
his face growing old and haggard as I
told my story.
Half an hour wrought
such facial chauges that he seemed
almost a stranger. HU very soul must
have been tortured, but he spoke no
word till I had finished. Then he quietly asked me to verify certain points,
seeming to have a hope that I might,
after all, be mistaken, but there was
no blunder, and he rose up and left the
house looking ten yeurs older than
when he entered it.
The stricken man did not go to the
bank or his home, but walked out into
! the country with bis bead down and
bis bands crossed behind him. I followed him for two miles and tlieu re) turned. It was daylight next morning
when he entered his house and then It
Was to find his wife gone. She had left
before night in a strange outfit driven
up to the door by a strauge man, but
before departing sbe bad visited tbe
lank for the fifth time. This time she
took a package of *10.000 and was seen
|1 ind not interfered with by half a dozm different persons.
The ill used husband opened the bank
for one day and then closed It forever,
although all depositors were paid in
*ull while he lay dying. If ever a man
filed of a broken heart Charles Baker
Aid. He knew It was his wife who bad
robbed him. but lie made no effort to
M QUAD
(tiave her overhauled.

ma
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STEAM

LA U N DRY

AND BATH K4>OM8.
"NO

PAY.

NO

WASHES.**

All klndB of laundry wont done at short
ioe. Goods called for and delivered
H. B. K8TEY A CO..
West End Bridge.
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Pauper

at

Notice.

undersigned hereby gives notice that he
has contracted with the cily of Ellsworth,
for the support of the poor, during the ensuing
year, and has made amide provision for their
support. He therefore forbids all persons from
furnishing supplies to any pauper on his account, as without hi* written order he will pay
for no goodsao furnished. llxjuti|S. Jomca.
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that faraway iautl. Yes, Missoula was
to come that way tomorrow.
lie was waiting for them on the next
afternoon, ami Teddy was swung upoa
the saddle In a jiffy. But now It was
the hig policeman who talked, while
Missoula listened in shy silence, ills
name was Jones,
"They used to cull
me
•Shorty' down In the Panhandle
because 1 was so tall,” he explained,
"lift a laugh. "No, they don't do it
here,” In answer to her questioning
look. "It wouldn't be healthy for them.
The men on the force call me Jim. I
haven't any pals up here."
Jim had come to New Y'ork with
some full blood cattle.
But the attractions of the big ci,y proved too much
for him, and after a debauch of several days be had come to himself on'y
to find that the rest of the crew bad
and he was left alone,
gone back,
adrift. There had been some hard days.
Jim spoke of them hesitatingly and
with a shamed (lush on Ids tanned
check.
"Hut then I got on the force—on account of luy riding and I’ve been on
over n year.
I can't complain of the
pay. und the work's light enough. Hut
I get such longing for the sun shining
In a perfect blue sky and my pony
I icking bis way among tlie boles of u
dog town—the little beggars sitting up
and scalding at you as bold as you
please—and then scrambling down
through tbe mesquite bushes Into a
water bole and letting him drink ns
much us he pleases, ami then riding on
till tbe sun sets ns It never does up
1 -re, bands of light playing right
across tbe sky and u purple glow over
everything. Well, when I get to thinking of all that 1 get uneasy-like uod
tired of all this crowding. Some tine
morning the feeling will he extra
strong, and tben"—be laughed—"the
force will be losing one of Its ornaments.”
Missoula was looking up eagerly. Her
eyes were ns blue as the Texas sky of
which he spoke and wide with longing.
"You will be going back, too. some day,
Miss Missoula,” be said softly.
She caught her breath sharply, like
one suddenly waked from a dream.
"Ye#," she said dispiritedly, "I s'pose
so—when Mia* Barker’s ready to go.”
The three met often after that. Teddy bad come to look on Jim -Craw as
one of Ills possessions, while Missoula
and his master had become the best of
friends, and meanwhile n tardy spring
was breathing new life into the half
thawed slopes of the park. Timid grass
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Missoula Ann gazed across the frozen stretches of the park with a
delightful sense of ownership. The chill
wind which hnd deterred nil other wayfarers was as the breath of her own

prnlrlea.
"Jest the sky for a norther, Teddy.”
she said exultantly.
"Seems like old
times. It does.”
Teddy was not looking at the sky.
Around a bend In the road mine a
horse. Jet black, well groomed, head
high, while the delicate nostrils snlfM
the wind, and saddle invitingly empty;
not ownerlesa, for a policeman walked
close leside. But Teddy bad eyes only
for the horse. In u moment possession
would be his and Missoula far behind.
He set off down the walk as fast as his
chubliy legs would carry him.
Too late Missoula awoke to the realities of her position. She broke Into a
frightened run, and her voice rang out
In command: "Teddy Barker, come
buck!
Do you bear? Come back. I

say!”
If Teddy heard he gave no sign, except to redouble bis efforts. But verily
the wny of the transgressor Is hard!
There wns an Innocent appearing strip
of Ice gleaming In the pallid glow of
the wintry sun. Teddy's foot encountered It. He threw oat both hands and
slid forward ou his nose. It Is a tender
member, and Teddy complained loudly.
The Irate Missoula was now on the
scene.
Even the policeman offered bis
services to restore peace. Together they
picked tip the fallen, whose cries redoubled under the effect of Missoula's
vigorous shakings. The policeman In
terfered.
"Bee here, now,” he said good natoredly, “I’ll have to arrest you If you
wake snob noise. Come nnd see Jim
Crow. You can have a ride on him If
you aren't scart.”
Teddy stiffened at the implied insult
"That's all I wanted to do,” he protested stoutly, “only Mlssouly. she wouldn't
let me!”
The man looked at the girl eagerly.
"Be you from Montana, miss?" he asked.
Missoula nodded.
*T hail from west Texas myself." the
policeman hnstened to explain, "but I
reckon there's much of a sameness
about them both.”
Missoula Ann seized his hand Joyfully. “I been watching you other days.
I Jest kuowed you was from the west
the way you sat your horse.”
By this time Teddy was safely ensconced on top of Jim Crow. “It does
seem as If most of the folks here made
riding a hard matter.” the policeman
said reflectively. “And it's worse for
the horse than it is for them. Why, the
Indies have the t>oor lieasts cinched up
so tight they can’t draw a full breath
Wish they'd Just try it on a broncho.
There'd be some tall bucking.” And he

laughed.
Missoula Joined in. “1 believe 1 could
show them a thing or two myself,” she
said proudly, “even If I alu't got one
of them swell riding skirts. But 1 Jest
better not be saylug too much about
“I might hev
It." she added sadly.
forgot. It’s so long since I was on a
borse. Mr. Barker, he got one of those
automobiles, but I can't abide the
creature."
The tall policeman agreed. “Just give
me a good horse.” he declared, “and a
clear road, and I'd ride and ride to”—
“Cl'ar out to the west,” the girl interrupted eagerly. There was a wistful look In her eyes.
“Be you long from there, miss?” he
asked restas-tfully.
“Only since last fall, but It seems an
age," Missoula Ann said, with a sigh.
“You s**c Mr. Barker, he's the biggest
He rules Jest about
man out our way.
everything but lfls wife, and she rules
him.
So when she took it into her
head to cum to New York fer the winter we all had to cum. I cum on 'count
of Teddy. Seems as if he can’t get
along without me. I've bed the care of
him ever since he was born.” She
smiled up at the child affectionately.
“I'm not saylug but what I was tickled
over the Idea.
They'd been telling me
all sorts of foolishness about the city.
But it's not a bit like what I expected.
Perhaps the fnult lies In me, but I feel
sort of smothered all the time. It’s bad
enough on the street with people pushing of you out of ther way, but indoors
its worse, things are so awrul neat
here that Mr. Barker, for all he owns
'bout a whole section out our way,
can’t hcv a whole house to hlsself. It’s
worse than the boys’ quarters at a
roundup the way folks crowd togeth
er. But you must excuse me for saying
so much," stie broke off tn conclusion
as she looked up and met his dark eyes
fixed admiringly upon her. “Only it’s
so long since I had the chance to free
my mind. You're mighty good to listen.
Bnt come. Teddy, it's time we were
making fer home."
Teddy did not agree, but the tall policeman cut short Ills remarks by lifting him down in a peremptory fashion. “I'm much obliged to you. miss."
be said gratefully. “It’s been as good
as seeing one of the hoys.
But perhaps you’ll be coming this way again,
tomorrow perhaps,” lie asked insinuat-

ingly.
Missoula Ann thought that perhaps
she might. Teddy was quite sure that
he would be ready for another ride.
The tail policeman leaped lightly Into
his saddle, and she watched him with
a thrill of pride,
lie was eertainly
quite imposing in his blue uniform
witli the brass buttons, and his friendship uas n thing to Im> desired. And
Fie
then he onme from the west!
could sympathize with her longing for
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bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh •-<
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island ram *h*'
weigh 70 pounds.
Che standard welgnt of a ousnei ol potato-.
t» goo*i order and Hi for
"hipping, Is an nob
of apple*, 44 pounus
The standard weight of a oushei ot oean* ii
Aood ortler and lit for shipping, is 62 pounds
Of wheat, beets, ruta-bags turnips and pea«, tt»
pounds; of corn, MS pounds; of onions. .Vi
of carrots, Knghsn turnips, rye and
dlan meal, 50 pounds; or parsnips. 45 pounds;
of barley ano buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats
82 pounds, or even measure as by agreement
The prices quoted below are the retail price*
at Ellsworth. Farmers can easily reckon from
these what they are likely to reoelve In trad*
or eash for their products.

Kunds;

Country Produce.

Kutter.

Creamery per k..to
Dairy
...18#*

Neufchatel..

..

...

cannot

wholly approve.”

“I think you are mistaken.”
“I will give you nn Illustration. There
is John Howard Payne’s ’Home, Sweet
Home,’ for instance. You surely do not
agree with all the sentiments it contains?"
"Why not?" be asked warmly. “Why
not?”
“Because.” she said, glancing at the
clock, which was marking the hour of
11, "because there is a line in that song
which says ‘There's no place like home.’
You do not believe that, do you?”
Then he coughed a hollow cough and
arose and went silently out into the

Baled.
Vegetables.
Potatoes pk
20 Turnips, tb
• 6
•Squash,
Meets. R>
08 Cabbage,
Tomatoes, lb
Seeet potatoes, lb
04 Carrots, lb
10 Beans— per'it—
Lettuce,
ft0
Spinach, pk
Yellow-eye

8411
If*
02
t«8
.4

02

12 gift
26
10
Pea,
Frail.
25 Oranges, doz
Apples, pk
.869.46
12 Lemons doz
Crauocrrles, qt
2543"
Groceries.
CoOee—per ft
Bice, per ft
JO6# .08
Rio,
.169.26 Pickles, per gal .450A6
36 Olivet, bottle
Mocha,
.259.7ft
86 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
.2v
Pure elder,
Tea—per ft—
M
.459-66 Cracked wheat,
Japan,
.04
.809 60 Oatmeal, per ft
Oolong,
.20
Sugar—per ft—
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Granulated,
06)4 Graham,
Cofltoe—A a B, .06k Rye meal,
4)4
.06 Granulated asealfft 02H
Yellow, O
Molasses per gal—
Oil—per gal—
A5
Aft 9.70
Linseed,
Havana,
A0
Porto Rico,
Kerosene,
18016
A0
Syrup,
Lumber and Bafldfmg Materials.
125
SprUoe,
Lumber—per M—
Hem look,
18ft
18914 Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 13014 Clapboards—per M—
16020 Extra spruce, 2402»
Spruce,
20026 8pruce, No. 1, 20 §40
Spruoe floor,
20060
2508c
Pina,
Matched pine.
5
20026 Extra pine,
Laths—per M—
Shingles—per M—
3 26
extra
2.fto
Cedar,
Spruce,
**
2 76
clear,
Hemlock,
9 00
M
2 26 Nalls, per ft
2d dear,
.040.06
"
1 60 Cement, per cask
1 50
extra one,
1 26 Lime, per caak
9ft
No. 1,
M
.75 Brick, per M
scoots,
7011
White lead, prft .00048
Previsions.
Pork, ft.
Beef, ft:
1'
.150 JO
Steak.
Steak, ft
16
120.26
Chop,
Roasts,
X6
Corned,
.080.10
Pigs* feet,
18
160.20
Tongues,
Ham, per ft
.18
4)6906
Shoulder,
Tripe,
18
Veal:
Bacon,
20
Salt
i0
Steak,
10
100.14
Boasts,
Lard,
Lamb:
C5
Tongues, each

Celery,

oUar-ptne,

In the preface to Gail Hamilton’s
poems, published under the title “Chips,
Fragments and Vestiges,’’ the sister of
the dead author says that a few yellowed papers exist covered with her
verses written in a childish hand.
One such sheet has the heading
“Chips and Parings.” Another Is called “Mary A. Dodge’s Scribbles.” These
were all written before she was twelve
years old. But the earliest, written
when she was eight, is the best:
When mother hides her crackers In
Old coffeepots all made of tin.
We seldom ever find them out.
Although all day we look about
Now. though we all like crackers well.
And bakers have enough to sell.
Yet we all eat them up so fast
That mother hides to make them last.

This “poem” was solemnly and silently handed to “mother” by the little author after she had discovered where
the crackers were hidden.

This Is /
Thste bow good it is, learn how wholesome it it,

end you have the whole thing in » nutshell—
The reason why the world uses all the

appeared:

Gold Medal
FLOUR

the Washbum-Crosby Mills can make Six
Million barrels a year, and asks for more. Ask
your dealer for Washburn-Ckosby’s COLD

MEDAL FLOUR.

Send us the circular from a package of Gold
Medal Flour and we will mail you the Gold

Medal Cook Book—the manual of cookery.
It Is needless to say that when Mr.
Londoner’s store opened in the morning an ever Increasing cloud of dusky
humanity, with teeth that glistened
with the Juice of anticipation, gathered
about the entrance.
Business in the
store was at a standstill, and travel on
the street was blocked.
No explanation could appease the rising anger of
that dark multitude. It wns melons or
a riot—melons or that unheard of thing,
a colored landslide to the Democracy.
Mr. Londoner was at his wits' ends.
There were no melons in the market
and none expected.
Just as Londoner
was preparing to abandon his store to
the wrath of the justly incensed melon
maniacs a car load of magnificent melons dropped into one of the freight
sidings, and Londoner and the Republican party were saved. Nobody ever
knew how or whence that pink hearted manna came.
The price was exorbitant, but that did not matter. Londoner paid it with the air of a man
who liad ordered melons and was indigant that the railway company had
disappointed him in not delivering them
the day before. There was not a crack
in the solid black Republican column
on election day.
But field was not through with Londoner.
The colored brethren hnd to
hold their ratification meeting to indorse the Republican nominations and
more especially to render thanks for
the creation of watermelons and to the
man who had paid for them out of season.
Of course Mr. Londoner was invited to attend, and when It came his
turn to address the meeting the chairman, a colored deacon of the church
where “Possum Jim” worshiped by the
name of Williams, Introduced him as
follows:
“I now take great pleasure in introducing to you our friend and brother,
the Hon. Mlstah Wolfe Londoner, who
has always been our true friend and
brother, who always advises us to do
the right thing, and stands ready at
all times to help ns in the good fight.
Although he has a white skin, his heart
is as black a* any of ours. Brothers,
the Hon. Wolfe Londoner.”
There was no mistaking the authorship of this felicitous introduction.
The

Mania

For

Money.

man whose cardinal goal in life is
make money will steal. To such a
man stealing is a fine art, upon the
possession of which talent he congratulates himself. Getting more than belongs to him fee considers thrift: causing one man to fail that he may rise he
considers self preservation. He is not
exactly a highwayman—no. he lacks
the criminal chivalry and physical daring of that class of robber. He prefers
to be a genteel scoundrel and so works
the wax of his egotism into a being
whom he esteems to be exempt from
the Ten Commandments and immune
He is encouraged in
from criticism.
this hallucination by his fellow townsmen, and as his wealth expands he
rises to a loftier plane in society, in
commerce, in politics and in religion.—

A

to

Schoolmaster.

Fanny Old Slfcn*.
wordy opposition, strenuous
One of the most notable of old Lonnaturally and perhaps violent. This, I !
have learned, is waste of nervous force j don signs, “The Dog's Head In the
Iron Pot.” had its beginning in the
and allows argument on the part of the
same
unfriendly man who is trying to make early years of the reign of that
bluff King Hal. says St. Nicholas. It
the touch. The stronger weapon is to
laugh—just laugh. Utter not a word, Stands out, a lonely figure on Blackenter

on

how much the other may
but just keep on laughing. I’ve
routed
many
deep laid, dishonest
schemes with a good, hearty laugh. Try
it.”—Detroit Free Press.
no

matter

say,

■

is no one-sided affair, bat
exchange of soul qualities. There can
be no friendship without reciprocity.
One cannot receive all and give nothing,
or give all and receive nothing, and expect
to experience the joy and fullness of true

Friendship

an

she

glanced

over

the

sporting

page for the first time, “how this poor
man must have suffered with insomnia!”
“What man?” asked her husband. “Why,
Billy Broadfist. The paper says last night
been put
was the first time he bad ever

sleep.”

to

Jane—1 suppose you will call up8medder before you return?
Mrs.
Flyte—No, what’s the use? She
doesn’t keep any help. There is no talking with a woman who can’t talk about
the stupid ways of servant girls.
Aunt

on

Mrs.

Rich, Warm, Healthy blood Is given by
Sarsaparilla, and thus It protects the
system from colds, fevers, pneumonia and other
diseases that quickly overcome a weak and
deblllated system.
Hood’s

The favorite cathartic Is Hood’s Pill’s. 25c
—Advt.
We have used Brown’s Instant Belief and
recommend it to our readers as an article
of great merit.
can

friars road at the corner of Charlotte
street, the sign of a wholesale ironmonger’s establishment. The dog is
In the act of eating out of a three
legged iron pot which It has overturned. There were also “The Black Dog"
and "The Dog and Duck.” “The White
tireyliound” was the sign of John Harrison In St. Paul's churchyard, a bookseller who published some of Shakespeare's early works.
Wlint

companionship.
woman as

niildpa Crocker*.

In his biography of Eugene Field
Slason Thompson tells the story of a
joke Field played In Denver on his
friend, Mr. Londoner, during a campaign. As chairman of the Republican
committee Mr. Londoner was delegated
to work up enthusiasm among the colored voters of Denver, and In an unguarded moment he took Field into his
confidence and boasted of bis flattering
progress. The next morning the following advertisement, displayed with all
the prominence of glaring scafe heads,

Baled.."in

straw.
Loose.

“Dear me,” exclaimed the pretty little

night

Joke the Hnmorlat
Denver Friend.

Fresh laid, per dos.80 Q35
Poultry.
Chickens.20
Fowl.14 gits
Hay.
Best loose, per ton.
12*114

|

trash, the veriest trash.”
“I agree with you, yet the old songs
sometimes contain sentiments that one

a

.05

appeared.
The afternoon sun shone down warmly and showed Missoula engaged In restraining Teddy from picking a spray
of the enticing "burning bush." The
tall policeman came up during the alMutton,
10815
tercation. As they wnlked on together
Spring lamb, 10 a 18
Fresh Pish.
he preserved an unwonted silence.
06 Clams, qt
20
“Spring's about here.” Missoula ob- Cod,
06 Oysters, qt
60
Haddock,
serves! at last. “I’Ve been thinking how Halibut,
26
16018 Lobsters, ft
Mackerel, each 25030 Blueflah,
14016
the prairie must look by now—Jest one Finnan
14
Hiddle
12 Sea trout,
12)4
big flower bed.”
Smelts,
Fuel.
Jim looked off across the tree tops
Coal—per ton—
with eyes unseeing of their delicate Wood—per cord
*» 50
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 0006 50
veil of leaves.
"I’ve been thinking,
8 0005 00
7 50
Stove,
Dry soft,
7 50
Roundings per load
Egg,
too,” he said, “and I Just can't stgud
7 50
100*1 2ft
Nut,
I’m going back
the city any longer.
54)0
7£r
Blacksmith’s
Buttings, hard
west.” Missoula's face paled.
Floor, Grain and Feed.
50
“I’d have gone long ago if it hadn't Flour—per bbl—
Oats, bu
4 2506 75 Shorts—bag— 1.1501 25
lie looked
been for you, Missoula.”
H# Mixed feed, bag
Corn, 100 ft bag
down now and as he saw her agitation Corn meal, bag
1 SO
25*1 30
Cracked corn,
1 30 Middlings, bag
1-60
went on eagerly: "I won’t go now unless you will go too. I’ve been saving
Juat Lnugh.
money, and I’ve written out, so there’s
As the pen is sometimes mightier
Won’t you go. Misa position ready.
than tlw sword, so the laugh is on ocsoula?”
Missoula’s face blushed a rosy red, casion as powerful as in eloquence the
but she met his ardent gaze frankly. sjioken word.
“There are many different kinds of
“Yes, I'll go, Jim.” she said. “I trust
Teddy’s getting so old now he conversational accomplishments,” re- |
you.
marked a man well up in the ways of
And. oh, Jim,
won't be missing me.
we’ll be going hack to the west togeth- j the world, ‘'and 1 have paid due attention- to the cultivation of such as lie J
er!" There was a choke in her voice.
Jim drew her to him, and it was well I within my range. Great is language— i
that the path was deserted or observ- great, indeed—and beautiful withal.
Next to my. limited ability with words, j
ers might have been scandalized by the
spectacle of one of the force who had however, I rank my faculty of using ;
the stuile or the laugh, as the case may
quite forgotten his dignity.
be.
•*I don’t mean pleasantry and mirth,
Klttil the Effect.
“Yes,” she said in answer to some- as domestic social graces, but as defensive business artillery. Of course a
thing he bad said, “the old songs are
man’s tirst impulse when another misbeautiful."
very
makes a palpable move to
“Beautiful!’’ he exclaimed enthusias- guided man
“Beautiful hardly describes ‘do him up* or asks some unreasonable
tically.
are—well, com- and preposterous business favor is to
them.
are

on

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per h.16#lc
Best dairy (new)..
Dutch (Imported)..

blades

They are—they
pared with them the songs of today

I'rnctlcnl
Played

A

Fashion

Moans.

The chief cud of fashion is not adornment or the cultivation of beauty or
anything of that sort. It is the promotion of trade. The design is to make
all women who can possibly afford it
throw aside, at least once a year, all
the clothes they own and boy new ones.
It Is realized, when this season's fa
lotis make last season's raiment lock
so conspicuously out of date, that no
sensitive woman can wear her last
Collier's
year’s gown without grief.
■

—

Weekly.

Free to Housewives.
Cut out this advertisement and mail to a* with name ofyow
GOLD
grocer and we will send you free of charge one of our
MEDAL COOK BOOKS, containing 1000 carefully' prepared
receipts. If your dealer does not handle Gold Medal Flour,
please mention it in your letter. Address
aaowh a aosaw.Vte.weitoinasilRaMU
—

Hfj

means health in later yean*. As the
child build* the adultshull be. WeakJy,
not grow to vigorous
man ana womanhood.
Childhood coiuplaints yield easily to proper treatment— but they do
^BL
not correct themtclves.
The weak stomach, pallid complex! jo,
listless bearing, irritable temper, disturbed sleep, speak plainly of
^R
the ailments common to children, most of which have their origi-u in
W
¥ disordered stomach and bowels.
The greatest safeguard to children’s health. W

neglected children do

^

Or. Trucks Elixir
L

For

indigestion, irritability, constipation, poor appetite peevishness,
fevers, stomach and liver troubles, and worms it is unequaled. Parents
of two generations have relied upon it. it restore:* wmiid, vigorous A
health when nothing else will. First it removes the cause, then
^^B
aids nature to repair tho damage; buihbvmiew the waste,
enriches the blood and sends aglow of health and vigor
to every organ an 1 tissue of the body. Atall druggists. 85c.
Write for

free booklet:

“Children

Smelling?

On*

Rank

Hills.

If a bill must be sent in a letter the
safest plan is to roll it tightly into the
shape of a lamp lighter and lay it in
Arthe fold of the sheet inclosed.
ranged in tlV fashion, the fact that
it is money <*anot well be distinguished by the “feel.” A thread with a knot
at the end will not be so likely to fetch
a telltale fragment of the fiber paper
when drawn by means of a needle
through the envelope, and the smell of
it will be less perceptible. So peculiar
is the effluvium belonging to bank or
treasury notes that experts at the bureau of engraving say that they can
distinguish them when sealed in envelA thief
opes by the nose every tirnp.
once showed to government detectives
who had caught him that he could pick
out while blindfolded from a pile of
400 letters every one of seven which
contained paper cash merely by scent.
Exporfasior
An Englishman relates the following
election experience: “i was taking part
in canvassing a. constituency without
I was announced
a
representative.
ns a speaker at a mass meeting held
in a large field within shadow distance
One of the
of a famous cathedral.
other orators delivered the most impressive speech I have ever heard. He
spoke of the struggle of the i>oor, how
they had. to bear their burden, lie
made me almost cry by his eloquence.
He talked about his own little home,
which he only Just managed to keep
together by ‘the sweat of bis brow.’
‘Who is he?’ 1 asked. ‘Weil/ replied
my friend, the candidate, ‘he Is known
in his own town as “Popshop Dick”
because he is a prosperous pawnbroker.’
An

Knsrllfth

Klee*ion,

Their

iJiseasea."

Your Liner l

Bowels
regular? Digestion good? If
not, remember Ayer’s Pills.
Is it acting well?

Want your moustache or beard a
beautlflU brown or rich Black? Use

Buckingham’s Dye

50cts. of druggists or R P Hsil 8c Co

Nashos.N.H

Dr. Emmons'

Monthly Regulator baa brought happiness tm
hundreds of anxious women. I here Is positive*
ly no other remedy known to medical science
that will eo quickly aud safely do the work*
from
Longest and most obstinate irregularities
Success guarnnycausc relieved Immediately.
anteed at any stage. No pain, danger,or Inter,
lereacc with work.

Have relieved hundreds of

cases where others have nailed. The most dlflW
cult cases successfully treated by mail,and ben-

eficial result* guarimteeciin every Instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladles
whom we never see. W rile for further particolarsandfree confidential advtee. l>o
too long. Allletters truthfully answered. Remember, this remedy to absolutely sate under
every possible condition and positively leaves
no afterlll effect upon the health. Sentlty mall,
securely sealed,t'LOft. Money lettersshouldbe
W. EMMONS CO., 170 Tr*
registered. D It. J.Mass.
in out Si.. Boston.

notputo*

t .■I
<

l
<

Sweetheart Abbey.

There is in Calloway, Scotland, ah
ancient ruin known ns Sweetheart abWitten its ivy covered, storm
bey.
battered walls lies buried the affectionate and devoted Dorvorgill, with
the heart of her husband, John Baliol,
embalmed upon her breast. Lovely in
their lives. In death they are not dividThe crumbling masonry is still
ed.
and must ever be a romance in its
symbols of death and decay, telling every day, as it has for 000 years, the
thrilling story of a woman's tender
love and devotion.
Tbe Sudanese

«
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The Children s Remedy

***» nke *° *•**■*■
KEEPS THEM WEU. AND HAPPY.
IKCTIVT MattsorM OtpMtf Upon H«
inalHill
MOW RfFWUtD If H fills when

obnuiM’c

PKUWn a

D C I

used as directed.

AN Heaters sell It.

rrep*rod b» the HokwaT MedicinbCo.,
IFF
■
Mo. S«n<i

»«t«UI i*.

Norway,

lorT«Htunl>n*»i«.

I ft niCC Who Have Used Them
*
mii I Lu Recommend as the BEST S
I»It. KH(,N

Baby.

Worship of Heavenly Bodies.
A Sudanese baby when dressed up In
I* central India both sun and moon
Its best clotbes is probably the most
are worshiped by many tribes, snoli as
and uncomfortable infant in the world. The
the Korkus. Khonds, Tungeses
which fashion
Buraetes. The Khonds adore the pow- coat or outer garment
dictates suould be worn reaches to its
ers of nature, as the gods of the bison,
heels. It is of heavy velvet, hangtiger, hill and cholera, but all these very
is
deities occupy a far Inferior position ing in many folds. This In turn
to the heavenly bodies. In the Deccan | adorned with countless buttons and
some of the aboriginal tribes also ac- bangles of brass, considerably adding
knowledge the sun and moon by an act to its weight. Its cap in turn is of the
same material, similarly decorated and
| of reverence.—London Standard.
doubtless equally uncomfortable.
The

and

DR. J. F. TRUE & CO.,

T

Stax Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.
relief,
danger,

Immediate
no
no pain.
fur year* t>y leading specialiata. Hundreds of teatU
moniala. Atrial will convince you of their intrinsic salon
in case of suppression.
Heud ten rente tor sample and
book. All Drujcgiet.. orby mail $1-50 boa.

Uwd
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advertisers

are

letting dovm the price-bars into the field
of bargains
People who advertise only occasionall
overlook the fact that moslpersons avy
hart

memories.

Che £llsumtl) American.
LOCAL AND POLITICAL

A

JOURNAL

PUBLISH*!*

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
MAINE,

ELLSWORTH.

report*
160 porcupines and a be«- credited to his
account. And the ret urns are not yet all

BV THK

Subscription Price—#‘2 00 a year; *1 (Hi for six
month-; 50 cents for tnr«*e months; if paid
Strict’.y »n .dvance, * 50, 75 and 38 centAll arrearages are reckoned at
renpeetivi ly
the rate of fS p^r year.
Advert lain* Kntea— r»- reasonable, and will
be mate known on application.

Oct. 1 Mrs. Ne"i* Pierce ef North
Sedgwlc-s has knit 135 pairs of doubl
mittens, fifty Ibrte pairs of fisherman’s
mittens, and three pairs for home use.
Who has done better?

Business communications should be addressed
all money orders made payable to Tiik
Ells
PUBU8HINO CO.,
COUNTY
ANCOt'K
Worth Maine

Sana

Gouidsboro, ha* fifty
pullet a which laid during the month of
January 812 eggs. This is certainly
pretty good for the cold weat her we have
but the record-breaker
oven
having,
E

Guptlll,

G

7 these

Nov
eggs.
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~1

2 3

4~5 J

9 10 11 12 13

8

7

__

found
E^st brook,
Clow, of
among his apples recently quite a curlThe apple bad evidently grown
(•ally.
he blossom, leaving an opening in
over
one side from which protruded a petal 86
t rignt and fresh as upon the day it blos-

Elmer

..

FEBRUARY

14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27

s

_

Every body
van

young

for

prize
aged twelve, who has just
not missing a word in spelling for a tenweeks’ term of school. Some good spellers
woo a

made, but most of them are born ihst
way, and Misa Gordon is evidently of the

are

latter kind.

-I

1

troll

Coon
Third

11:33
a.

m.

4:56

Q
0

Quarter

^Hew
VM'ion
* *lr»t

.F Quarter

a.m.

bird

6HV

far south

as

10

a.ra

ubout the

01
Z't

a.ui

/j

6:0,

same size, these birds are easily
distinguishable. Doubtless most of them
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editor
from

edition of The

un-

Tbe

several times

feeding
Others

neighborhood.

in this

seen

Oar East Sullivan correspondent writes:
March meeting windows have been

Since

8,575 copies.

glass

down In tbe town-house until

2,525 oopies.

for four issues in Jan.,

2,425.

More Hanna Boom.

heard of “Hanna booms”, and all discontent in republican ranks is expeoted to disappear after the deleThe
gates to Chicago are chosen.
President has expressed Ihe wish that
good men who are not office-holders
pay be sent, and there are a plenty
of each.
The troubles of tbe democrats are
so much greater than those of the republicans, that attention is now
largely concentrated upon that party.
The very existence of its principles,
says Burke Cockran, depends npon its
the pending campaign.
success in
The “cheek and check-book” campaign of Mr. Hearst is noticeable, but
White
a

in, the

out and sashes have fallen

fallen

fathers passing by

towu

has

tbe other side.

ou

on one of the renights walked in, put up tbe
windows, mended sashes and stopped
draughts as beet he could, usiug the wood
in the building for a cheerful fire. Tbe
next morning be borrow* d an axe, cut,

A

homeless wanderer

cent cold

Preliminary skirmishes in the presidential campaign thus far have been
decidedly satisfactory. Little is now

it is not likely to cause the
House to be painted yellow for

not

are

winter.

this

barberry bush in bis yard.

has seen one

a

robins

hereabouts

have been

American is
Issue of Feb. 3:

but

grosbecks,

are

common

This week’s

that sometimes comes as
this in the winter. While

northern
■»

gene-

and

prepared

put under

the

cover

amount of wood he had used tbe

evening. Who shall say be
town’s honorable guest?
Here

la

from

oue

correspondent
heavy

to

bis

same

previous
not tbe

was

East Sullivan

our

who

tbe

ou

woman

give

down

cornea

rather

countrymau who wauts

tarn

out into

fast horse

deep

a

ail

a

and

snow

the road.

She

“To the credit of the men who
drive through Sullivan—some with fast
horses, some with slow, with heavy loads
or dry-goods
boxes
on
runners—all
o’her things being equal to their kindly
dispositions, tbe women have been given
“tbe right of way” when one has been
brave enough to venture out. For myself, 1 never had any trouble in the summer lime when learning to ride a
bicycle; some even gave me the whole road,
writes:

ration to come.
willingly.”
Senator
Gorman’s
in
troubles
SundHy a tire broke out in Baltimore
Maryland, in trying to land a senator which, before it was checked, destroyed
of his own choice, may yet relegate $125,000 000 worth of p.’opirtyf i.i tbe
him to his sylvan retreat at Laurel, business district.
Wbiie
the
whole

Md.,

so

far

as

presidential aspirations

concerned.
Gen. Grosvenor, of

are

Ohio, says President Roosevelt has put a star in’ the
crown of his administration brighter
than any American President has
worn for the past thirty years.
Senator Fairbanks

is on the slate for
vioe-president, and if the plan matures it will go far towards solving the

problem

in Indiana.

country sympathizes with tbe stricken
city in its great disaster, the loss will not
be felt down Hancock county way “till
summer comes

again”. Five-sixths of the

high grsde straw bats used in the eastern
part of the country are manufactured in
Baltimore, and sll these factories were
It will be impossible
destroyed.
for
tbe factories to be rebuilt in time to turn
out

necessary article for the coming
You bad better fish out your Iasi
bat and have it iu readiness for th

ibis

seasou

year’s

hot weather; but don’t come out in it
just at present.
The Baltimore Fire.
The Baltimore holocaust is the secA $125,000,000 FIRE LOSS
ond most destructive fire in the history of the United States.
Is Vt hat Baltimore Suffered
Sunday
The Chicago fire swept over 2,000
Largest in Its History.
acres and the financial loss was estiWh«t ohs proved to be the larged fire in
Ha-timore’s history visited
mated at *200,000,000.
that city
—

Sunday’s fire

in Baltimore swept 140
acres, and the financial loss is variously estimated at from $75,000,000 to

$.125,000,000.
In the great Boston fire about sixtyacres were burned over, and the
toss was about *80,000,000.

ffve

Happily not a single life was lost in
this lsst great conflagration, and but
few

injuries

were

sustained.

The sufferers by fire are being overwhelmed with offers of assistance, and
all the large centres have ponred into

the

stricken city proffers of help of
every conceivable kind, all of which
beautifully illustrates the generous
impulses of the American people.
The fire strikes the insurance com-

panies hard, and for the first time in a
great fire, the American companies
bear the brunt of the losses. Up to
date, no company involved has announced
its inability to meet its
losses.

Sunday

and

completely

wiped

business section of the city.
tended to the wharves and
qu ntities of lumber.

out I he

It also exburned large

The burned district covers an area 140
acres, a d includes the driest blocks in toe

city. Near y ail the
in the p*th of the
now

printing

Not
were

one

newspaper offices were
dames, and they are

their papers in
life

up

of

dynamite

buildings

dames, but It had

heavy insurance,

in

do

aod

several of the smaller
pu-hed to the wall.

Washington.

lost,

was

injured by falling

quantities
blow

but
walls.
were

the

Large
u

ed

to

path of the
There is a

effect.

it is

several

thought

that

companies will be

Tbe dre is supposed to have caught
from spontaneous combustion.
8ANDFORD CONVICTED
Of

Cruelty

to

Taken to

His

Son

—

Will

l*e

Law Court.

Rev. Frank W. Saudford, Elijsh and
prophet of the Holy Ghost and Us society
at Shiloh, was convicted by a
jury trial in
tne

1 send THE AMERICAN another clipping
columns of tbe Rural

Yorker, Feb. 6, of this year, which
I nope you will reprint for the benefit of

New

truth and
will agree

which 1 know

knowledge;
with

bet ter than

is

rue

you
error

ignorance.
In July of last year that paper printed
report of the depredations of the robins

and
a

fruita

their

experimental
grounds,
reports and opinon
the subject,
ions from its subscribers
to

tbe

on

and called for

the

of

outgrowth

exper’ence

their

observation during that

snd

season.

court

for

-Coming
Bar Harbor, Feb 9(«pecisi)—A coPy
‘‘The Right Develentitled
ot a’pamphlet

Old

opement of Mount Desert”, by Charles
W. Eliot, president of Harvard university, has been mailed to every voter in
the towns of Eden, Mount Desert and

Belfast.
is

Delano

M.

Charles

after

home

|

an

It affects the glands, the tnncons
membranes, tissues and lio-ies; causes
bunches in the neck, catarrhal trouble,
rickets, inllamed eyelids, gore ears|

hat been

Harbor,
Chandler,
spending a few dsys In town.
Miss Nettie Palmer, of Bangor, le the
gue«t of J. H. Partridge and wife.
Will

Fremont.
Fbe paper is a strong statement of the
and needs of the Inland, and
what President Eliot considers should be
of the voters of the towns in
the
resorce*

eruptions, etc.
•■I suffered from scrofula, the disease af.
fectlng the glands of my rack. I did every,
thing I was told to do to eradicate It but
i
Mien began
without success.
taking
cutaneous

Mlsa Jessie Hosmer, of Camden, ha**
visiting Miss Madge Gilmore the
past week.
M. M. Walaon, of Lynn, Mass., has suc-

policy

developa to their utmost extent
the great advantages which the island
possessea.
It is a thoughtful and logical paper, and
is worthy of careful consideration by tbe
order to

been

ceeded

F

A.

Robinson

clerk

as

Hood's Sarsaparilla, and the swelling in my
neck entirely disappeared and my akin resumed a smooth, healthy appearance. The
Misa A.wrr* Mmim
cure was complete."
SIS Scott St., Covington, Ky.

tbe

on

gentlemen who bad had
little or no experience in fruit growing.
But he Rural Yetc Yorker has not been
tbe only agricultural publication which
baa published these “crank” (?) reports;
for the agricultural press, In gensral, for
the past two aeasous, has often pointed
oat tbe erroueous opinions the general

public

had

regarding

feeding

tbe

habit of

New Jersey robins and other fruit -eating
birds were so destructive last year that growers
were almost driven to distraction.
Estimates
place the aggregate losses at all sorts of figures
up to #10.000,0»». Whether this great amount
was reached or not matters Unit to the tnalvld
ual grower when his own cherries, berries,
grapes and even earl? apples vanl h before the
voracious birds, bringing his years of labor
and expeaslye preparation to naught- He asks
only the same right to delcnd his crop from destruction by birds as he has to tight dtseare or
noxious Insects.
a bill Is now before the legislature permuting
farmers and gardeners to kill birds on their
premises if actually engaged In destroying
their crops.
Such bints are not to be sold,
given away, shipped from the .state or In any
matter converted Into merchandise.
There
would seem no reasonable objection to such a
law, as it would tend to preserve an Important

Industry, now seriously threatened hy the unexampled Increase of a few bird species of
more than doubtful economic value, but inconsiderate sentiment among those Ignorant of the
true situation Is likely to hamper its progress
through the legislature.
Fruit growers as a rule do not wish to barm
these graceful creataret*. but they feel they
must have relief or go out of the business. The
balance of nature has been so upset by indls
criminate proUcilon of bird life that wild
fruits no longer suffice these hordes of ronlui*.
and they have become an Intolerable pest to the
fruit garden. It Is “np to" the Stale to author
lie reasonable means of relief or pay all dam
ages caused by over protected birds ana game
animals.

As

coming from those who have been In

way of learning the habits of
these birds, the evidence is overwhelming
the beat

and

truly said djw
that the question has passed its argumentative stage and become a settled fact; and
it only uow remains to educate the general
public up to these facts that general pub
conclusive.

lie sentiment

It

aud

can

be

laws

may be in
Now is a most

our

harmony with the same.
opportune time in connection with the
very much agitated "game its" question,
to which it le closely connected, to present the common facts—the
common
factors to both—that the public may see
and consider them at the

time.

same

Five hundred years ago most people believed tost the earth was flat, aud very
many in the most civilized countries
believed

that stones grew; and if it had
not been for the most persistent declarations of
that "crank” (?) Galileo, we

might atili he floundering in the
deplorable depth of ignorance.

same

I cannot say mb to whether
may bo slid some leaders of

there

can
but

who
this I

believe that
do

know:

the

or

not

The Ameriworld

i«

flat,

Unit** be ha- been

recently converted, there is at 1 ast one in
West Franklin who believes that stones
E. W. Woohtkh.
grow.

survived by

He is

family of six children.

Baturday morning
• t 10 o’clock at tho home of the deceased,
and t be remains were taken to Seal Harbor
held

was

Mr. and Mrs. Callabtn moved here from
Harbor two

or

made many
town.
had

three years ago, and
throughout the

take

will

houses in town

1

charge.

by causing

to arrange tbe
not freeze

so

will

water

weather unless

the faucets

themselves

equal

Invitations

Generally

been

will

ba

Tbe first

ball

of

the decorations

|
j

ers

was

of the Kebo stables

in our stock of

Eden and Mt. Desert streets, a portable
operated by a forty-horse power
engine and boiler, for sawing all kinds of
loag lumber and general planing. Hawing was begun Friday, and quite a number of men will be employed during tbe
winter and spring.
Herbert F. Emery is foreman, and Watson McUown, sawyer.
Mr. Bunker has veroed at tbe mill

and in

specialty

subscriber

hereby
be has been duly appointed adminlstraTHE
tri* of
wf J».hn
late
the

in this line is our
|

Hamburgs
FOR

WHITE

|
:

DRESSES.
J

We also have them for all wash-

goods.

able

>

Another specialty

which will he found in no other
store in the

at tbe mill

city is

our

and in the woods.

1

|
|

5c Lace.

gives notice

that

•

I

something over 400 000 feet of logs, and
more
logs are being nauied every day.
He is operating on a piece of timber-land
near Hull’s Cove, and about eighteen men

The class parts of tbe graduating cUkb
of tbe Bar Harbor high school have been
awarded as follows:
Valedictory, Miss
Bertba Barbour; salutat ry, Bert Young;
and
history
prophecy, Mins Gertrud?
Huper; address to uudtrgrauuales, Miss
Miriam Harris; oration, Carl Reynolds;
presentation of
gitta, Mias Frances
Moran.

! late of said deceased are desired to present
; the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment la
I mediately.
CnsaLas r. Wascorr
February t. 1B04.

pleasing novelties and effects. A |

sawmill

employed

Hamburgs.

estate

>

this stock may be found many

of

are

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminisof william D ThompBluehiil, lo the county of flancosk,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the *•trator
son, late at

in Ellsworth of this line of

mer

*
up in the
the corner

near

acknowledged

subscriber

been
THEbeofhas
the

lead-

goods for the spring and sumtrade. We have already laid

j

splendid success, !
being specially fine.
was a

set

bluab

can

Hamburgs.

given at the Casino

has

brlda

a

brlda.

a

We are the

John E. Bunker, jr

and ten horses

In abow aba la

I

association

grla

caet It upon tbe watere.

and

(he

Jointed

|

for tbe

concert

braad

oar

Parke Godwin, late of Bar Harbor, in said
county, dec* ased. Certain instruments purporting to he the last will and testament sod
co letl
thereto of said' deceased, toge'her
with petition for probe e thereof, presented
by Harold Godwin, one of the executors
named.
Elisabeth A* Joy, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition that George W
Patteu or some other auiutbls person be apadministrator of the estate of said
eceased. presented by George W. Patten, one
of the heirn of said decease-*.
Frank E. Cloaaon, late of Ellsworth, in said
Petition that A
C.
county, deceased.
Ifagertny or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Aimed a J. Closson.
widow of said deceased.
Willis E. Trcworgy. a perao** of unsound
S'id county. Petition
raind of Ellsworth,
filed *y Ella Gordon, guardian, for license to
se*l certain of the real estate of said ward.
Emma E Kimball, late of Mount Desert, in
Second account of
•aid county, deceased.
Daniel K. Kimball, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Patrick Mulbera. late of Swl'lvan, in said
Petition filed by Bedford
county, deceased.
K. Tracy, ooe of the administrators of the estate or said deceased, t
have collateral inheritance rax assessed.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of aaid Court.
A true copy. Attest:—Oka* P. Doan. Register

3to>rrtiannmt*.

prove

Friday evening.

given last year, and

wait till

a

cause.

zero

left open.

issued

sportsmen’s

we
wr

lt’a fanny Ibe way

jaat

to tbe task.

have

annual

ball which

are

doubtless

aa

Tbe two boats on tbe opposition dally
Una to Camden are oat of it for • time.
The Golden Rod la tied up at her wharf
here, and the Merryconrag la at Belfast In
The thoroughfare
• damaged condition.
beck of Verona taland has been closed for
weeks. The wharvee are blocked with
ice, and tbe Prospect ferry route la conducted with tbe greatest difficulty, landing being made at central or at tannery
wharf. Several vessels bound down river
ere tied up here with but little proepect
of getting along for tbe preeent.

piping
fn

that nogiven to all persons Interested,
copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the fell*,
worth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, lo said county, that they way appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth. in said county, on the first day of
March, a. d. 1904. at ten of the clock In ths
forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see
tice thereof be

as

•tale before

decided

But tbe plumbers will

rear

THE
after indicated. It is hereby ordered

water connection goes. Tbe Boeton
boat la unable to reach her dock here.

steps next
winter to atop all waste caused by open
faucets.
It will be a bard proposition In many

company

next

it gal NotUt*.
all parsons Interested in either of the •«.
tates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bncksport, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the second
dav of February, a. d. 1904.
following matters having been presen ted for the action thereupon herein-

quarterly conference of
Methodist church. Rev. Robert Sutcliffe whs tendered an invtlatlon to remain with the parish aa pastor for another
year, wbic > will make his fifth on this

far

During this severely cold weather the
Water Co., has much dlffl 'Qlty
in keeping a suitable pressure in Us pipes
for fire purposes.
Fortuuateiy there have been no fires in
tbe village since cold weather came, and
(or that reason tbe practice of allowing
(he water to run in order to keep tbe
pipes from freezing has had many disasWhat might be tbe result
trous results.
in case of a bad fire Is bard to determine.
The water in the reservoir baa at times
been so low that some of the pipes leading to the village have bad to be abut off
in order to fill the reservoir.
The water

eradicate scrofula and build
the system that has suffered front it,

To

Bucksport is prsctlcally ice-bound

friends

Bar Harbor

second

up

the

for burial.

that the

and Pills
Thoroughly

At the fourth

The funeral

Beal

Hood's Sarsaparilla

years old.

widow.

a

the Pyramids

growth.

absence of several months.
of Bar

as

And as little charged by the ages, j„
Scrofula, than which no disease, save
CiiMnmption, is responsible for a larger
mortality, mid Consumption is its out.

Bangor and Buckeport mall route.
They received more replica fully indorsof tbe different towns.
On Friday Rev. George 8. Mills, of Beling their experience than they had space people
to print, but did print a large number o*
fast.
gave an entertaining talk before tbe
at
died
Alonso K Callahan
Thursday
them.
They also received a few feehle bis home on Roberts avenue of consump- October club, on Mrs. Humphrey Ward’s
“Eleanor”.
replies in detenae of the robin, which they tion, sged
forty-nine years, seven months
from
The former came
also printed.
The death of John Lord, one of the oldand nine days.
Mr. Callahan was the son
“cranks”
fruit-growing
(?) of the late William and Deborah Callahan, est residents of tbe town, occurred on
practical
scattered over a wide range of country,
Friday night. Mr. Lord was nearly ninety
of Beal Harbor, and was tbe last of a

this bird.

_

are debating whether
alleged to bave been seen thereabouts are really robins or groabeeks, a

MOON'S PHASES.

No

will envy that North Sullilady, Miss Beatrice Gordon,

the robins
..—

hanoock,
To the Editor of The American:

6, liW4.

tbe latter from

jtmd.

East Sullivan folks

28 29

Average

of

in the announcement that since
same birds have laid 1,652

comes

bVl*.

South

Ire

Events.

han l>ea<l

abtjrrtiBtmntt*.

BUCK8PORT.

of
Stops River and Traffic —Heath
John Lord Loewi Matters.
Mrs. Josephine Wiloer it. seriously 11’.
Mrs. Maria Parker la flatting friends In

Calla-

R.

Pres. Eliot’s Pamphlet—A.

A Settled Fact.

from tbe editorial

_

Since

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. w. Rollins, Editor and Manager.

1904

writes

Plnkbam hsd

Eim*r

»«*t

at

in

AT

correspondent

Our East Sullivan
nut

FROM

FROM BAR HARBOR.

CorrwponDrnct.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

I

!
|
|

M
of

Merrill,
of Bluehiil, in the comity
Hancock, deceased, and given bonus as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment ImAnn tic M. Hows
mediately.
February 2. 1904.
estate

rpHE

subsetibers hereby
give notice that
1 they have been duly appointed executors
of the last wil. and testament of Gilbert F..
Simpson, late of HuKivtn, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
hv »he terms of *«fd will All person* having
ien-and- agaiust the eatste of said deceased
are desired lo present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to oiaki payment immediately.
Amanwa M. Simmon.
A arm a T. Hill.
February ?, 1904

rPHK subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
1.
of the last will and testament of David M
ltice, late of G'*uldaboro. in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds a* tb<
law directs.
All persous haviiwt demand*
the estate of said deceased are de
apaiutl
sired to
the same for settlement, and
present
all indebted thereto are requested to make
meni immediately.
February 2. 1904.

pav

We have Just received a large
lot of SHIRT W AIST PAT-

TERNS, which

novelty.

of a

are

They

411

from

to

subscriber
r|^HK
she has b.-ec
L

L. B

Deahy.

unite that
duly appointed rxivutrlx
I of the last will and testament of Nathaniel
| C. Means, late of Surry, in the Cou-»t> of
Hancock, deceased, no bon
being required
bv the terms of ssid will. All
iug
persons h
demand* against the es ate of *aid deceaua
esired to present the same for settle*
!
went, and all ind bted thereto are requested
| to make payment immediately.
Mary E. Means.
February 2. »»4.
ncrehy

gives

something
the latest |

are

styles in white goods and are going like hot cakes. Price range

luvitations for the annual Way Back”
ball, which will be given at tbe Caaino
Tueaday evening, Feb 16, were issued

;

$2.AO.

1

Monday,

They Need

the

Touic of the Woods.

Notice the average business nun, at me
eud of a year’s strain. How irritable and
exacting he becomes as the long hot days
atlll And him sweltering in hia city office!
How the anxious lines deepen on bit face,
and the driven, worried expression grows
more and more pronounced!
Observe the writer wtio hat
been
for months "on his nerves”.
lags; the thought behind bis
pen lags »tf«I more; his ideas no longer
flow spontaneously; his
physical aud
mental machinery are out of gear, aud no
onger respond readily to his will; be has

working
Hia

pen

become

so

irritable and

family

"touchy”

that

friends avoid him.
Look at the bard working lawyer and
physician; exshustion is plainly written

even

on

bis

every

and

feature;

nervous

energy sustains

tnem, bat nature is caHiug loudly for
repayments of overdrafts.
Notice the
busy wife sod housemother, who
has
heeu

couAned

in

the

close

air

of

the

home, coping with the exactions of
amlly life, day in and day out, for the
past tweive muoidi. Worn
out
ano
•erve-racked by the incessant petty caret,
sud annoyances that fail to thelutof
eveu the most capable and cheerful bouse
wives, it la pialu that she needs to go to
the great Mother for

a season

of

rest aud

ut-Nling.
Watch the pale student and clerk, as
tiny pore over books or wearily add rows
f figures, or bend over counters.
How
they droop like flowers and plants after
m long period of
Notice the
drought!

aud are a unique composition.
Way backera” have given a bail every
Winter for several years, and it is always

Tbe

Jfor Salt.

44

tookrd

forward

enjoyable

to

as

events of the

one

of

the

moat

season.

WHITING BROS.
|

:

Tbe funeral of M s. 6. L. Hsnscom,
was held tbe Methodic cburcb Wednesday morning, Feb. 3. Toe services were
conducted by Rev. A.
M. MacDonald,
pastor of tbe Congregational cburcb, Rev.
J P Htmonton, of E iswortb. Rev. David
N. Reach, D. D.t president of the Bangor
ineoiogicS' seminary, and F L. ila>ward
the presiding elder of the East Maine
conference.
The Bar Harbor choral society, of which
Mrs. Hauscom was a charter member,
sang three

hymns.
The pall bearers were A L Morgan, B.
E Clark, Thomas Bnarles, F. ^..
Harvey,
John Rich, W. E. B aim.
The remains

were

taken

to

Insurance Statement*.

East

ANNUAL tTATBMKNT.

Traders and Mechanics Ins. Co., IaOG
LOWILL,

Frank

E. Sherman has recently purchased two lots of land on tbe Shannon
estate at the corner of Cromwell’s Harbor
road and Glen Mary road. It Is Mr. Sber

MASS.

/trunk.

Real estate,

$ 14,250 CO
7&!stI *0
12.350 00
530,8^6 25
28,18* 06
17,433 00
3,498 79

Mortgage loans,

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
Admitted assets,

$679,624

LIABILITIES DEC. 31,

70

$

Total liabilities and

$679,824 70

KEllOW EKE BEANS, 10c Quart
PEA BEANS, 9c Quart

0. P. TORRENCE

C1LOTHR8—On

same

Spaial Notices.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
i
not trespass in Cuniculocus Park,
demand protection to life and property
from the county of Hancock, the Htate of
Maine, and the United Btaies 01 America.
Mast C. Frkts Austin.

1,100 00
311,376 22

NOTICE.

6 60 *3

$360,742 9

surplus,

England Telephone and Telegraph Cimpsnv respectfully petitions
the Mayor and B ard of Aldermen of the City

THE
of

GKO.

H.

GRANT

WESTERN ASSURANCE CO,
no MINI ON or CANADA.

Cash in

office

auQ

Agent.’ balances,
receivable,

,

bank,

Bills

Q™**
Dedac. items
fk

not

admitted,

jo,ooo
1,808,488
143 912
443,137
31,8.7

00
M
8*

32
01

*2.892,813 10

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1908.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
Deposit Capital,
Surplus oser all liabilities.
Total liabiiitles and
PKKD

o.

surplus,

Maine, for

4

under the

$2,444,366 07
51,552 97

Admitted assets,

Ellsworth.

a

'ocation for its

supervision

of such officers

city may designate
Following are the streets and

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1903.

Mortgat-e loam.
d bonds,
Stocks

New

poles an wires thereon, and the necessary
supporting and strengthlng fixtures and
wires, in the following-named streets and
highways of said city:
Bald Company agrees to reserve space for
one cross arm at the top of all the above poles
for telephone, tire alarm and poiicc signal
wires, owned by the city and used f«>r muniHsid poles to be erected
cipal purposes

CO., Agents,

ELLSWORTH.

TOaOKTO,

High itr^t, bag containing
men's wearing apparel.
Owner can have
by calling on Amos Rooks, Beech land.

DO

1903.

Net unpaid losses,
l’nearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Surplus oter all liabilities,

organize a company to
establish there a p ant for carrying on the
business of cutting marble and
granite.

LOO K !

—

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1903.

man’s Intention to

supreme
The devil gets pretty
Androecoegn
Interest is added to the coming
nearly what be is
county la-t Wednesday of cruelty to his
looking for when be bits upon a fooltsb
State campaign by the announcement six-tear-old son.
Exceptions were taken
woman who means to be good.
of Hon. Bert M. Fernald, of Poland, Thursday on the verdict and the law court toilers in every trade and avocation id
our city streets, and see bow
that he is a candidate for governor. will be asked for a new trial.
they laneUrjcrt'MnuTUs.
Ss'dford was arrested aud al-o tried on guish aud f«de for need of the touic of
His platform is retrenchment in State
woods and fields.—Success.
a charge of manslaughter.
aud
He
is
to
reenbThar-day
opposed
expenses.
this case occup ed the attention of
All tbe leading republicans of Penobmiesion, and is in favor of the strict Friday
the jury. After a deliberation of seven- scot have addressed a note to
J. M
enforcement of the prohibitory law.
teen hours, it reported a disagreement to Hutchins, of tuat
town, asking him to be
in both
Mr. Fernald has served
the curt. Anew trial will not be held a candidate for
FOR THIS WEEK:
representative to t' e legbranches of the State legislature.
unt 1 the April term. Toe four other inislature from tbe class towns of Buck*dictments found by the grand jury will port, Penobscot,
Dedham, Verona, AmEx-Chief-Justice Peters III.
also be tried at the April term.
herst, Mariavtlle and Otla.
Penobscot
ex-Cutet
ol
Justice
John
A.
Frienos
Saudford has been released on bail aod c aims tbe right to tbe nomination Ibis
to
learn
that
he
Is
will
seriPeters
regret
has returned to Shiloh.
year on general principles. Mr. Hutchins
ously ill at his home in Banger, Ur*
is willing to stand.
He is a man of large at the NEW MARKET, east end
in
been
health
for
sevfailing
Peters has
Gov. Hill in New Mexico.
political experience. He has twice served Bridge. Campbell & True
Building.
eral months.
Governor iltll and wife left Monday for in the State legisiai ore, and with credit.
a trip to New Mexico.
He
has
served
Hancock
The
as
will
governor
county
county
A woman das a sneaking suspicion that
about bis business be absent from the capital about three commissioner, and is well known as a
a manfconld not worry
weeks.
man of broad and
l» hs loved her the way he used to.
views.
positive

In

Trenton, black Cocker spaniel
9
earing collar bearing name of C. K.
Finder will please notify R
F.
Wright.
Core, Trenton.

Belfast for

interment.

Cook', Point. Kut Bloebitl. a
acres land. IK-story house, stable, carrl-ge bouse, hennery; good water iu house
and out doors. Good place for summer rustication. Apply to M. D. Cook, l^smoine, Mr

*

131.9,7 w
l,4?a,in? 77
201 duo 00

6KM07

90

*2,392,813

10

C. LYNAM, Agent,
BAR HARBOR.

as

said

highways

above referred to:
Deane Street, 5 poles.
New Enuukd Telephone ani>
Trleoraph Company.
By Jasper N. Keller.
Dated Dec. 14. 1968.
General Mauager.
City op Ellsworth. Maine,
)
In Board op alokmmkn,
S
Dale Feb. 2. 19 4. )
4U
"pon the foregoing petition, it is ordered
1 ha. notice thereof be
given by publishing a
copy of said petition and this or., er thereon
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed in the City of Ellsworth. Maine, and
il.at a hearing thereof be given at the Aidernun’s Room, on the twenty fifth day of February. at 10 o'clock a. m., at which time and
place residents and owners of p operty upon
the
to be affected by the granting
of the permit applied for, and ail other
persons interested, sha 1 have full
opportunity
to show cause why such permit should not be
the last publication of said notice to
e
at least fourteen (14)
days before said
4

highways

Ersnteo,
bearing.

W.

TAPLKY, Agent,
ELLSWORTH.

A true copy of

petition, ami notice thereon.
Attest:—Thomas E Hale,
City Clerk.

C.

Roberts, for adultery.
Custody of
child given to libellant.
Fellowa
for libellant.
Carrie B. Stroud, libellant, vs. George C.
Stroud, fur utter desertion. Custody of

HANCOCK 8. J. COURT
ADJOURNED THURSDAY-LARGE
LIST OP DIVORCES.
REPORT

AUDITOR’S
Joseph

ACCEPTED

casks

lkitkr

and

IN

mat-

A.

—

Thu January term of supreme court (or
Haocock county adjourned last Thursday.
Tbe term stretched out longer than wea
at brat anticipated beceuee of tbe length
of wbat few triale were glveu to the jury,
each of which occupied either a day and
a half or two deya.
VS.

Patterson, libellant,vs. George

to

P WiewKLI* C. J.
Clerk J*• hr K. Ksowltor.
tt
Tract.
Attorney—R
county
Sheriff—II. K. WHITCOMB
Crier—II T SILSIir, Aurora
Deputies—It I. tJKI.na. Ellsworth; J. 8UMisent, Itar Hart.ur; 11. T. sii.hbi, Aurora.
.stenographer—C O Rabkows, Portland.
Messenger—F. K. TlLltgs.

One of tbe moat

libellant.
Margie E.

cesee

libellant.

King

t*>e

Ernest H. Gray, libellant, vs. Helen W
Gray, for cruel and abusive treatment.
Chase for libellant.
Lswis C. Greene, libellant, vs. Mabel C.
Greene, for adultery. Chase for libellant,
Amanda J. Grludie,
llbelisnt, vs Irving
A. Grlndle, for cruel sod abusive treat-

of

of three minor children

Ada M. Hutchings, libellant, va. Charles
M. Hutchings, for cruel and abusive treatment.

Custody

of

five

minor

cblldreu

given fo libellant. Fellows for llbeilaut;
King and Bmltb for ilhellee.
Robert B. Randall, libellant, vs. Ida W.
Randall, for cruel and abualvs treatment.
Fellows for llbeilaut; Hpauldfug fur lib
elleee.

Thomas R. Hammond, libellant, vs.
Mary J. Hammond, for cruel and abusive
treatment. Tracy for libellant.
Hilbert 8 Sproul, llbeilaut, va. Nellie
8proul, for cruel and abusive treatment.
Harbor tradesmen, to recover tbe amount
Hurley for llbeilaut.
of two bill* rendered to Joseph Letter for
Laura E. Robbins, libellant, vs. William
good* delivered to the yacht Taurus In G. Robblus, for utter deaertlun.
King
tbe summer of 1902.
for llbeilaut; Fuller for Hbellea.
Mr. Letter was under tbe impression
Alice Bunker Kuateu, llbeilaut,va. Feter
that be wea being swindled, but did not
E. Rusten, for cruel and abusive treatknow jnst where It wee taking piece, ment. Hale A
Hamlin lor libellant.

Harbor or at New York.
When ba
Ha refused to settle tbe bills.
appeared at Bar Harbor for tbe season of
1903 be waa arrested (or dabt, but promptly
gare bnoda (or bla appearance at tbe
court
for Hancock
October term of
whether at Bar

bearing, but waa represented by
Charles H. Wood, of Bar Harbor.
Tbe plaintiff* claimed that on the arrival of Mr. Letter's yacht at Bar Harbor
in tbe season of 1902, tbe steward, Walter
large
Hbnte, ordered provisions to a
amount, which were to be delivered at the
yacht. They farther claimed that toe
goods were sold and delivered upon tbe
representation that tbe defendant was In
control of the yacht and would pay all
bills.
Tbe defendant did not admit, but on
contested the claim of
ibe contrary
authority of Sbute to act as bisageut, and
at tbe

was

liable In any

Lorenzo J. Patten, libellant, vs. Carrie
E. Patten, for attar desertion. Giles for
libellant.
Fannie M Hodgkins, libellant, vs Linwood E.

That Mr. Walter Shute

waa

tbe steward of

yacbt Taurus, and aa such tdeward waa
fully authorised to contract for supplies for uae
upon said yacht.
i. That Joaepb Letter, the defendant, waa in
control of the yacbt during the time of the contracting of the bill sued for in this action at.d
was liable for supplies turiished and delivered
board tbe Taurus.
8. That each of the articles charged in the
plaintiff*' account annexed to me writ waa delivered on board the yncbt Taurus, excepting
one quart of cream, under date of July fS, and
tbe charges of peaches, plums, pears, and two
doaen bananas, under the date of August 9.
4. That each of tbe Items delivered had a
market value at Bar Harbor on the date pur
chased, said value
each Item.

being the price

fet

opposite

DIVORCE*) GRANTED.

Hodgkins,

treatment.

for erne! and

abusive

Bunker for libellant; Dessy

lor llbellee.

Re-topping

Sweet Apple Trees.
correspondent recently sent to the
Maine agricultural experiment station the
following questions which were answered
by Professor W. M. Munson as below:
A

"Can sweet apple trees be successfully
Will It pay to re-top a ltrgeswiet
Should
apple tree, a fo t or mure in diameter?
a>i orchard of 100 trees be all of oue variety?”

way for

found:
1.
the

lant.

grafted?

furnished to tbe

yacbt.
It was a long and tiresome hearing.
Tbe defendant would admit nothing and
made the plaintiff* c rove every point.
He would not even admit be was tbe
Joseph Letter that owned the yacht.
After tbe bearing tbe auditor made up
his report which wss punned
upon by
Chief-Justice Wlawell and finally acThe
auditor
both
parties.
cepted by

F.

Grace Richardson, libellant, vs. Ablatlialr Kicuardson, for gross and confirmed
habits of Intoxication.
E. 8. Clark for
libellant.
Biancba M. Stevens, libellant, vs. Kendall B. Stevens, for gross and confirmed
habits of intoxication. Peters for libel-

October term John F. Knowlton
«u appointed auditor, and aa aucb held
a hearing at 0a: Hardor tbe first week of
January, 1904. Mr. Letter wan not preeent

supplies

Benjamin

vs

lloellee.

county.
At tbe

tbe

Bsrstow, libellant,

Alice

Barstow, for cruel and abusive treatment.
J£. 8. Clark for libellant, Benson
for

;
I
|

j

It Is very doubtful If the flivorof the fruit
has any relation to the value of a given tree for
Tolman Sweet is often
purposes of grating.
used as a basts for top-working.
trees
a
to
foot
in diameter may be
Apple
up
top-worked If unsatisfactory. Care, however,
should lie used that too mueh of the top Is not
removed in anv one y«*»*r
Cut off about one.
third of the cop the first year and Insert cions
on stubs not inure than two or three Inches in
diameter. The next year remove more of the
top and Insert other etons, and the following
year complete the work.
It Is not advisable to plant a solid block of IfK)
trees of one variety unless there are other trees
In the Immediate vicinity.
Some varieties are
sell fertile and will give satisfactory results If
planted alone; hut It la always safer to provide
In large orchards every
for cross fertilization
third or fourth row should be of a different
Two
or
three
varieties are enough for
variety.
a commercial orchard, however, and it Is seldom
advisable to plant more.

Fellows Convention.
for the Odd Fellows convention, which will be held at Odd Fellows ball, Ellsworth, Friday, Feb. 26, are
going ahead In a manner characteristic of
Odd

Preparations

this order.

Following is tbe list of divorcee granted
January term:
William U. Roberts, libellant, vs. Annie

mi tbe

In a few days everything will be completed, and It is expected fo be one of the
moat successful conventions

flub miscounts.

ever

held,

CLOTHINO

CO.

CLEANSWEEP
OF EVERY DOLLAR’S WORTH
OF

WINTER

MERCHANDISE.

according to
THREE

were

The aegregal»-

|8i)9,018.82,

a

One

gratifying

returns

THE

TRUTH

UPON ANCIENT HABITATION.

mountains, there stands and has stooc*
for generations an ancient feudal cas

better

j

KNOW

Near tlic border of two Scottish coun
ties, set In the middle of a liroad ant
fertile strath and protected from tb<
northern blasts by a range of lofty

of

The real work of the order, however, is
expressed In the number of Int'latlotis, which for thy year 1903 was 1 106,
with other admissions of 86
Tnl* is the
best record for a single year since 1892.

ONI.Y

ABOUT THE CURSE WHICH RESTS

a-«sels

gain

MEN

I

feature is that the greatest

from the oldest

tie.

Although the oldest wing dates from
the thirteenth century, the greater part
of it was built In Jacobean days and
with its numerous turrets, battlements,

lodges.
Among tbe lodges which are entitled to j
honorable mention is Island lodge, No ! corbels and pinnacles recalls the glo
ries of Chantilly and other French
120, of Bar Harbor, which has initiated
chateaux of the same period.
It bethirty-two during the past year.
Tbe total relief
for the year was
longs, together with the surrounding
|76 287 27—nearly fM00 larger than for estate, to a wealthy peer, whose grand1902. This represents an expenditure of
father married a north of England
f206 for every day In the year. In the heiress with a dowry of over a million
sixty years of Odd Fellowship iu this
sterling. During the greater part ol
State, there has been expended from tbe
the year the castle Is uutenantcd save
treasuries of tbe lodges,encampments and
by relief associations, for the relief of by a few servants and caretakers, foi
the owner spends his winters abroad
m«mhers. widows and orphans tbe sum of
and his summers In the English seat
13,979.876.26.
come

When the Hanormnn Quit, the Convict
Promptly Hanged Himself.

Some time ago a Russian criminal
executed in St. Petersburg, lie
had daring two years murdered twelve
persons, the last one being a priest. The
law did not show this monster any
mercy, but speedily condemned him to
death.
Stebljnnski was the name of this
wholesale murderer, and he hoped tc
the lust for clemency. When the death
warrant was read and tiie keeper informed him that be had but six hours
to live he raged and swore to revenge
himself in the most horrible manner.
After being left alone in the cell the
first tiling he did was to break his lamp,
and. procuring some matches, he set
fire to the oil. In a moment the flames
broke through the windows, and the
entire building was for a time threatened With destruction. Fortunately the
fire was discovered in time and got under control before much damage had
been done, but in the meantime a terrible struggle ensued between (Tie keepers and the criminal, who had fortified
himself with an iron bar taken from
his bedstead. The first man to enter
the cell was knocked senseless, and it
was only after being almost suffocated
with smoke that the prisoner was
finally overpowered. Next morning the
execution took place. The condemned
man ascended the scaffold with much
bravado, made a thorough examination
of the same and finally declared the
rope was too short.
“1 cannot get my head in the loop.”
he said, “and, though it will cause me
some inconvenience to wait,
1
will
smoke a cigarette while you are having
it attended to.”
He lighten! a cigarette and, turning to
the executioner, made a speech, "pointing out the detestable in his profession,
anil as a condemned criminal in Russia
has certain rights no one dared to interrupt him.
The executiouer. who was really a
tender hearted man, became visibly at'
feiteil by the moralizing words of the
murderer and, turning to the crowd assembled before the scaffold, declared
that his conscience did not allow him
to proceed or to take a fellow man s
life, and he tiien and there resigned his
position and departed amid the shouts
of the assemblage.
This caused great confusion among
the representatives of the law, for
where could they in a hurry get anoth
er
executioner?
The question was,
however, solved by the condemned
man, who declared that he would ex
ecute himself as soon as he got through
He started an Interesting
smoking.
conversation with the priest during
the five minutes or so which he had
left and recommended that he read
Count Tolstoi’s latest book, which con
tains striking remarks about the relation of capital punishment to the teach
ings of Christianity. He then threw
a kiss to a pretty girl among the spec
tators, stuck his head in the loop and
kicked away the trap beneath his feet.
—Washington Star.
was

Ml I ns

\

moil

k

(he

Israelites.

The inhabitants of I’alestine made
in very ancient times of the sling,
the most skillful in its use being tbe
tribe of Benjamin, whose boast it was
never to miss their aim.
What makes
their skill appear more surprising was
that they managed to sling with the left
hand. The men who came to David's
help at Ziklag were no less adroit.
They used at will either the right hand
The sling wus also the faor the left.
vorite weapon of shepherds, who with
it drove away wild beats preying on
their flocks. This mnkes David's victory over the giant Goliath less surprising, as he had no doubt great practice in the use of this instrument while
guarding his father's sheep.
use

l.nnflnK

Business.

follow now in the footsteps
of the loafer and make no example of
him who is born tired, for verily I say
unto you his business is overstocked,
the seats on the corner are all taken,
and the whittling places are all occupied. It is better to saw wood at two
bits a cord than whittle at a whittling
mutch uud abuse the government. My
son. whilst thou hast In thy skull the
sense of a
Jaybird break away from
the cigarette habit, for. lo, thy mind i*
less intelligent than a store dummy.
Yes; thou art a cipher with the rim
knocked off. Boiler Monthly.

My

son,

Wbst keeps most people poor la tbe (ear
they can’t afford to appear not to
afford things other people have.
tbst

—

brought Into the family by the above
mentioned heiress.
But during the

NERVE ON THE GALLOWS.

j
1

autumn months It I?, full of life and
gayety, for its kindly lord and lady,
BORN.
,
wlm have many children and grand
children and a hoBt of friends, keep EATON—At Little Deer I«le. Feb to Mr and
4.
MrsJ W Eaton, a daughter.
open house then In their old Scottish
home, and Its halls and corridors, nar GARDNER—At Stonington, Jan 31, to Mr and
Mrs Burpee C Gardner, a son.
row passages and winding staircases
I’lERSON —At Stonington, Jan 26 to Mr and
echo with the sound of merry voices
•>r* Charles Klngshurv Pierson, a dauir ter.
and the tread of youthful feet from SPILL A NR—At Ellsworth, Feb 6, to Mr and Mrs
Maurice T Splllane, a son.
morning till night.
WEBBER—At Bar Harbor, Feb 2. to Mr and
Cheerful, however, as the invited
Mrs Irving Webber, a daughter
[Elol-e "J
guest fluds the old castle and warm as WESCOTT— At Ellsworth, Jau 2», to Mr and
M * Fred Wescott, a daughter.
is the welcome extended to him within
its walls, he must be possessed of little
MARRIED.
curiosity and less Imagination if he
GOO DELL—8 HORRY At Ellsworth. Feb 3,
does not feel his pulse somewhat quick
by A F Burnnam, esq. Miss Flora Gertrude
ened and his sleep somewhat broken ;
Goodell to Samuel A Shorty, both of Ellsworth.
during the period of his residence
8P
ARROW—GRAY—At Brewer, Jsn 15, by
there, for he has probably h#»ard alRev B B Merrill, Miss Alice Townsend
ready something of the weird associaSparrow, of Brewer, to Capt Arthur Henry
tions which cling to the house and its
Gray, of Deer Isle.
owners and
of the mysterious secret
DIED.
said to be known only to the bead ot
the family, to his heir and to one othet CALL A HAN-At Bar Harbor, Feb 4. Alonzo R
Callahan, aged 19 years, 7 months, 9 days.
person, a secret so grim and terrible as
EaToN—At Little Deer Isle, Jan 22, Alfred
to affect the whole lives of those who
Eaton, aged 83 ye »rs, 7 mouths.
learn it qnd make them different from JONES—At Greenfield, Mass, Feb 4, Anne M,
widow of J WInihn-p Jones, formerly of
other men.
85 years, 10 mouths.
No clew to the mystery has ever been JEI1 -worth, aged
MORGAN At Surry, Feb 8, Miss Mary Eliza
given by any one of the three depositabeth Morgan, aged 70 years, 2 months, 20 days.
ries of it, but popular belief has long
ROBBINS—At Roxbury, 'Hiss, .Ian 30, Jo-«ph
P Robbins, of South Deer Isle, aged 5u years
connected it with a secret chamber in
10 months, 10 days.
the castle which rumor assigns as the SARGENT—At
Ellsworth, Feb 5, Charles E
habitation of a strange half human
Sargent, aged 32 years, 9 days.
creature of terrifying aspect and fabu- SI MONTON —At Rock port, Jan 30, Mary Pascal,
widow of Putrick siinouiun, and mother of
lous age, the Incarnate embodiment of
R«v J h Simonton, of Ellsworth, aged 87
the curse which rests upon the house.
years, 9 mouths, 3 days.
1, Mrs
In the gayest moments enjoyed by TUCKER—At Cranberry Isles, Feb
Sarah L Tucker, aged 72 yearn, 5 mouths 6
those who during the bright days of
days.
early autumn throng the guest cham- WILLI AMS—At Franklin. Feb 3, Albion Williams, aged 58 years, 9 months, 21 days.
bers of the castle there is always an
indefinable feeling of some weird presSUjijetuaemmta.
ence within its walls.
“My dear young lady,” were the
words of the host to one who was pay- I
ing him her first visit as he bade her
good night. it is, I know, the custom
of ladies to sit up late in one another’s
rooms chatting and so on.
Now, that is
not allowed here. When you go to your
room tonight remain in it and lock the
door.” Once on a wet summer’s after-

Mi Desert Ferry.
Waukeag 8 Fy.

11
11
Hancock
rll
Franklin Road
til
Wash'gton Juna. 11
ELLSWORTflP. 11
Ellsworth Falls. fl2
Nicolln. rl2
Green Lake.
|12
Late House. fl2
Holden
fl2
Brewer June.
1
1
Bangor, Ex 9t.
1
BANGOR, UC.
..

noisy

were

game

to

away

tneir

respective

hours

A

cnamoers.

was

assigned

for

Weak Lungs
Ayer's Pills Increase the activity el
the liver, and thus aid recovery.
APOTHECARY.
Ellsworth,

We wish to announce to the public
we have opened a store in building
formerly occupied by John A. Hale,
Main street, where we shall keep a
that

nice assortment of

Yarns and Blankets.
Cloths, Dress Goods,

Mitteus and

Stoekings.

which we will exchange for Wool or Cash, also
We also make the
for Mittens and Stockings.
same exchange at the mill.
If vou want good YARN* and yam that will
for
Ki.I.swoRTH
wear, ask your dealer
YARN*. All dealers handling this yarn will
be furnished with a large card showing the yarn
and name.
All wool sent by stage and boats to M. J.
Dews will be left at this store, and will receive
prompt attention. All bundles mnst be marked
plainly and with description what to make
them into, as it saves lots of mistakes.
Address all letters and bundles to

to him in

of the towers, and he was in the
full enjoyment of his visit when it
was suddenly
brought to an end In

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR*
PM

AM

Ths Ellsworth Asikkican

ELLSWORTH,

WHITING

at

once

P H

4ffj-

signal

notice to Conductor, j
tStop
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Bou*
ion and St. John.
on

or

Tickets for all points Southland
West for sale at tlie M. C. R% R*
ticket office, Ellsworth.
•.
•
Passengers.are earnestly requested to ptooaro
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth

Falls

and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen'l Manager.
F.<E. BOOTH BY. G P. AT. A.
to

EASTERN

Steamship Company.
Mt. Desert Division.

WINTER SERVICE.
Two

Trips

a

Week.

1
Commencing Thursday, Dec. 3, 1903, steamer
Lai
tiaiooi Mondays
and Thnrsdays
a
m., touching at Seai Harbor, Northeast
Harbor, Southwest Harbor and Stonlngton connecting at Rockland with s earner for Boston, j
leu

vs.

at $

RETURNING.
From
From

Tuesdays and Fridays at 6. p.m.
Rockland Wednesdays and Saturdays
nt„ touching at Stoulngton. Southwest
Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor.
All freight via this line Is Insured against lire
and marine risk.
at

r.

30

Boston

a

E. 8. J. Mokbk, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. H. Han boom, G. P. and T. A.
Calvin Austin,
Vice-president and
Gen*l Mgr., Foster’s Wharf, Boston, Mass.

Roctlaud, BlnoMll & Ellsworth Steaih’l Ci

HLCEHILL LINE.
WINTER MCHKDIJLE, 1003-4.
Commencing Wednesday, Dec. 3.
Commencing Wednesday, Dec. 2, steamer
••Juliette’* will leave Rockland, TUson’s wharf,
upon arrival of steamer from Boston, a-very
Wednesday and Saturday for Dark Harbor,
x Liule Deer Isle, oSouth Brooksvlile, Sargentvllle Deer Isle. Sedgwick, Brooklln, a South
Bluehlll, Bluehlll, 6Surry.
RETURNING.
W'ill leave Surry Mondays at 6.^0 a m. Bluehill, Mondays ann Thursdays at 8 a ni. for Rockland via above landings to connect with steamer for Boston.
x Will
stop Wednesdays going eastward,
Thursday* returning.
o Will stop Saturdays going eastward-,
Mondays returning.
a Flag st&'lon.
b Will go through to Surry Saturday only.
Note—This company will not be responsible
for delays arising from accidents or other un-

avoidable

causes.

Rockland,

O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
Me., Dec. 2, 1903.

MORRIS

CHAIR

tracts, Spices,
Tea, Coffee, Co-,
Toilet
coa,

MAINE.

NURSERY

Good

for full information.

sand

Standard
Groceries
Send at once
for out big Catalogue of 2 0 0

CO.,

Ex
new' fruit specialties ever offered.
not necessary
Success assured. Write

FREE

With a$10 order
of Soap, Ex-

premiums.

BOSTON, MASS.

perience

*•

A M

.....

Travel Salesmen Wanted.
Finest

AH
9 08
'12 08

BANGOR.
6 00 10 0d 6 08
Bargbivfix 8t.6 05 10 Off 4 6 04
Brewer June
6 I2.lv It * 6 11
..
Holden. t6 32 tlO 84 iff 80
Lake House.f8
48 ft 87
6 471 fit 50,' 5 41
Green Lake.
Nlcolln.
fO 66-flO 59 5 iff
Ellsworth Falls.
7 OW II It '608
7 16 11 181 6 It
ELLSWORTH.«...
6 88
Wash’gton June...
7 80111 2’
Franklin Road. t7 88 11 87 * 6 81
Hancock.
|7 46 11 45 .tff 88
7 49 11 48 t 48
Waukeag, 8 Fy
Mr Desert Ferry.
7 55 11 55 6 It
Sullivan.
8 20.4.
Sorrento.
8 45
BAR HARBOR.
9 2 12
7 8ff

M. J. DEWS,

I

7 40.

Portland...10 45....

fe

!

4»

^7 88

Maine

WOOLEN MILL STORE.

one

AH

1 Off
67

5

PARCHER,

A.

C.

AM

J.C.ATIRCO.,

25c., 50c..1*1.00.
All druggists.

Pants

strange fashion.
unexpectedly early
Coming home
pne afternoon from shooting, leaving
most of his fellow guests still in the
stubbles, and mounting to his turret
chamber, he noticed a singular circumA stain which he had often
stance.
observed in the carpet under the window was now visible exactly at the opposite comer of the room, showing

9 05

great

For 40 years I have depended on Ayer’s
Cherrv Pectoral for coughs and colds. I
know It greatly strengthens weak lungs
Mks. P. A. Robinson, Saline. Mich.

previously.

room

consumption?

means a

cough

a

deal to you. Follow your
doctor’s advice and take
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. It
heals, strengthens, prevents.

A young medical man was not long
ago staying at the castle by invitation
of its owner, who bad made his acquaintance abroad, and. being something of an invalid, had asked him to
few weeks’ holiday
come and take a
In Scotland and at the same time to
give him the benefit of his professional

skill.

relatives have

Then

Cherry
Pectoral

After a lapse of some twenty minutes
a bell did ring.
Down they all came
and resumed their game where it had
been broken off. No allusion was made
by any one to the mysterious behest
they bad received.
In a quiet corner of the old castle
there is a quaint little chapel, dating
from the restoration, decorated by a
Dutch artist of the time and fitted up
In recent days with a rich altar and
other accessories by the present owner,
who spends much time there engaged
A year or two
in solitary devotions.
ago a young officer, whose visit had
been shortened by a sudden summons
to rejoin ins regiment, had arranged
to leave the castle at an early hour
in the morning.
(Quitting his chamber
about dawn, he took a wrong turning
in the uncertain light and, pushing
open a swing door, found himself in
the chapel, which he had not before
At the far end he observed,
entered.
with great surprise, a motionless figure kneeling near the altar and moved
noiselessly up to see who it was. He
recognized his host, still in evening
dress, as he had parted from him some
seven

PM
5 85

Boston..

Take cold easily? Throat
tender? Lungs weak? Any

young people
enjoying
of billiard fives in the
While
tho
din
was
at its
hall.
merry
height the t#ll. bowed figure of the
host was suddenly observed to be
standing in the midst of the party. “I
want to ask you all,” he said in his
quiet, courteous tones, “to go up to
your rooms at once and to remain in
them until a bell rings, when you will
be quite at liberty to come down
again.” Instantly, like the Arabs of
the poem, the players “silently stole
a

some

80.
20 5 00 9 00
26 5 07
9 ff
9 It
2-* 6 17
87 6 19 9 It
49 f5 28 9 41
66 5 86 9 47
01 5 48 9 88
16 6 5*> 110 08
24 6 15 flO 14
82 f6 12 410 U
40 f6 20 10 tt
00 6 40 10 08
07 6 47 10 If
10 6 50 1) it

Portland..

Boston.....

—

noon

Pills

Peptiron

GRIM MYSTERY THAT LURKS IN
AN OLD ENGLISH OASTLE.

are

f21 000.

The

SALE

connltion

previous year.
the order

The

W. R. PARKER

Fellow lodges of the Slats

nourishing

a

lant.

of minor child given to libellant. Name
of libellant ordered changed to Adelma
B. Bowden. Chase for libellant.

which

The Odd

Uhl) crt term tnts.
fiiat during his few hours' absence tbt
Whole of the furniture must have beeD
moved out of the apartment and the
carpet taken up.
The impulse came upon him to re(Chocolat#coated)
peat the process. Out into the passage
accordingly went b'd, chairs, tables, For Men, Women and Children
wardrobe and everything else; up cnme
Combine the greatest of tonics with
the carpet, and there in the center ot
the best of nervines, nutrients and
the floor was the Inevitable trapdoor.
Lifting it. he descried a steep flight ot digestives for the radical and permasteps, which he descended, lighted can- nent cure of
dle in hand, and found at the bottom a
Nervousness,
Dyspepsia,
narrow, winding passage, along which
Paleness,
Emaciation,
he cautiously made his way. Suddenly
Sleeplessness,
Neuralgia,
he was brought up short by a dead
Loss of Vitality,
white plastered wall, barring his far
Exhaustion,
ther advance, and, putting out his hand
to touch it, his linger went half an inch effects of overwork, overstudy, cloas
into the plaster, which was soft, wet confinement indoors, and all excesses.
]
and evidently quite newly laid on.
Uneqnaled for building np the nervSmoothing it over as lu^st he could (not ous and digestive systems.
j
an easy task without a proper implePeptiron Pills, (chocolate-coated,) SOe. at
ment). be quietly retraced his steps to
$1
the Utter a full mouth’s treatment.
him room, rearranged carpet and fur
Prepared by C. I. HOOD CO.. Lowell, Mass
nitnre exactly us lie had found them
Selling Agent In Ellsworth <
and went down to tea. keeping his own
G. A. Parcher. i t Main Street
counsel ami saying nothing to any one
of his adventure.
CUilroatu and &uamu„
Next morning while he was still in
bed a note was brought him from his
host’s lawyer, who was staying in the
castle. It inclosed a check and briefly
informed him that his services were no
CoiiineBciBg Oct. 12, 1903.
longer required nad that a carriage
BAH KABKOB TO BANGCH
would be in readiness to take him to
AM
PM
PH
the railway station at the earliest houi BAR HARBOR. 10 80 8 80.
Sorrento.
4
06..
convenient to himself.—London Mail.
Sulltvaa..
4

AN UNCANNY SECRET.

rep >rts sent out by t e grand se reiary.
In many feat urea I he returns are an imA*
the
provement over those of 1902
close of last year the Odd Folio** numbered 22.206, which Is h gain of 623 over

for cruel and abusive treatName of libellant ordered changed
Margie I!. Novella. Spofford for libel-

Custody

OF MAINE

Flourishing Condition Report
Shows Increase in nil Branches.
a

in

Patterson,

ment.

Chief-Justice Wlswell bad to pete upon
wee those of Soper and Morgen ye Joeepb
Letter, tbe New York end Chicago millionaire.
Tble case wea not before tbe jury, in
feet It did not come before tbe court, bat
wea settled by an auditor appointed at
Tbe auditor
the October term In 1903
appointed we* Clerk-of-Courte John F
KnowItoD.
Tble waa an action on tbe part of Albert
L. Morgan and George E. Soper, botb Bar

denied that be

;

lor

given to libellant. Chaae lor libellant.
Adelma B Tonne, libellant, vs. Frank
H. Towne, for utter desertion. Custody

JOHEP11 LKITKR

important

to

In

merit

THK COURT.

HOPEH AND MORGAN

given

FI.

ter TAKEN PROM THE DOCKET.

Presiding Justice—

minor child

FELLOWS

ODD

minor

Given with assortments of
HOnE SUPPLY CO.

$3 and upwards.
Dept. A. Augusta, fie.

His wife died in January, ’fil, leaving
COUNTY NEWS.
COUNTY NEWS. | three small ch'ldren,
and
additional Orm-atg VMM
p.ige
other page*
For additional County Ne
The son, Edward E.. died
j daugnte
a

j

~—.'

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Howard Pierce was in Rockland

on

Monday.
Maud Robbins visited her cousins,
Mae and Alma Wood, from Friday until
Monday at the Harbor.
Simon Gray and wife, of Vinalhaven,
Visited his parents, Moody P. Gray and
Bis sister, Mrs. Charles A. Pressey, on
Saturday and Sunday last.
Miss

result of tbe good hauling, an anUsually large quantity of wood bar been
winter.
gpttcn oat of tbe woods this
Arthur Webb aad Winfield Hatch, of
Oceanvllle, have been hauling from tbe
Webb lot for several days.
As

a

DEATH OF JOSEPH BOBBltfH.

Tbe
Joseph Robbins, a former resident of this place, who died at his
Home in Rcxbury, Jan. 30, accompanied
by his widow, Mrs. Lillian M. Robbins,
«Od his brother Alpbeus, arrived here on
remains of

Vnesday evening.
Brief services

were

ClclKbury, Monday,

held at the home in

and

also

at the Metbo

dl^; church here on Wednesday afternoon, Rev. J Jackson officiating.
It will be remembered that Mrs. Robblue came here in Novenber last to attend
the funeral of her mother, Mrs. Rebecca
to her
8. Warren—“Ego." Returning
home she found her husband ill of what
to be erysipelas in the head and

moved

fKv, attended

1*0

sou

with heart failure.

1

several

j
|

daughter,

One

Montana.

Dennis,

NORTH LAM OINK.

In

live*

Several of

Beverly, Mass., the other, Mrs. Caddie
Bartlett, on Bartlett’s Island.
Fen.

iug.
J. Johnson is filling bis ice bouse at
the Point.
A young son arrived at the residence of
W. W. Jellison last week.
8.

C. A. Penney has been confined to the
house for the past week with tho grip.
Miss Lettie Johnson and the MlsseClark have returned to their home In

Bangor.
Daisy
day for

few

a

Mrs. 8. C. Penney.
Mrs. C. A. Penney hss returned home
after a two-weeks’ visit with her son and
other relatives in Baugor.

We'll Alwava Ho The Right.....School
The Railroad Crossing. Arthur Eaton
I Cannot Be a Washington.Georgia Eaton
Something Left Undone.School
Deacon Brown.Ellanteth Campbell
School
farewell.

W. H. Phillips and little daughter
Livonia have returned from a short visit
among friends in Brooklio.

W. A. Crabtree had

Mrs.

operation

an

The average attendance of the school of
aeventeen scholar* wa* fourteen, Charlotte
McFarland and George Tlnke; being the
only acholars who •* ere not late, or missed
a day.
Roacoe Sargent, George Tinker
and Charlotte McFarland received the

at the resident of A.

performed Saturday,

Young by Drs. Haskell and Phelps,
by a trained nurse from Portland.
Mrs. Y ung will care for Mrs. Crabtree In
The doctors report a successher Line*!.

L.

assisted

and think -he will be able

operation,

ful

days

to her home in ten

return

E.

Miss

Gray

Carrie

has

visiting

been

spelling.
Spec.
_

Miss Via Marshall, of Trenton, la visiting her sister, Mrs. I. N. Salisbury, jr.
Miss Agne** Boynton, of East Lamolne,
spent several days last week with Mrs.
Lois Gilpatrlck.

REACH.
Isle.

friends at Deer

in

Feb. 8.

weeks.
Feb. 8.

prizes

three

two

or

W. P. Lowe, who has been quite
ill the past week, is improving.
Roswell Davis is doing quite a business
catting wood on Campbell's island.
Mrs.

Robie

Mrs.

30,

Jennings,

Saturday, January
church, Boston.

on

at New Old South

1904

away

gone

Wullsni Kinney, who is to have

performed

tion

Norwood,

has been

who

spending tbe past month with her parents,
George H. Coggins and wife, returned
Thursday to Southwest Harbor.

an

with

opt

ra-

WEST BROOK8V1LLE.
Tbe new library building was framed,
raised and boarded in last week.

Allen, of Northeast Harbor,
last week calling on relatives.

Fillmore
was

in town

It U reported that John Parnham has
tbe Capt. Alexander Snow

purchased
place.

sisters to

mourn

Rev. Mr. Sibley, of Franklin, preached
Desert Ferry echooihouse Sunday evening. He will bold evening rnettOTTER CREEK.
[ ings during the week.
Martin Smith, of Nashua, N.H.. is visFeb. 8.
A.

Feb. 4.

iting

G.

friends here.

Four members

Congregational

were

church

received

into the

Sunday

Jan. 24

pleasantly entertained.

Mrs. George Grover and
daughter
Maude went to Bar Harbor Saturday to
attend the funeral

of

Callahan,

Alonzo

C. B. Cochrane has finished her
work here, and Thursday went to Cranberry Isles, where she will stay for two
weeks.
Miss Cochrane
made
many
friends while here, and all regret to part
with such a cheerful, helpful worker, and
hope that she will come again.
Twenty-three from here attended tbe
C. E. local union at Somesville, Saturday,
Jan. 30. A party of fifteen went with one
team, and had a pleasant time. Tbe attendance was large, and much credit ia
due the people of Somesville for the
MIbs

in

which

they entertained

large
Feb. 8.
a

so

crowd.
Anon.

Dix has

a

Franklin, is bomt
Ralph Springer and Arno
in Ellsworth Saturday.

B. K. Lunt and his sister, Mrs. Cora E.
Clark, visited friends and relatives at Bar
Harbor this week.
Wooster and Artbar

week

M

Frieuds of Mrr. Julis
of

West

Mr.

M.

her.

Thelma.
BARTLETT’S ISLAND.

G. Leonard is working for Capt. H. P.
Johnson.
8.

Bartlett is lame with
cular rheumatism.
Mrs. C. M.

mus-

Miss Elsie Robbins is in Castiae attending the normal school.

On May 17,1900, there died In the soldiers’ home in Wisconsin one James J.

Ellsworth,

sled-

The

Rev. F. N. Johnson is home from Boswhere

ton,

has

be

visiting

been

his

daughter Ethel and other relatives,
Mrs.

the most

Stanley returned last
Backport, where r-be has the

Thomas

Tuesday

from

been in attendance upon her
Mina Achorn, who died last
whose

remains

Sunday,

get

«nd

brought home for

were

and

a

pri-

He
vate in Co. H 20th Maine volunteers.
served until the close of the war.
Soon
war
he
went
to
after the
California, and
after several years to Oregon and Monhe
went
to Wisconsin,
tana. About 1891
since which time his whereabouts were
uuknown. until a short time ago word
was received that he died aa stated above.

milk,

most

sister, Mrs.

pork,

to

get

pigs

to

get

his hens to

Science.

the most eggs.

Are

Two families

Capt.

are

expected to

Gott bouse

science,

into

move

soon.

a

soft

re

Miss

Margerie Williams has gone to
Eltswortn to>ork for Mr. Haynes.

lesh and

sister Marcia
visited friends in Eastbrook Sunday.
Carl

Butler,

Mrs. Effie

Gouldsboro,

wife

and

Young and
are

expected

son

Harold,

soon

to

.re

of

Lyman

who
Her

On account of the ice

Feb. 8.

condition of Omar Lord, who was taken
to Augusta for treatment several weeks

people appreciate and seem
enjoy their Monday evening
readings by tbe pastor. Rev. H. L. Packard,

The young
very much to

Shepherd

makes

for ice

cutting that they could not make

was

so

a

mixer

the Cod Liver Oil in i

flesh,

md brain.
cientific

blood and muscle

It is the standard
food

for

delicate

bad

children.

hereabouts
The

C.

Feb. 8.
BLUE HILL

E.

W.

Andrews

to

Sorrento

W.

C. Conarylwas in Ellsworth Wed- j

Feb. 8.

Substitute.

sample.

I

druggist

The merchant who does not advertise ir,
a dull season makes it more
profitable fo»
those who do advertise.
The only place to get bargains is at
store that advertises for your trade.

the

bereavement.
Resolved, That In honor of the memory of
departed sister, we drape our charter la
mourning for »lxty day
Resolved, That a copy of these resolution"
be sent to the family of the deceased, a copy to
Thr Ellsworth America* for publication*
and a copy be placed on our minutes.
Ada r. all**,
Amnir L. allk*.
f. b. rmtEKD,

to

able

ride out.

our

Committee

It

to

cbimoe>«

the bouse In
fortunate for

was

that tbe flames broke through

daytime.

iu tbe

resolutions.

LAMOINE.
Capt. Charles Hodgkins and wife visited
relatives st Bar Harbor last week.
Miss
term of

Ethel Reynolds closed her second
school In precinct No 5 Friday.

Sophie Bean,

Mis*

term

successful

a

Coombs

John

on

Sedgwick grange. No. 241.

North

Tbe V. I. society met Wednesday with
EPa and Alice Joy with one of tbe
Mrs.
largest meetings for tbe winter.
Moses Stanley Is to entertain tbe society
this wi ek.

Miss Clara

yaar's
and

work

is

now

Hodgkins baa comp eted her
teacher at West Hancock,

as

Wednesday evening

we’i

was

at-

considering tbe cold and bad
traveling. Tbe receipts of tbe evening

tended,
were

nearly f35.

Feb.

8._H.

The way to catch
chase her.

The schools closed Friday after successterms.
Ths primary school, Mias
Dorothy Dresser teacher, had special
last-day exercises. There were many
visitors who enjoyed the interesting pregramme. MUs Dresser lsft Saturday for
her home in Milbridge.
The grammar
school, under the instruction of Miss
Marion
Wilson, has made excellent
progress, and tbe pupils unite in wishing
.that she may return In the spring. Miss
Wilson has gone to Auburndale, Mass.,
where she will spend an indefinite period
with relatives.

a

la not to

woman

Now is the Time to Use Hyomei.
Cures
Colds-

Prevent*

and
Catarrh
No Stomach

Dosing,

Just Breathe It-

At Oils season of the year catarrhal
troubles are very prevalent, and near
every person suffers to a certain extent
Catarrh is actually the result of a

ly

succession of colds and can be easily
prevented if the proper treatment is
followed.
SCHOOL ENTERTAINMENT.
Hyomei it a natural, yet scientific
Favored by an ideal winter evenfn/,
cure for the colds and grip troubles

entertainment under tbe auspices of
McKinley school league came off
Thursday evcuing, as planned. Co urn bus
ball was well filled with vi lags folk and
from
Winter
Harbor, South
people
Uouldsboro, Birch Harbor and Core*.
Tbe entertainment, consisting of recitations, tableaux, music, an lndi«n club
drill, and concluding witb tbe comedy,
tbe

that lead to catarrh, as well as a

tbe

posi-

tive cure for the disease itself.
The balsamic aircf Hyomei breathed
through the small pocket inhaler that
with every outfit is filled with
and health-giving <|ualities that penetrate to the minutest air
cells of the head, throat and lungs.

comes

geim-killing

Bob,” was carried out entirely by
It kills all catarrhal germs, frees the
pupils, under the direction of Mi»e
membrane from poisonous
mucous
Wilson, sided by Miss Dresser, of tbe
microties, and makes a perfect and
primary department.
Tbe school league, organized here by 1. complete cure of catarrh.
C. Baker in the fall of 1901, has become an
The complete outfit costs only H,
important feature of the school work, and while extra bottles of Hyomei can be
consecration' meeting was held under tbe
has accomplished much.
procured for 5oc. lleorge A. Parclier
ead of Mrs. Sarah
Rich at which a
Several pictures tor the school-room, s
sells Hyomei on the “no cure, no pay''
number
of
tbe members responded
goodly
bust of Lincoln, a good-sized book-case,
plan, and will refund the money if it
to roll-call.
an encyclopedia, besides about forty vo'.to give perfect satisfaction. You
| fails
Feb. 8.
Bpsay.
urms in the school library, a nice dictiontake no risk whatever in using Hyomei.
It is the only treatment sold under a
ary, with stand, and a dag are among
BOI TH UOULDSBORO.
Tbe guarantee of this nature where a leadtbe thing* which they have added.
1 iug local druggist agrees to return thv
Harry Freese was In Bangor last week.
proceeds of this entertainment will I s
i money, if the treatment fails to cure.
used to add to the library.
Mrs. Margaret Banker, nt Sorrento, Is
Feb. 8.
C.
visiting relative# here.
“Mr.

Rev. Dean A.

Walker

meetings

series of

at

conducted

a

the

tbe

Congregational
church here last week,
Rev. C. D. Crane,
secretary of Maine Christiau Endeavor,
giving most interesting sermon- during
tbe evenings.
On Thursday evening a

Lincoln Davis and wife are visiting his
parents iu Cherryfleld.
Charles Sargent made a abort visit to
hla parents here last week.
Mis.

Sarah

rtsughier,

Sargent is visiting her
H. Hanna, in East Sul

Mrs. W.

llvau.

Jennie Foster, of Bar Harbor, is
pending a few days with her tialer, Mias
Sarah Bunker.
Mrs.

Mrs. Joan Sargent, Abbie Hamilton and
Hammond attended the C. E. rally at
Winter Harbor last Tuesday afternoon

evening.

Miss

at

Marks, of Kast Bluebiil, Is with
grand mother, Mrs. Ira Page.

Cora

Calvin Abbott, of

Everett Bunker left last week for the
hospital in Bangor, where he will undergo
an opeiation.

aDd

NORTH 8EDQWICJC.
L. Elwell, who has beeu ill for two
weeks, la Irnproviug.
M.

her

been

first division of the church sewing
recently had a clam chowder supper
Mrs. Joan Sargent’s, from which
they

realized

a
goodly aum. Tbe second
division is preparing two farces—“A Love
of a Bonnet” and ”A Precious

Pickle”,

they will

soon

be

prepared to pre-

F»b.

8._8.

M

B.

Tuad Hodgkins Is improving.
Adelbert Hodgkins, wbo is at work at
Bsr Harbor, was home
Sunday.
Miss A'zetta Harvey baa gope to Hllsworlb, where she has employment.
Mrs. Amy Small and little son Clyde
have returned to her borne at Mountainville.

been la town

a

Bluebiil,

who h

to Bluebiil.

G. A. Griodie, of Brooklin, who
visiting her daughter, Mrs. G.
vl
Allen, since Wednesday, returned
home to day.
Mra.

bas been

Borne of our young people and
the
Sedgwick young folks took a s'elgb ride
to Oeer lale Friday evening on the Ice to
attend the
farmer's ball. They report
a good time.

10.30 tbe grange

Flye.

At 12 30

HARK

was

called

to

rou ca/v/vot cer mese trua-

Bffis r/KBfrvo/foeMSB-0/f/reus

orderly

an

excellent

dinner,

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

which

grangers know so well bow to prepare,
was served.
At 2 o'clock the meeting was
called to order, and an Interesting programme was carried nut. At 5 a supper

jI

TRY

ONE

^^ESTU^ERPIUMAD^^
They

cure Biliousness, Hick Headache and ■
Ormali patio®, all Liver and Bowel Coen plaint*
One pill a dose. 25c a bottle at druggists,

/l/yr'f)
^
I

S.

I
M

oi eent postpaid on receipt of price.
JOHNSON Jt CO., Boston, Mass.

ALWAYS READY

M

M

FOR USE

1

Everv mother shouia have at hand a bottle
■
y_
of Johnson's Anodyne Liniment lor t’ouifha,
■
***Vs■
Golds, Croup, Cramps, Colic, Bruise*. Hums,
Bites and all aorenea* and lameness. For internal AnodUDtl
fwv^7
sa much a* external use
|§IP| PIKiN I
H
Price 25c and 50c.
I. S. JOHNSON A CO., 232 Summer St., Boston, Mass*
__

n|OI|/l COfl'C

I

I

Mrs

Lydia Roberts spent last week the
gu<at of Mrs. D. F. Billings.
Tbe ladies’ mutual ior-lety met with
Mrs. W. W. Cousins last week.
Ice-cream

1

r

■"

'■

..-

......

FATHER SAID “HURRAH”!

served.

Wbile driving to church Mark Grindle’s
horse fell dead In the road.
Fed. 8.
c

/HOODS
(BfiSL*Sa«a)

HOT MADE BY A TRUST

Worthy Master Hollis Austin.
Th« n
followed tbe address of welcome by Mr*.
K. A. Ellwtll; response by Bert Grtndie;
question: Wbat are some of tbe objects
of a good education?
Leader Owen L.

Ruth, the alx-year-old daughter of
James Campbell and wife, died of
diphtheria Feb. 8.

were

TRADE

Hancock county Pomona grange
met at North Sedgwick Friday, Feb. 5 at
tbe grange halt. There was a large a •
tendance. Moat of tbe granges in Hancock county were well represented. At

BROOKS VILLE.

Mra. Charles Babson, of
Sargentvllle, Is
visiting her son, E. E. Babson.

HOOD RUBBERS

Tbe

Katie McIntyre, who is caring for
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Daniel
McIntyre,
in Ellsworth, spent
Sunday with her
mother, Mrs. Mary McIntyre.
Feb. 8.
Are.

and cake

•

weeks, baa retun ed

few

Vi

Southport. Me., whose father had taken one
A?*?1* K°berts of»lu*W.writes:
‘’Father says Hurrah” he feels letter.
uCur*.
*,,<1
out of doors,
a little.
We
about

Jh’i* U-ri-oeno
it

eertam that
undid if

a

Is

driving

fair trial fails to

the

cure

goes

walking

quite

botHe

Rheumatism out of his. system/’
c Archer’s Drug store. Ellsworth. Me., and
money will be
Rheumatism. In tablet form only. Price 50c.

THE WOODBURY

j

at home.

grange entertainment and supper

Tbe
last

of llodgdon. closed
of school In this pre-

Friday.

cinct

ful

__

Be sure that this picture it.
the form of a label is on the
of every bottle o
wrapper
Emulsion you buy.

.SOc. and $11 all

O. B.

neaday.

free

for

CHEMISTS.
409 Pearl St., N. Y

Thursday.
S. W. Candage visited bis son, F. L.
Candage, at North Penobscot Wednesday.
Mrs. Hattie Conary “spent Wednesday
and Thursday with her sister, Mrs.
Bo Aden, at South Bluehill.

Send

Scott &Bowne

|FALL9.
went

be

to

Mies

are
exchanging I
chapter Masons went to
Deer Isle recently, cossing the Reach on
the ice. Theyjwere cordially received.

Masons

defective

done

Are.

out tbe

tbe inmatee

a

sent.

it pay to remain.
courtesies.

putting

hich

he Lime and Soda make bone

William F. L*ue has gone to New York,
where he will join a vessel for a trip to
the Weet Indies.
Twenty seven men have left for their
homes in Richmond from the ice comworks.

by
was

The

blooc

far recovered

so

at

entertained an invited
this even- company Friday night. J. M. Williams,
I C. C. Hutchings, Capt. 8. O. Moore, with
ing.
of tbe young
A “geography sociai” in charge of tbe their wives, besides several
Pit and
the guest*.
social committee of the Y. P. S. C. E. waa people, were among
were
held at the Congregational vestry Thurs- whist were enjoyed,and refreshments
served.
day evening. Rumor reports a flue time.
Out of the forty-six words represented,
Mias Jennie Chase entertained a party of
F ed Hawes guessed thirty-one and re- young ladies on Friday evening for her
ceived the prize.
cousin, Miss Bernice Farrar, of Winter
Feb. 8.
Tomson.
Harbor, who is her gueat. Tbe glrla bad
a merry evening, with all kinds of game*
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
music to
for entertainment,
betides
A little bod was boro to Mr. and Mrs. round oat tbe evening.
KefreebmenU
Leverett Ollley oo Thursday, Fab. 4.
were served.
Rt tbe parsonage. “The L ttle
of Kingdom Come” will be read

circle

a

Nelson Morse has

Mrs.

from her recent illneee

Misses

since.

have

undeveloped, a
muscle food if they

Alfred Wass left Monday morning for
Addison to spend s week with relatives.
Sooth

tbe steamer Silver

MARLBORO.

L

pany’s

to

W. F. Pel era baa gone to tbe Sailors’
Snug Harbor, Staten island, N. Y.

was

and

thin and weak and

food;

L.

at

Mrs. C. C. Larrabee was on Tbnrsdsy a
obliged to make her landing at
of the Oonldsboro (lower district)
guest
Dodge’s wharf Saturday evening.
sewing circle, which was entertained by
There has been no improvement in the
Mrs. C. C. Tracy.

Star

bone food if bones

been

daughter,

was

E. W. Cleaves returned borne Wednesday from Ellsworth, where be bat been
serving on tbe jury.

Grace Bunker and Ruth Sargent
visiting tbelr aunt, Mrs. O. F.
Hooper, in West Sullivan.

Scott’s Emulsion is
has

her.

The weather

according

ood if there is anemia?

visit her

Mrs. Annie Butler.

Mrs.

fed

they

Milbrtdge,

of

Harry Perkins, after an absence of sevyears on the Pacific coast, Is visiting
bis mother, Mrs. Alice Perkins.

eral

Lois

But how about the children ?

BEECH LAND.

sister,

his

cows

J,

FRANKLIN.

the

up-to-date farmer knows

what to feed his

SEDGWICK.

Mrs. Jennie Dow, who has been visiting
her daughter, Mrs.
Arthur
Bain, at
ISortheast Harbor, is home.
Mrs. Bain

of

importance to the
farmer.
Wrong feeding is
loss.
Right feeding is profit

M INTURN.
The men a re^im proving the good
ding by getting out their firewood.

is of

tremendous

will

Feb. 2.

/v

feed

The matter of

Brinton, formerly
of Bar Harbor,

Sullivan,
regret to bear that she is very low,
with Blight hope of recovery.
now

r\s-\

PROFIT

were

E. E. Jelllson spent last Sunday with
his parents at Eastbrook. He is employed
at Bar Harbor.

Bragdon,
very ill, is slowly gaining.
Lottie Havey, is caring for
Thompson,

u-ho went to Friendthip to get
Wooster’s boat, returned this week.

Feb. 8.

Wooster

->/■

'<• »

in

_

Misses Berniece and Bertha Murphy,
wLc has been visiting at McKinley, returned this week.

Buker, formerly

thla

JtmcriisnimUs.

Feb. 4.

bad cold

slater, Mrs. Sidney Wallace, recently.
Capt. Al. Welch and family, who have
been visiting at Stoningtoo, are home.
Willis Candage and family, of McKinley, spent Sunday with Edd Dow and wife.

accompanied

announcement

George H. Holden announces the marris* e
of his daughter Grace Dodge to Charles

E. Moon, who spent last week

Miss M.

Mrs. Ashbury Lnpaus is still improving.
Mrs. Nettie Rnmill spent a day with her

Joseph

lowing

nurlal.

WEST TREMONT
Mrs. M. L.

8^-veral peop'e of this place, this being
be bride's home, have received the fol

NORTH SULLIVAN.

who died Feb. 4.

manner

are

—

were

The ladies of tbe aid society met with
Mrs. Thomas Davis Wednesday afternoon,
and

*

at the Mt.

Drwer,

Miss Alta Cole went to the Marrffc district Friday to spend a week with Mlse
Marlon Tracy.

bouse, caused
damage

week.

his loss.

Sullivan

Wont

Bertha Darby, of Caatloe, Is visitCapt. and Mra.

Mtss

Some

Eaton baa gone to Castine.

and daughter
.George Knight
vailing lu Sargentvllle this

Mrs

In

w«»

Monday.

ing her grandparents,
Eben Davis.

_

NOBT.l DEER BLE.

Beetle

Cole

P.

■RSOLtmOKS OF KKSP1CT.
tFherwsa, I»e*lh, the relentless foe of our
has
race,
again entered our grange and claimed
for It* victim our beloved sister, Agurta Candage, who had been a member of our grange
for eighteen years. In consequence of her remoral from this life to a hUher sphere of ex.
tHte’ce, we sustain the loss of a true patron,
and while ws greatly feel our loss, yet we
would meekly how In submission to the great
Master, therefore be It
AesotrM. That we tender to the family of
the deceased our heartfelt sympathy In their sad

on

P. Cola's Saturday.

E.

J. E. Eaton will complete the gasolene
Misa Annie Louise Lord was the guest
Tbe lofant child of Mr. and Mrs.
dory, which he hse been building for S. T. of her cousin, Eunice Coggins, several
this
week.
Lowe,
days last week. Misa Coggins goes to Stephen Harmon hss been dangerously 111
Capt. and Mrs. A. F. Holden are home Castine Tuesday to complete her third tor several weeks.
from New London, Conn., where they term at tbe normal school.
J. A. Freeman made a long stay at Ells*
ter a disposition so genial that he not have been since October.
Roy and Sara McFar and gave a party worth where be served at court ae juror
oftJy commanded respect for the religion
Moody Eaton and family, of Stoning- Friday evening to their schoolmates of the from Tremont, returning home eerly last
he lived, but also won for himself many ton, are sptnding a few weeks with h
Lamolbe high school. The entire school week.
friends and, what is most rare among parents, 8. 8. Eaton and wife.
was present save three members and tbe
The sewing circle of the Congregational
good men, few, if any, enemiss.
Friends of Mrs. Ellen Billings gave ber evening was pleasantly spent in music and church will bold a sale and entertainment
He was a member of Marine lodge, F.
games.
in Masouic ball on tbe evening of Feb. 16.
a pleasant surprise party last Thursday
and A M., of Deer Isle, a delegation from
School closed Friday after a successful Tbe programme is in tbe bands of an ab e
evening, it being ber birthday.
which attended and had obarge of tbe
Feb.
taught by Miss Louise Bates, of committee, and no doubt tbe affair will
8._M. L. term
services here. Some thirty of the memBrooksville. On Friday evening the pup'L be well worth liberal patronage.
bers of Re! Is ace lodge at Stonington met
MOUNT DESERT FERRY.
gave an entertainment, which reflected
After a quick passage from Norway, A.
the remains at the lauding there. The
8. J. Johnston harvefted his ice last much credit on both pupils and teacber. E. Farnsworth reached Bar
Harbor Satand
beautiwere
numerous
tributes
flhrai
week.
It consisted of an openiug address, song*,
urday morning where be waa met by
ful, among them being a pillow of roses
and
not
recitations
Elwell Jellleon and Thad. Smith have
dialogues. Pupils
Mrs. Farnsworth, and tbe plucky pair
gxrd lilies from his sbopmstea, and a
ab-ent durtug the term were Emery Smith, faced a
gone to Tunk pond fishing.
heavy anowstorm in getting home.
frfeoe from the young men, members of
Lewis Smith, Forrest R cbardson, Lester
Clarence Nickerson has employment in
A conflagration at the corner was hapMrs. Robbins’ Sunday school class, in
and
Mina
Brooks.
Young
Bangor and will move his family there.
pily averted by tbe prompt work of tbc»e
Hoxbary.
Feb. 8.
Y.
who discovered a blaze at tbe Randall
The sympathy of a largecircle of friends
Miss Edna Ga'lison, of Hancock Point,
Parker

__

Alvin

his eyes.

on

Feb. 8.

eulogy, “he was a good man," universally
bestowed by ail who knew him, la with all
Its fullness of meaning justly his. Be
combined with a strong Christian charac-

goes out to tbe doubly afflicted wife and I is at W. P. Clarke's, ind attending the
children—two sons, Carl Clifford and
high school.
ATiison W., and one daughter Miss
W. W. Jellison and wife welcomed to
Christie. Besides these be leaves an aged ! their home an 11V4 pound
boy Feb. 4. It
father, John Robbins, now a resident of was also the twelfth birthday of their
W.oilaston, Mass., five brothers and four danghter Lizzie.

other rapte

ere

PROSP3CT HARBOR.
L.

has

Powers

Warren

entertainment

island

navigation.

to

Clounly Store

For additional

light is now dark, and
will not Rhine again till tbe Keacb la open

Pumpkin

served, and there was a pleasing
by the local grange In the
evening.
Feb 8.
War.
was

COUNTY NEWS.

_

Ode to The Mediterranean.School
What Does Little lllrdle Say ...Natalie Tinker
Roaooe Sargent
A Day.
Too Big and Too Little. Frieda Sargent
A Doll’* Thought .Emma Hunnewell
He Hear* All..Irving Harden

go to Bangor Mondays’visit with her sister,
will

Chester

and motto

Sound Advice
.Dclancey Tinker
A Very Odd Girl.Adelaide McFarland
A Secret.. France* Salisbury
In School Day*.School
Where The Four I^af Clover* Grow,
Ilermon Hunnewell
SI-tier Molly’* Beau .Ve*a S*rgcnt
Her Poverty.Per*l* Young
Be In Karnent B *ys.School
Do Not Walt The Tide.... S. .<»ol
Charlotte McF* Itnd
N *on Recess
Francl* Eaton
A Holiday Day
Children of .Japan.George Tinker

ill, is iraprov

ho has been

patents onjoyed the folat the Cove school
School

singing
Quotation*

POINT.

HANCOCK

Henry Bail,

th*

lowing programme
Friday aften<oou:

8._B.

to

In addition to these, tbe formation a
♦ittle later of several absesses about tbe
bead and shoulders rendered his condition so critical that until two weeks since
there seemed slight chances for recovery.
At that time be rallied somewhat, and for
twveral days continued to improve, but a
relapse resulted in bis death.
He is the fourth within two months
wjioee fall from out the ranks of the ohurcb
here brings to its surviving members s
That brief
of irreparable loss.
sense

In
years ago
Mrs. Della

other

nee

"o*

urt, tee

^

Herbert

CHEMICAL COMPANY, Boston.

are
re

(

ml’ NTY NEWS.
Nowo

,d,lilional Count*

|

m.

have

IBARGENTVIL E.

been

Co., hen returned to Baltimore
Oesrvsrd Grlndle, Walter Navels,
of Gene
,t Hooper, and the family
Ice

ood have the meaalea.

•versl young people went from Bedgand Bargentfllle to Northwest
k
larmers’
bor, Deer Isle, to attend \he
last Friday evening.

J. A. Moore,of the Lymore, wee
lened by tbe death of her aunt, Mra.
j. Brown, born May Busan Tibbetts,
cn recently occured In Washington
0.
rB.

mddiUonal

County Nrtca
BROOKLIN.

library

at the

room.

Mias Ellen Flye is ill at the borne of her
sister, Mrs. B O. Dollard.

80RRENT0.

A

p^rly of grangers attended the county
North Sedgwick Friday.

Workman, of Franklin, spout
Sunday here with his parents.

grange at

Mrs. J. H. Robinson and Mrs. J. C.
Workman are rapidly Improving from an

ited the Center

F. A.

Thirty-five Kebekabs

tha

surplus of

a

ice

from

has

broken

them

from

and

brought

them In here.

as

other

some

from

Bluehiii vis-

Harbor lodge Friday

even-

ing.

grip.

Sorrento harbor has

buoys,

pagm

The library circle will meet Wednesday

_

attack of

other

received

announcing
the marriage of Miss Mattie Dodge, formerly of this place, and Merrill Brewer, of
Ba Harbor. They will make tbeir home
In Bar Harbor.
Feb. 8.
X. Y. Z.

of the Maine

Kirkpatrick, president

r.

e

his last

Cards

lee oil acIn slow work harvesting
nt ol so muob snow,
Moore are
erhert Dorlty and J. A.
be Ice house for H. W. Sargent,
„„

COUNTY NEWS.

Martin, has started for Portland with
trip of lobsters for the season.

Eva

<***e

R. W. Nutter and wife are visiting tbeir
daughter, Mrs. Charles Blance, at Prospect Harbor.

can

place

tbelr moorings

Redman, of Cape Rosier, has
Lewis Hooper house recently occupied O. F. (Jolt.
Miss
Katherine
Coombs, of West
Brooksvllle, closed her third successful
Coleman

moved

The members of the Sorrento gun club

into tbe

doing tbeir share towards making things lively during the cold weather.
They bold one official shoot each week, ; terra of school in the Haven precinct
v.
besides devoting one evening to a busiFriday. Following is a list of pupils not
The sewing circle held a sale and supper ness
meeting.
abseut one half day: Ned Pease, Leoneil
It
(t tbe chapel Wednesday eventug.
J. H. Swcetser, of Bar Harbor, has been Flye, Frances McDonnell, Agnes Mesuccess.
1'ua winner of
VIs a tinanctal
Tbose visiting bis friends Percy aud Delmont | Donnell, Isaac McDonnell, Hazel Tibtbe quit was Mrs. Grace Cain.
the past week. He brought a valubetts, Ray Griffin, Olive Kane, Kditb
wbu guessed neereat tbe weights of tbe Perry
able fox bound with him, and they have Kane, Fred Nutter and Marie Jordan.
cake were Ckllata Hooper, Fred Bargeut,

Calvin Billings and
was divided.

Tbe cake

other.

one

Miss Eva Grlndle recently gave a birthday party at ber borne, tbe Lymore.
Tbe evening wee pleasantly spent In
several
Bbe received
the usual games.
gifts, useful and ornamental. Refreshserved.
Tba
guests
were
ments
left at a late hour wleblng tbe hosleee
many happy returns of the day.
M.

Feb. 8

I

BIRCH HARBOR.
Rev. G. Mayo and w ife, ol Winter Harbor, called on friends here Tbursdsy.
VV. F. Davis and wife have returned
from a visit to his parcots In Bteuben.

Ml-s I'snuie Lindsey,

days

few

spending a
Wednesday.

who

In

been

bsH

Corea, returned

Mrs. G. L. Shaw and Bertha Wnitten, of
Gou dsboro Point, visited Mrs. Shaw’s
sister, Mrs. H. O. Rice, last week.
Capt. Loren Klee and wife, of Steuben,
accompanied by Capt. Herbert Rice and
Miss Abbie Mcllatten, ol Cherry Held, were
tbe guests of W. F. Davis Friday.
Several from here attended tbe quarterly
convention of tbe C. E. societies at Winter
In spite ol the weather
Harbor Tuesday.
a goodly number wss pre-ent, and those
who braved the cold felt well paid for any

[

welcome

they
by
received and the profitable meetings that
followed.
C.
Feb. 8.

extra effort

tbe

warm

_

NORTH castine.
Greyson Wetster Is recovering from his
recent lllntss.
Dunbar is

Isaac

home to

spend

several

family.
Castine grange has accepted

weeks with his

the invitaHighland grange. North
Penobscot, Friday evening, Feb. 12.

visit

to

tion

Tbe Ice in

tbe

fishing

disastrous to tbe

proving

is

harbor here

One

boats.

and

carried

through the narrows
probably be a total loss.

was

will

Thomas Fessenden preached a:i
excellent sermon at the Dunbar school
Rev.

hou*e

Sunday

He is

afternoon.

much

parts of tbe charge.
The steamer Silver Star made her usual

liked in all

Saturday,
when the ice agaiu prevented her going.
Tbe egg shippers were obliged to seud by
stage to Buckaport.
trips

to Belfast last week

have been

had

of

lot

a

and

sport

some

__

Now

harvesting of Ice is over,

that the

wood-puttiug

proved to be a most enjoyable occasion. The music and recitations by tbe
children were finely rendered. There was
also a short prograumie by the grange,
followed by a harvest feast.
Feb. 8.
L.
which

Bartlett, who is at work in
Hancock, spent Sunday with his family.
Charles Vv. Sargent, jc., whs in Bar Harbor Tuesday.
Havey.

boarding

Is

He

(J.

After supper the evening passed
pleasantly with music and pit and other

ready market.

games, anti ail too soon the lateness of
the hour warned the guests that good

L.

Bragdon is getting out large
quantities of wood for which he finds a

are

at

half

past two Sundays.
Miss

Ruble

Bartletts
her

Higgins

Island

parents, E.

to

M.

borne

from

spend Sunday

with

was

Higgins

and wife.

Walter Blake, who has been ill two
to go
to Portland
expects
this week to be operated ou tor appendimonths,
citis.

Feb. 8.

B.

Mrs. F. P. Noyes is

on

the sick list.

J. B. Clarke and wife spent Sunday in
Steuben.
J. D. Wood and wife spent

Bangor

one

day

in

this week.

Mrs. J. B. Johnson, of East Sullivan, is
Mrs. F. P. Noyes.

visiting

Miss Flossie Crowley, of Corea, has been
visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Merltta

Tracey.
The West Qoulasboro dramatic club will
present the play ‘‘Down in Maine”, Feb.
23, 24 aud 25.
Feb. 8.
N.

have

who

Boston,

are

expected home

proving.
William Linscott, who has beeu ill, is

Improving.
Victor K. Smith recently made
to Seal Harbor.

a

short

Jackson,

been

Several

School closed Friday after
term.

Miss

Hodgkins

was

a

successful

a

serious

glad to

see

her out

again.

Pearl Butler is home from
be

has

Lagrange,
for

employed

been

some

Howard Searomons has returned home
from up river, where he has been at work
for Sewall Mitchell.
Mary and Naucy Dyer, who have been
with their grandmother at George’s pond
for the past few weeks, have returned
home.

The grange held its regular meeting
Saturday evening, eutertaiuiug a large
number of visitors frjia East Sullivan
from
home
came
Grafton Googins
Trenton to spend Saturday and Sunday
and attend the grange, taking his wife
back with him for a short visit.

of the members of Court Snyctic
and Companion court Sunbeam, visited
the Franklin lodge last Tuesday evening,
and eujoyed a very pleasant evening.
Spec.
Feb. 8.
A few

_

Sullivan Jordan lost
Herbert
on

Piper

Fred Milliken aud Chester aud John
Norris are spending a few days at Branch
pond fishing.
Feb.
Sumac.
7._

recently.

horse

a

in Ellsworth

Friday

business.

Henry French
six horses to his

has built
hovel.

an

addition for
G.

Feb. 8.
_

BASS HAKBOK*

Schooner Lillian, Capt. Norwood, has
arrived from Portland with freight tor
the local merchants.

Capt. C. O. Martin, of the lobster

Mrs.

Flora Dorr

F. F

Mason

was

aud

in

wife

Bangor Saturday.
were

in

Bangor

Friday.
W. L. Wentworth

day

was

in

Bangor

Satur-

business.

on

Mrs. Millie Snow

Miss
a

is recovering from

an

grip.

Gertrude Mason returned Sunday
week’s visit w’ith her sister, Mrs.

Jennie Grose.
A. E. Marks left for Portland Friday to
visit Mrs. Marks, who is recovering from
an

operation

The

Miss Fannie Benson, of Cambridge,
Mass., is vlBiting relatives here.

a

was

for

appendicitis.

entertainment preparations which

have been in
will be

progress for several weeks,

given Tuesday evening, Feb.

16.

The danoe Thursday night, given by the
wan largely attended and proved
another
very enjoyable. There will be
grange,

Thursday night.
Feb. 8.

next
smack

still

M.

suffenug

with

here.

list

severe

colds,

serious.

The

Methodist
Hue

They

society

has

chairs

opera

received
for

the

addition to the

great
already pretty church.

looks of the

are a

Everett Ca-pen ter, who has been drivteam tor T. M Bialsdell and living in
boarding-house, has moved down to
Harry Taylor’s boarding house on tho
Sullivan road.
Arthur Madison is driving for Mr. Blaisdell.
ing
bis

j

C. W. Cummings, evangelist, of
Auburn, is supplying at the Baptist
church while the pastor, Kev. G. F. Sibley, is in Hancock preaching for two
Kev.

weeks.
in

recent

a

Journal is

E. L. Clow has just shipped a load of
boxes, and is now sawing spool bars.

the sick

nothing
Miss Hattie M. Blatsdell, who has been
teaching school in Brewer, is home. Miss
Blaiedell enjoyed her school very much.

the

illness, is improving.
Miss Goldie Lawrie is working in Ellsworth for H. B. Phillips.
The friends of Miss Laura McCarthy
are

are

ninety-two

EASTBROOK.

home

and wife Feb. 3.

are now on

but

will

here attended

Jane Wilber, after quite

Mrs.

from

teacher.

Some

seri-

Daughters of Liberty lodge in Ellsworth
Thursoay. Tuey were Madame* Minn e
Bragdon, Lillian Bartlett, Austin Stover,
Frank Trundy and Isaac Nash.
Breeze.
Feb. 8.

welcomed to the

Springer

church.

from

ladles

gaining fast after

Rev. Mr. Cummings and Deacon J. E.
Dunn visited Deacon Q. H. Rutter Feb. 7.

iu

where

Hampshire,

was

em-

is home

illness.

severe

girl baby

But few

ously 111, has fully recovered, and
this week go to New
be has employment,

long and

A

soon.

has

who

Hancock,

in

of Laiviu

week.

attack of the

trip

her

Jonnnie Mosb, who has been attendMiss Bernice Smith’s school at Sullivan Centre, is at borne, school closing last

WEST HANCOCK.
James H. McFarland is very ill.
Sylvia Marshall, who has been ill, Is im-

Miss Lassie Hooper, who has been

ployed

ing

William

Spec.

Miss Lassie Stover is

the winter

evening’*-

EAST FRANKLIN.

of

spending

been

with tbe

Feb. 8.

East Sullivan,
has beeu tbe guest of her cousin, Mrs.
Alden Heavy, tbe past week.
George Kane and bis daughter Winuie,

Ruby Bragdon,

Miss

pleased

well

entertainment.

among relatives and friends.

EAST OKLAND.

Mrs.

departed

Frank Trundy and wife went to Bluebill on Saturday for a few weeks' visit

and Franklin.

WEST (JOULDSBOKO.

byes must be said. Soon the sleighs were
brought to the door, and the compau)

Supt. Mason, W. Whtttemore and a
Ktdlon, made a short visit
here recently.
Charles W. Sargent, who la employed at
West Gouldsboro by F. P. Noyes, spent
Sunday with his family.

friend, Mr.

time.

St. James chapel

Une Femme.

party of twenty-five, all members of
Columbia chapter, order of Eastern Sta.,
visited J. B. Baboon and wife Monday
evening, Feb. 1, and were cordially wtl
corned.

Higgins, who has been ill is imMrs. Ella Giles, who slipped and fell,
proving.
injuring her side some time ago, is still
Mro. Sidney Higgins has returned to
poorly.
Services in

year.

A

with L. T.

Isaac

Bar Harbor.

a

Feb. 8.

W.

Fred

where

SOUND.

absent for

to be in order.

seems

until

Castine grange held an extra session for
the children last Wednesday even ng,

Agnes McDonnell bas attended school for

success

tbe three terms without missing one-half
hunting foxes.
day.
of
steamer
Pemathe
Dickson,
Capt.
Tbe Baptist Sunday school held its
quid, has had no cinch the past week.
Hta boat makea two trips a day here, and
meeting Jan. 23. Officers were elected as
follows: E. B. Taluter, superintendent;
he has to break bis way through several
rods of lea to make a landing. Each day H. 8. Kane, assistant superintendent;
Miss Musa B. Dollard, secretary and treashe makes a channel through it; each
morning finds it frozen as hard as before. urer; Miss Gertrude McFarland, organist;
Miss
Maude
Feb. 2.
A.
Nutter, librarian. The
pupils nut absent for six months were
Mrs. Maggie Bunker is visiting friends
Edith Kane, Oliver Kane, Donald Jordan,
at South Gouldsboro.
Hollis Stanley, Prinnle Allen, Ray Griffin,
Mrs. George Robertson, who has been
Alton Herrick, Fred
Herrick.
Hattie
quite 111, Is able to drive out.
Kane and Helen McFarland were not

the

of tbe

Millinocket

concert given by
and ladle-.’ orchestra of that

band

Special

place.

issue

report of

a

and

a

favorable

mention

Dunu, formerly of
this place, who had charge of the chorus
of some sixty children, whose siuging is
Miss Dunn
also
highly commended.
la made of

M iss Clara

contributed

piano

to the

several

programme

solos.

Feb. 8.

K.

SURRY.
Rev.

J. D. McGraw went to Lubec Tues-

day.
J. E. GMt is ill with typhoid pneumonia.
Her symptoms have somewhat
Improved at this writing.
Mrs.

Smelts
fishermen

ing
F.

are
are

reported

scarce, and

many

leaving the ice and work-

in the woods.

T. Jeilison has teams hauling stave

wood from his lumber lot to tbe
at tbe head of the

lauding

bay.

H. C. Young, master of
tbe
schooner Franconia, of E Iswortb, who
loaded with lumber at Bangor for Greenwich, L. 1 late last fall, is lu a field of
ice at City Island, N. Y., with his load
still on, and likely to stay there some time
yet if the cold weather lasts. He found
the port of Green wick blocked with ice,
and whs obliged to run for City Island,
and got caught In the ice there.
The

Capt.

C •©••©—0—0—©—00—C-C—O—0-0- (,)

And with a sure aim he bunched the
bridle and flung it to the In ,'ge.
At the lad’s first word there bail
been a commotion down there among
the crowd of grooms In the paddock.
A lithe, black form darted across the
course and made for the outer gate.
6
2)y Curran
0 A dozen men seized him at once and
Richard Green ley
A
A then held their breath for the next
move in the play.
V ...Copyright, lflUJ, by T. C. McClure... 0
Old Colonel Cantwell, the .lodge,
stood
waved for silence.
up and
“Mudlark” I'm resented the derisive “Bring him another bridle. I’ll take
title ami was filled with a longing to care of this one. Now get to the post.”
fall upon and reml the line of grinning
Jim settled In the saddle.
Ahead
stable boys who yelled and booted as of him the little flags danced In the
Joe led Bareshanks out for his exer- wind and rain. Garrison’s Black SerThe shabby
cise.
blanket
Happed aph wheeled Into Baresbanks. and at
around thegauut legs, and the bald Ho- the end of the Hue Morgan's Timber
man
nose
was stretched to its farWolf plunged and reared. Three times
thest as Bareshanks sniffed at the wet the red flag fell, three times they stragOut
in
the
east
a
rim
of sick- gled hack to the post. Then red down,
morning.
ly yellow barred the sky. Jim scram- yellow down and a whir of black, bay
bled up. ami they went slowly out on sorrel and gray swept away, nose and
the truck to the accompaniment of nose, with the rain adrip on flesh of
Get on to de scarlet and blaze of gold.
“Hayrack!”
“Ki-yi!
moonshine tru his ribs!” “Three legged
“Mudlark!" “Old Skate!” It rang In
skate!” and a chorus of groans.
his ears on the whistle of the wind.
Jim’s thin little arms went uround The first hurdle—Jim felt the long
the bony neck, while a tear trickled a
body gather Itself, and they were
white line down the grime on his over, leaving the Black Seraph a balkcheek. The keen wind cut through the er adrift In the field. Timber Wolf led
lad’s jacket, ami the little hands that by a bead. Tbere were only four now.
gripped the bridle were blue with cold. Jim grinned and lurched a little for‘Underneath the track was already ward as Baresbanks’ great hoofs
sticky. As Jim turned Into the field, gripped the slippery grass. Grant’s
where Inter the little red flag would Derrydown was second, the long stride
mark the course from one ugly ditch to of English hunters showing Its mettle
another, Bareshanks laid down to his from great-grandslre to son. Maxton's
work. The slippery turf slid away
Red Ruin and Long's Wild Irishman
from under his great hoofs In a green
nose and nose with Baresbanks.
Up
glimmer as they rose from hurdle to the slope and over the second hurdle,
hurdle.
the great shoulders working with a
Over and over the course went Bare- | mighty come and go.
Baresbanks
shanks and Jim. while at the stables. j forged on. while the Wild Irishman
in the doorway of Mayer Bros.’ quar- ! dropped in a heap to scramble out with
ters. a man stood peering through field ; a wrenched fore leg.
Jim laughed
glasses at the brown blur that swept j aloud as they swept the turn. The
third—he had studied It well and knew
around the field.
tlie rotten bank, where the Timber
Jim slipped to the ground, the sweat
j Wolf
lauded, struggled a moment nnd
pouring from horse and hoy alike. Joe. j
his sulky face hid under the peak of ; slid down, his fore legs fighting the all'.
his cap, gave him a sly glance as he
They were close together now, Derryblanketed the horse and led him in- down first by a shoulder length, Barehis ugly, lean head
side. Jim turned with a question in shnnks next,
his eyes to the man who stood pulling stretched out, with red nostrils wide
his gray mustache and looking away allure, and Red Ruin straggling a sorry
third.
into space. Jim twitched his sleeve,
Over—over again. They had made
and he looked down into the small,
pinched face, its very eagerness ren- the round once and for the second time
dering it thinner and more pathetic, had passed the first three hurdles.
Bareshanks crept up a few inches on
and answered the unspoken query.
“Yes; he'll do. In for a penny, in for the home stretch, leaving Ited Ruin a
dozen yards in the rear. The last hura pound: but if he fails I’ll see that
you get back to the old farm, all right.” dle lay before them, osage and black“And him”— Jim pointed to where thorn, with an ugly stretch of water
the bony nose showed through the open beyond. Jim’s tense little hands crept
door.
up closer to the bit as he poured God
The man laughed shortly. “A bullet knows what prayers and promises into
through his ugly head.” The boy shrank the two ears that lay to the big, ugly
head. lie felt the great muscles stiffback and slipped through the door. Unperceived, he curled down in the straw en, the bunching of those awkward
almost at tlie feet of Bareshanks. who looking legs, the surge of the heart beneath the gaunt ribs—up—over—flashmunched contentedly at his provender.
Other eyes had watched that morning whir—and the sea of faces rose and
gallop. Joe, the groom, had finished surged in the billow of sound ns the
the rubbing down when, with an eye bald Roman nose was thrust under the
wire, winner by a neck’s length.
on tin* silent figure on*side the door, he
From the stand above men came
snatched from its nail the bridle that
Bareshanks must wear in the coming down hand over hand, men poured in
from the pit. and the shrill clamor of
race, drew a bottle of colorless liquid
from ids pocket and pouVed a few drops excited women’s voices shrilled above
over
the bit.
Bright eyes watched the dull roar of the crowd. Jim slid
from the saddle and went to the block,
from the shadow of the feed box,, and
staggering under its weight, his slenwhen Joe, his work done, disappeared
der body all a-quiver, then back to sit
Jim jerked the bridle down and smellmotionless, enduring, until the moment
ed it.
There was not the slightest
when Bareshanks, swathed in his
scent. He hung the bridle back again
and resumed his place between the shabby blanket, stood the center of the
stables* attention and envy, and he
horse’s legs, a look of owlish gravity
awoke
and lived again, his arms
on the queer, puckered, old young face.
The hours wore on.
Over on the around the brown neck, his face buried
in the scanty mane. There could be no
track, where a drizzling rain fell steadquestion of a bullet in the head of the
ily. men went lip and down in maekin
toshes. Women In short skirts gathered winner of the Montgomery steeplechase.
in knots upon the grand stand, their
eyes fever bright with excitement. The
<;iit<ldenina: ti Hnmorliit.
crowd grew steadily. Out there, where
The financial burden which Mark
the little ml flags, like points of flame,
Twain carried some years ago weighed
marked the zigzag of the hurdles, the
his mind heavily.
In these moon
old wagon drawn by the gray work
meats of despondency there was one
horse stood loaded with the net, and a
tactful friend who could make the
scurry of boys blew hither and thither
This
humorist forget his troubles.
in the wake of tlie different owners.
was Dan Beard, the artist, who illusThere had been wild work when Joe
trated some of Twain’s books.
essayed to lead Bareshanks out. An
“Dan Beard, there Is no tonic that
old rope halter hung where the bridle
can equal the company of a cheerful
Joe turned ashy.
should have been.
man,” said the humorist as he entered
Jim stuck like a bur to Bareshanks
the artist’s studio.
and trailed at his heels in bis patched
“Ah, but I have such a pleasant suband stained jacket, a mere apology for
ject to work upon that I am not in
Neither horse, owner
owner’s colors.
need of either man or tonic for my
favorite on tlit
nor jockey was -a
cheerfulness,” retorted the artist.
Downs. True to the primeval instinct,
“Beg pardon, it is l that need the
the rout was hostile to the shabby entonic, and that is why I am here,’*
Nevertheless there was no
tourage.
said Twain forlornly.
Uandon evidently pos
open affront.
“Then allow me to prescribe a dose
scssed some kind of a pull with Mayer
And Mark
of your own medicine.”
of
one
of
his
hence
Bros.;
occupancy
was handed a copy of his book which
their stalls aud the grudging attend
Beard had been studying.
mice of Joe.
“I thunk you.” replied the humorist.
Bareshanks
Jim was ready to mount
“It took me a year to get that medi
he
but
as
when the bell tapped,
passed cine out of my system, and I do not
1
the grand stand, still clinging to the
propose to imbibe it again.”
old rope halter, the crowd yelled ano
A discussion of the book was fol-

5

|

RUNNING Of A
MUDLARK

What

I
fi

who would succeed
•no

rose ns a man.

young man
life has to learn,

in

of the hardest and

ble is that

wbfco

Itamillles,

and

indispensa-

most

h»

of

Blenheim,
Malpn.qiut so thoroughly
learned—tbe lesson of ( atience. says SuoCP88.
“To know ho.v to wait," pays De“He
M«btre, “Is tbe secret of success."
♦ hal can hare psHeneo,”
ssjrs Franklin,
“can have what he will.’' iu business, at
ibe bar, in medical practice, in tbe minis-.,
try, and in every other calling, tbe secret
of success Is not in brilliancy of talent^,
in promptness of action, or even In energy, needful as that is, but in ability to
bide one's time.
Time is an imported!
element in all solid achievement.
Tito
fruits that are beet worth plucking ripen
slowly, therefore tbe man who woufil
win a great and lasting success must learn
both “to labor and to wait”. He must pu!,
bis faith not iu brilliant genius, in triclpi
and devices, in occasional splendid spurto
and dashes, but in regular, measured, pesBistent
effort—effort
unvarying and
never-failing—not necessarily slow, but
never made at a faster rate than can tjp
maintained to tbe end, “reminding you 61
tbe steady, never-accelerated movement
of a great engine's eccentric-beam."

6^0KHH>*0»<X>»0*0»0*0»0«i

j

Patience Did.

Of all tbe lessons which the

“Those

ft

friends

*>

*-o

bast, and the!*

thou

adoption tried, grapple them to tby soul
with books of steel;" and, ae old friend*
are removed by deatb or other causes, dot
not fail to replace them.
You oannok
afford to narrow tbe circle of your friendejf
for

tbe

of your

measore

hap^

and

success

plness, and your usefulness will be largely
proportioned to tbe number and quality
of your friends.

ffUTncal.

it Will

Residents of Ellsworth

Repay

to Follow this Citizen's Advice.
That

good old adage—“Think
brought

act once"—Is

j

j
j

reads the
ence

of

made

to mind when

and
one

following account of the experiE'lsworth citizen.

an

public

a

twice

statement

many years ago, and at

Mrs.
the

on

Moon

subject

this time repeats

testimony with renewed

her former

em-

phasis.
Mrs.

Ellsworth, says: “In January ^

miles from
after

1897,

mothers
Pills

as

box

a

my

Moon, Surry road, three

Philina

treading

several accounts

of

recommending |Doan's Kidney

being

excellent for

children, I go!

and

commenced

using

family.

In

where backache

one

was

in

case

very

them in

particular

pronounced and*

kidney trouble undoubtedly existed, it
ceased after the

ing

the live

use

which have

years

there has not been
For sale

of four boxes.

a

sign of

by all dealers.

a

Dur-

elapsed

recurrence.”

Price 50 centa.

Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
<

agents for the United States.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and tako
no

substitute.

Slrfjcrt&ementss.

The Only

;

\

COUNTY
j

Paper.
j

THEfAHERICAN.
Subscribe
For

It.

SLcfia, y.ziictz.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
TIrHEREAS K K. Thompson, of Trenton,
W Hancock county, Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the twenty eighth day of ?£»vember, a. d. 1899 and recorded in vol. 34L
page 93, of the registry of deeds of Ha- eo€k
c untv, Maine, conveyed to me, the undossigned, a certain lot or parcel of land situate?!
in said Trenton, at tne south end of Tojl
bridge, bounded on the west, north and e,sk
by salt water, on the south by a line running
eas'. and west from shore to shore and oga
hundred feet distant from the south end of
the dwelling bouse. Also one undivided oraeighth interest in a certain lot of land
uated in said Trenton, with the buildir.%9
thereon, known as Thompson’s Island; ana,
whereas, the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
B. M. Plvmvkh.
Dated this twentieth day of January a. d.
1904.

lowed by a hearty dinner, and Twain
Off with the saddle and the welgning
left his friend, having received the
ami
done, they were mounted again
cheer that lie needed.
Baretiled before the grand stand.
captain writes home that he has seen so shanks' ugly head reared above his
II«‘ Obeyed Order*.
much ice this winter he doubts if he can
fellow*. Then ns they would have passever eat another ice-cream.
Old world domestics make the best
ed into the field a voice from the
Feb
possible servants because they work
8._G.
judges* stand halted them: “What’s like machines, never forgetting an orHULL’S COVE.
I the matter with that boy on No. 5? ! der and doing exactly as they are told,
Raymond Hanscom weut to Mariaville That’s no bridle. Where’d he get that
sitwithout presuming to think for themSaturday.
halter?”
selves. But once in awhile this literal
Mrs Eliza Wiicomb visited friends in
All eyes turned on .Tim. who wheeled
adherence tr? duty product's some awkBar Harbor last week.
Bareshnnks and rode to the front of
An American woman
ward results.
S L Burns and wife, of Bar Harbor,
the Judges’ stand, while up in the front
living in India, with native servants,
apent Sunday w:tb Mrs. Burna’ mother,
row a man shook his fist at him and
Mr. Burns will
Mr», Francin Brewer.
once told her butler to see that there
move to bis farm in West Eden this week.
The small
cursed savagely.
figure was always a napkin at the bottom of
Mis** Lucy Soisbury came home SaturHancock ms.:—Tremont, Maine, January 25,
straightened in the saddle and. with the fruit dish, cake basket, etc., when
a. d 1904.
day from S^oec, where she has been an
appealing glance at the wall of these wore brought to the table. The TirE, the undersigned, having been duly
teaching. Miss Salisbury will take her
faces, pulled a bridle, bit and all. from
!▼
appointed by the Honorable O. P. Crmold p'ace as organist io the Church of Our
napkin was thereafter al ays seen in
judge of probate, within and fp»
An Intense
Father.
the breast of his jacket.
But one day a tureen of ninghain,
its place.
said county, commissioners to receive an2l
Feb 8.
Anne,
j silence fell as the childish treble rang vegetable soup was served, and the decide upon the claims of the creditors .0!
French, late of Tremont, in said
out: "Boss, here’s the bridle right
hostess began to wield the long, old E. Webster
county, deceased, whose estate has been repPENOBSCOT.
enough, hut I’d ride him with nothin’ fashioned silver ladle about in it. Some- resented insolvent, hereby give public notjtpe
to the order of said judge of proMrs
Adeline Ltt’lefieid Is quite ill,
but a tope halter to Jericho before I’d
thing very like a fringed rag made Its agreeably
bate; that si* months from and after January
suffering from a complication of diseases. let it go in his mouth. You can’t smell
The 5, a. d. 1904, have been allowed to said cred!
appearance in the first plateful.
Bernard E. Varnnm, of the Bucltsport
to present and prove their claim ?tm!
But
nothin’, en you can’t see nothin’
butler was summoned to remove the tors
that we will attend to the duty assigned to u«,
seminary, apent Sunday with bis parents. I was settin’ down in the corner en
dish.
“It cannot be that the mem at the office of the Randall House, in TpifrRising S ar
lodge, F. and A. M
(Southwest Harbor), on Satuiday, F^l>u-saytn* nothin’ when that bln *k devil sahib found no napkin at the bottom,” mont
worked the first degree on two candidates
ruary 20. a. d. 1904, at 10 o’clock in the fpfoStbphen L. Kingslby,of Eden,
Saturday evening.
poured somethin’ out of a bottle all he hazarded, much distressed because noon.
Skth W. Norwood, of Tremont,
After the initiation ceremony Tuesday
over It. on when he was gone 1 just
of this unexplained disapproval, “for
Oommissiouers.
evening. Coart Bagaduce, I. O. F„ will up en swiped it. en I hain't let go of
I myself placed there the largest one
serve an oyster supper.
see
for
can
You
it since.
yourself." I I could find.”
The American
Feb. 8.
Suba.
|
1 Subscribe for
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BURIAL OF HEARTS.

t»*y*

HIMory

The separate burial of hearts is not
such a singular occurrence as many
readers may Ik* apt to suppos:*. Histo
supplies ns with numerous Inry

BLUE HILL.

(Original.]
(Original.)
In the autumn of 1SJ0 the landlord
I'thnn Arbmkie l ad got wind of a
Essex
of the
tavern, midway between
New York and Morristown, was shut- a... .s.iike on tin* iieiuou claim, on the
ting up his house preparatory to gw- s *i ol Ju;pr bill, lie felt sure that
Uii'o of the claim
Imc
ing to "bed wh. n a trawl*, rod*. up vii lit' uiiv.
horseback and demanded a night s knew of the find, and th y were too
lodging. He was apparently about fif- bu y laying plans for its development
ty years old. with grizzly gray black to concern themselves about any adhair, a full beard and mustache, both | joining properly. Arbuckle knew that
sprinkled with gray. He canlci? “trap- the veins in Jupper hill ran east and
To the west lay a large farm
west.
ped behind his saddle a bundle
ped in paper, wliieji he unstrapped and that had been already bought by capibrought into the house in lieu of bag- talists. On the east lay ten acres owned
Before going to bisl he de]K>sited by Amanda Gregory, an orphan of |
gage.
with the landlord for safe keeping $T.’»0 some twenty summers. Arbuckle had
in bills, saying that he had drawn met the girl h number of times and
it from a bank in Morristown dur- I once at a ball iti a barn had danced
ing tlie day and had noticed at the with her so often as to excite the Ire
teller’s window a young man in a of Tom Flynn, a redheaded^ freckled
who had been long
son of the soil,
brown oven oat. a beaver hat, tan
gloves and a single eyeglass—some- used to consider Amanda as his partic- |
Arbuckle had been
thing unusual in America- who cast a ular property.
He had rather ruffled than pleased with the
covetous glance at the bills.
met the same man on the road aud
episode; Amanda had seemed delighted.
The find on Tupper hill put an enwas sure the fellow was following him
For this reason he desired tirely new phase ou the matter. The
to rqb him.
the landlord to put the money in his vein showed $200 in gold to the ton.
safe and give him a room which could gave evidence of widening as devel
be both looked and bolted.
Having oped and must run through the properseeii his funds properly disposed of, he ty of Amanda Gregory, all of which j
meant tliat her ten acres might be
went upstairs.
The next morning about daylight a worth anywhere from a few hundred
housemaid who was lighting the tires thousand to a million dollars. It was
saw
a
young man come downstairs for Arbuckle to decide, and decide at
with a paper parcel under his arm. He once, whether he would jump in and
had on a brown overcoat, a heaver carry off the girl before It was known
tliat she was rich. lie would not have
hat tan gloves and a single eyeglass.
When a guest came down to break
considered such n course for a moment
fast he reported having heard groans had he not absolute evidence that the
in the next room, which proved to be property adjoining Amanda's was a bo
the one occupied by the guest who had nanza. He decided to strike for Miss
The landlord Gregory and a fortune.
deposited the money.
hurried to the room in question, found
He invited the girl to drive with him
no
reit locked, knocked, received
and while bowling along told her that
winhe had been captivated by her rustic
sponse, gained access through a
dow opening into a court and found beauty; that lie had discovered an unno one there.
cut gem; that he found it necessary to
That the traveler had been murdered his happiness to forego a match with
by the man in the brown overcoat an heiress in the east provided Amanda
would have been accepted by every one would bestow herself upon him in her
had any plausible theory been hit upon poverty.
as to what had been done with the
Amanda listemd with averted head.
body. This difficulty was. however, She thought of redheaded Tom Flynn,
partially obviated by a porter’s state- whom she liked, and compared him
ment that he had met a man in the hall
with the elegant Mr. Arbuckle. whom
the night before who had notified him
she did not love, hut considered a prize
that he would require ills services in far above an uneducated daughter of
carrying out a trunk the next morning. pioneers.
It was assumed that the murderer
“I haiu’t got nothin’ for a trusso.’’ she
had found some other means of remov- said by way of reply.
ing the trunk, which must surely have
“Never mind that,’’ replied the woocontained the body. Curiously enough, er. “We will get one in Paris. After
as soon us this phase of the mystery
we are married it will he proper for me
appeared people ceased to speculate up- to pay for what you wear.’’
on who committed the murder and beA man was coming down the road on
gan to dispute upon how the trunk con
foot. When he reached a point where
mining the body was got out of the ho- he could be plainly seen ho showed the
It is freckled face of Tom
tel without attracting attention.
Flynn. Amanda
not the soluble that interests people; it
colored. Arbuckle looked ill at ease.
is the insoluble.
Flynn scowled and passed on.
There were no organized detective
It was long after dark when Arbucagencies at that time, but the landlord kle brought Miss Gregory to a decision
of the Essex tavern could not rest con- and turned toward her home.
tent with the matter unexplained, so
“l>o you know, Amanda,” he said,
he offered the $730 left in his keeping “that it will be
necessary for us to be
should
whomsoever
traveler
to
the
by
married at once or wait for several
Abner Morgan, a
solve the mystery.
years? My interests in the east demand
young lawyer without practice, took my presence there immediately.”
the matter up with a view to reaping
“When must you go?”
the reward. He discovered that tliree
“Tomorrow evening at latest.”
weeks before the disappearance of the
“That's pretty suddent.”
cashthe
the
Essex
tavern
at
stranger
Arbuckle. who had little confident*
ier of a bank in New York had default- that the secret of the wonderful
strike
ed and run away with all the currency would be
kept forty-eight hours, bent
But the
in the safe, some $20,000.
all his persuasive force to accomplish a
traveler had come in on the road front
marriage at noon the next day and at
Morristown. The cashier was a man last obtained the
girl’s consent. Then
of thirty-five and sandy haired, while he drove her
up to her cabin, where she
the traveler was fifty and dark. The
lived with an aunt, and after a kiss in
supposed murderer was very young, which there was little warmth on eialso dark. Morgan on account of these ther
side left her. He had no sooner
discrepancies gave up the theory of the driven away than Tom
Flynn entered
murdered traveler or the supposed
the gate. Amanda was standing on the
murderer being the missing cashier
threshold looking after her newly made
and turned his attention to hunting up
betrothed. Tom began a protest against
view
to
with
a
the real cashier
getting her
intimacy with Arbuckle. but she
for
his
offered
reward
a higher
capture
stopped him and told him all that had
by the bank.
occurred. Tom smothered his anguish
Hearing of a man living at Albany. and went off to
begin his watch on the
N. Y., who was unaccounted for, though
claim in the next field, where the strike
he did not answer the cashier's descriphad been made, a strike of which he
tion, Morgan went there and found one was
ignorant.
whom he watched for a time and then,
“What’s the matter. Flynn?” asked
taking his chances as to the man’s Benton, owner of the mine.
identity, arrested him on a trumped up
Tom confessed that he was being
charge. As soon as he got his prisoner robbed of his
girl, who was to be mar
to N'ew York he sent for the president
lied to Arbuckle the next day at noon,
of the bank that had been robbed, who
then went on watch.
at once identified the man as the missAmanda was preparing to get into
ing cashier, though he was "made up” bed when there was a knock at her
to look nfty Instead of thirty-five. Then
door, and ten minutes later Benton was
the culprit broke down and confessed.
admitted.
This was his story:
“Hearing that you are about to be
After the robbery he lay In hiding
married,” he said, "and are naturally
for awhile in Morristown, but as he In
not'd of funds, I’ve called to help you
was In danger of discovery left
the
out.”
place one evening oil horseback, having
"I do want a trusso.”
concocted the following plan to become
“I’ll buy your farm.”
lost to the world: In his paper parcel he
“You will?”
curried the bills and articles for dis“Yes. What do you want for It?',
guise. Arriving at the lavem he depos“Five hundred dollars an acre,” said
ited the $730 with the landlord. Intend- the
girl, dreading that she had asked
ing to leave it there te strengthen the too much.
suspicion of murder, for he would not
“It's a bargain"'
be suspected of leaving such n sum unWithin an hour a deed was executed
claimed if he were alive. What trou- to Benton and
assigned by him to Tom
bled him most was how to throw the
Then the purties concerned
Flynn.
police on the wrong track concerning went to bed.
the body. A man murdered is not an
When Arbuckle approached his beeasy thing to remove without the fact trothed the next day he was greeted
being known. Meeting the porter the with a radiance he had never seen in
uight before in a dark part of the hall her face before.
where he could be only dimly seen, it
“I’ve got my trusso!” she exclaimed.
sccurred to him to engage the man to
“How did you get it?”
rarry the trunk. This link in his plan,
“Sold my farm last night for—just
which he considered at the time the
Blink—$5,000!”
weakest, proved the strongest Flaving
“Smart girl,” replied Arbuckle In a
entered his room, he waited till just becutting tone. “I have some preparafore daylight, then groaned loudly, then tions to make and must leave
you for a
ptade himself up as the man In the short time.”
overcoat
whom
he
had
concoctbrown
That was the last Amanda or any
ed as a part of his plan, let himself
»ne on Tapper hill ever saw of Ardown to a lower story by means of a buckle.
The property which Benton
lightning rod and. entering a window, had bought for Flynn was included In
walked downstairs, meeting the maid. the Benton mine and stock Issued for
In this way be hoped to convey the im- It to Tom and his wife, for Tom marpression that he had been murdered ried Amanda.
and his body spirited nway in a trunk.
Amanda got her trousseau, but long
Abner Morgan received a reward of after her wedding, when she and Tom.
$1,000 from the bank: the $750 was re- having spruced up. had gone to Paris
to purchase It.
turned. The cashier was convicted.
GLADYS HABBINGTQN.
LUCY BOYD WILLIAMS.
I
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Hinckley

Wallace

returned

baa

from

Conway. N. H.
Mrs. Q. cr„. K p- has clc-cd h:r Lcsa^

Norib

and gone

to

When Ilichnnl the Lion Hearted was
ill the attack on the
castle of t'huius he cxp.vssid a wish
that his body should Ik* buried at the
wife have gone
Hon. K E. Chase, an
feet of his father at b'ontevraud in to
to Boston and New York in the company
ken of his sorrow for the trouble and
made up of t he governor and council.
anxiety which he had formerly caused
Tbe ladle* of be Congregational circle
him.
Hut he bequeathed his heart to
realised
about
the inhabitants of lloucn as an acfl$ from the 15 cent
knowledgment of the faithfulness of
supper given in the vestry last Thursday
his Norman subject*.
Last week in reporting the names of
The somewhat singular gift was
tbe ladtee who entertained tbe Baptist
was honored
circle, tbe tlral afcou.d have read: Mr*. gratefully accepted and
with a beautiful shrine in the catheFlorence Mason.
dral. This was destroyed in 173S. but
Friday, on invitation of the Rebekah
about a century Inter the heart of the
about
five
memat
lodac
Brookltn,
tbtrtyfamous crusader was found inclosed
bers of tbe Mountain Rebekah lodge took
in a leaden casket under the pavement
a sleigh ride to Brookiln and were most
of the cathedral. It was replaced, but
cordially welcomed and entertained by
some time later was again taken up
tbe aister lodge. A bountiful supper, con
and deposited In the Museum of An"’Sting of good tbinga too numerous to
from which it was in turn
mention, was served at 7 o’clock. Then tiquities.
removed to a more appropriate testing
came tbe regular meet lug of tbe Brookiln
j place In the choir of the cathedral,
Tbe entire
lodge, with an initiation.
where it now remains.
work wasfflnely
done.
There
were
On the death of John Ha I lol. fatlier
Another
speeches and a social time.
jI of that Baliol who opposed Bruce’s
generous ‘‘lunch” was partaken of, and
claim to the throne of Scotland, his
then “borne again” carrying many pleaswidow ordered his heart to be re moveil
ant memories of Brookltn lodge.
Aland placed in an ivory casket.
Feb. 0.
M.
though she survived her husband for
STONING TON.
twenty years, it is said that she never
the
There has been no mail from Isle au sat down to a meal without having
wun
Haul for several days on account of tbe casket beside her. in accordance
her dying request the heart was placed
ice.
on her dead bosom previous to interThe harbor here is still frozen over, but
ment in her own abbey, which was sitthe sttamer manages to make a lauding
uated on the banks of the Nith.
every day.
When the great Napoleon died in St.
George Noyes is in Cuba looking over a
Helena his heart was removed in order
lot of land which he has recently pur
that it might be placed In a separate
chased there.
The doctor who removed it set
case.
We have had more snow here than for
it under a glass case in his bed room.
There is hardly ever a week of
years.
During the night be was start led by
» dghing,
but tbis year have bad two
the sound of breaking glass, and he
months of it.
Just managed to prevent a large rat
from carrying off the heart to Its hole.
Several strange teams have been seen in
The heart was immediately placed In
town since tbe Reach has been frozen
an urn and secured In the coffin beside
over.
It bus been fifteen years since
the body.
teams crossed on tbe ice.
There would appear to Is* some doubt
Business is very dull bere tbe past
fouf as to what became *>f Byron's heart
The
weeks, owing l* the severe weather.
after his death. According to one acquarries are partially closed, thus throw
count. it was lost in a marsh in Greece
ing many out of employment.
under the following circumstances: As
Feb. 8.
W.
is well known, the poet took a deep interest in the efforts which the Greeks
SWAN’S ISLAND.
were then making to secure their freeThe V I. society met with Mrs. L. B
dom. His services were highly appreFeb.
5.
Stanley
ciated by these people, and when he
Hollis Petilngilt has been spending a
died his relatives, who had resolved to
few days with his family bere.
convey ids body to England for burial,
in
were requested to leave his hear?
Miss Gertrude Me Rea gave a whist party
of

l>swtr*,e«‘*
Q-iite
Liberty went to E la worth last Ttwar*day.
A pleasant time was reported.
of the

CLEARING SALE

stances.

Wak* field Mess.

del*

a

OUR ANNUAL MID-WINTER

Supplier Mnnf InnlanrM of
Thin Old Cnntom.

uiortaiiy wouudiHt

through January we shall offer goods in
store at a substantial reduction
every department of our
from regular prices. This mark-down will cover all goods for
and to continue

B. Smith received
Stinson received

Refreshments

were

Gladys

prize.

consolation

served and

Tbe

pleasant

a

her

death

at

were

her

Rockport

home at

Jan. 31.

The remains

Tuesday

for interment.

held

of Mrs.
Mina
grieved to learu

friends

many

Acnorn, born Gott,

were

George

Mias

reported.

time is

of

Stanley
prizes.

tbe

and

were

brought here

Funeral services

Methodist church, of

at tbe

which she
ber.

was many years an active memRev. J. B. Aldrich officiating. The

deceased

was

about

age, and leaves
Feb. 8.

M. CALLERT.
Clearance Sale of Fashionable, Ready-to-Wcar
W e bought
Garments for Radios, Misses and Children.
and
Misses’
of
Lad
es’
a
Cloaks,
early in December quantity
RainCoats, Suits, Dress and Walking Skirts, which must be
sold regardless of profit or loss. All Garments will be
marked down from 25 to 50 per cent., and we will make even
Our

forty-three

years

and bis last
Tbe sad

days

news

are

is

The wish was <-omplied with, and the
was placed in a silver
casket. Mesolonghi was besieged, and
when the Greeks saw the impossibility
of warding off the attack a small party
made a desperate sally, carrying off the
heart with them. They were successful
in cutting their way through the Turk
ish army, but were soon compelled to
conceal themselves in a marsh, where
the heart, which they had tried so hard
to save, was lost.—London Tit-Bits.

very

has been received here of

the death of Levi

Couary,

one

of

Surry’s

Rain Coats

Suits

Separate Skirts
from $2.50 to 5; none higher, as this
assortment is very much broken, we
put a separate price on each lot.

Petticoats.

Certain people are
of their hard lot and
about with disaster

faces; they
their

own

written

in

their

walking advertisements of
failures, their own listless, 1
lifeless
inactivity; they are
are

nerveless,
always talking, but
“He has

always complaining
poverty.
They go

quite

never

doing.—Success

big place in the country,
but he needs it, bis family is so large.”
“Ob, yes, 1 think I met tbe bead gardener;
be has one, hasn’t be?” “Head gardener?
a

Lemme see, you must mean the nurse girl;
at any rate she has to rake the heads of
the kids and fix up their hair five or six
times

a

day.”

It may astonish many people to know
that Richard Le Gallienne is a very broadminded socialist and frequently lectures
on that subject.
He is also a great friend
of working men, and says that his most
pleasant moments have been spent while
talking to laborers during their daily toil.
A year ago Mr. Le Gallienne joined the
staff of writers for Success, and his new
story, “The Romance of a Rejected Manuscript,” is to appear in an early issue of
that

magazine.

$1.50 to $a.3u j>er Pattern.
We offer
this lot at 99c. and $1.49 per Pattern.
Secure your Waists for the coming

"

We have

COTTON

a

making very low prices on
Linens,
Towels,
Napkins,
Crashes, Bedspreads and Blankets.

Wrapper Mark Down
We will sell yon our $1 Wrapper at
7'-'C.. onr $1.23 Wrapper at 99c., and
$1.50 Wrapper at $1.19.
The mark down includes Dressing

We

AV’e have a small lot of black and
colored Silk Taffeta Skirts on which
we put a low price.
an«l

We are

Table

Lace

1.99
2.25
2.80

WOOL

Housekeeping Linens

Miserable.

Don’t

name,

make

any mistake,

tint

remember

Department.

have just received about 200
of new Hamburg Embroidery,

pieces
ranging in price
yard. The goods

from 5 to 50c. per
are very attractive
and offered at a low price.

Buy

your

derwear of

Corsets, Hosiery

and UnYou will get the best
As a special induce-

us.

for the money.
ment we will sell you during this sale
all of our Hosiery and Underwear

lot of Vel- the

$

Corduroy Waists;

Kidney Trouble Makes You

from

Sacques, Kiioonas and Bath Robes.

$1.00 Petticoats for $ .79
••
1.50
.90
"
2.00
1.49
2.50
3.00
3.50

Pattern; prices ranged

season.

at $5, 7.50, 10 and 12.50; reduced from
$10. 12.50, 15 and 20,

the prices
were #3.50, 4 and 5, which we offer at

25 grade at 19c
5o
89c
1-uO
79c

$2.49.
This is a saving for you.
We have also a large amount of
We will sell you
Washable
high grade Mercerized
10c Outing Flannel for 8c
Waists, which were $g.no, 3, 3.50 aud
10c Flannelette for
8c
4.mi, which will be sold at this sale at
12 l-2e

$1,99._

9c

Prints at
5c
and Sheetings at very low prices.

Black Silks.

■

you won’t

reduced,from $10,

at $5. 7.5o, and lo;
12.50 and 15.

Shirt Waists.

Almost everybody who reads the newsare keeping tbe
papers is sure to know of the wonderful
cures
made by
Dr.
men of this place very busy hauling stave
Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
and spool wood for their mill, which will
the great kidney, liver
be built in the near future.
; and biadder remedy.
Feb. 9.
Rkg.
It is the great medical triumph of the ninet teenth century; disHANCOCK.
l covered after years of
A grand ball la announced to take place
research by
j\ scientific
at tbe town ballon tbe evening of Feb.
Dr. Kilmer, the emi19. Higgins’ orchestra, of Ellsworth, will
nent K,dn«y and bladH
->~
furnish the music.
der specialist, and ii
successful
in promptly curing
wonderfully
MOUNT DESERT.
lame back, kidney, bladder, uric acid trouThere will be a dance at Masonic hall bles and Bright’s Disease, which is the worst
next Tuesday evening. Music by Mona- form of kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root is not recghan, of Ellsworth.
ommended for everything but if you have kidney, liver or bladder trouble it will be found
TRENTON.
just the remedy you need. 11 has been tested
There will be a dance and supper at In so many ways, in hospital work, in private
hall
Evergreen
Thursday
evening. practice, among the helpless too poor to purchase relief and has proved so successful in
Music by Monaghan’s orchestra.
every case that a special arrangement has
been made by which all readers of this paper
Percy—So Miss Rose paid you a com- who have not already tried it, may have a
pliment*; Harry—Yes, indeed. Why,she sample bottle sent free by mail, a’so a book
more about Swamp-Root and how to
called me tbe same name as a great opera. telling
find out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
it?
Percy—what was
Harry—1 don’t When writing mention
reading this generous
know tbe translation, but she called me
offer in this paper and
“Parsifal”.
send your address togf
Dr Kilmer & Co., Bing- B
La Montt—These
concerns
cigarette
The
state that if you'll send them 500 coupons hamton, N. Y.
they’ll send you books to improve the regular fifty cent and Home of 8wamr>-Root.
sizes
dollar
are sold by all ^ood druggists.
mind. LaMoyne—H’m! by the time you
many cigarettes
have any mind to improve.

in each

The entire stock of Shirt Waists are
at your disposal at less price than we

prominent young men.
R. F. and M. R. Carlisle

smoke that

12.49

We shall give some very unusual
values in lilack Silks, including Taffe-

Tapestries. Lace Curtains and Rugs
—Exceptional values.

tas from 49c. upwards.
lilack I'eau
de Soie from 79c. upwards.

Plain Muslin Curtains at 49, 59, 79,
90c. and $1.49; Reduced from a very
much higher price.

BLACK

and

COLORED

A lot of Net Curtains—value $2.50,
» and 3.50, reduced to $2.25.

Dress Goods.

Couch Covers marked down a dollar
Many qualities of Cheviots, Zibelines, Venetians, marked down to very on a Cover.
low prices.
Rugs, Art Squares and Carpet Rugs
Remnants, in the most desirable —to make room for new Spring Goods

styles

of the fall season at less than

cost.

in our
made a

Carpet Department we have
general mark-down in prices.

Our Clearance Sales are usually well attended and appreciated by our customers.
We don’t have a Clearance Sale
but once a year, but when we do have one it is a record
breaker. Secure what you can of these Bargains as you will
never get any more for your
money than while thissale is on.

M. GALLERT.

the

Swamp-Root, Dr. Kilmer's Hwamp-Koot,
address, Blngnanilon, N. Y., od every

and the
bottle.

—

and Stationary Engines
Grateful Praise Mianus Marine
KINGS
GASOLINE Motors. Fully guaranteed
are

Made
Him Feel
Better
than he
had felt
in Ten
Years

“Allow me to write you these
few lines to let you know that 1
have taken one bottle of your
‘L. F.’ Bitters for my blood, and
am pleased to say that 1 am feeling now as 1 have not felt for a
longtime, in fact, ten years. 1
am recommending your True ’L.
F.' Bitters to all my friends and
telling them what good it has
done for me.
You may use my
name if you wish."
Alfred J.
Fooler, Fairfield. Maine

I

I
29 and

the

OF

Fitted for all work. Lobster, Scallop and Winch Hoists. Woodsawing outfits, hoisting outfits for vessels. Hoist anchor, sails,
pumps, bilge, cargo, etc.
Simple, safe and sure.

Mianus Motor Works,
PORTLAND PIER,

MISS N. F. DRUM CM EY

AMERICAN ADS

and

Purify the

Blood J*

MAINE.

Subscribe for The American.

—

The True “L.F.” Atwood’s
Bitters Cleanse the System

PORTLAND,

j

j

Public

PAY BEST

Reasonable

TRY

Stenographer
Typewriter...

...and

ONE

OllM'

Prices.

OfllfK,

Hank

3
S

and Wash Goods.

One of the Greatest Bargains at this
sale—About iloO high grade Waist
i’attems—no two alike—three yards

7.99
9.91)

20.00
25.00

WITH A LAME BACK ? paid for them.
vet and

uncomfortable.

quickly.

Cotton Dress Goods

8.99

12.50
15.00

SILK,

DO YOU GET UP

racks

Ladies’ Coats

precious relic

failing,

our

To make r-Him for new spring spick
we have marked many desirable fabrics at prices to close; Scotch and
AVe have some Coats we will sell American (iingliams. Plain and M.rcerized Ginghams, Suitings at 9. 12 1-2,
you at your own price, on others we
17, 19, 25 and 29c.; formerly ranged
put the following prices:
from 12 1-3 to 50c.
$10.00 Coats for $1.09

Sbhrrtiankrntft.

gradually

clear

Ladies’ Suits

of

SAUNDERS.

on some to

at $5, 7.50, 0.95, 12.49 and 15; reduced
from $10 and 25.

David.

Darius Saunders

sacrifices

greater

Greece.

husband.

a

an

staple

j

Miss Maud

immediate sale is demanded, and many lines of
merchandise will be sold at the lowest prices of the

which

j

Feb 3.

TO-DAY

BEGINNING

Prompt Service.
Block, Kllaworth.
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